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Did you
remember?
CLOCKS were set back one hour
last night at midnight, as daylight

saving time officially ended.
Daylight saving time lasted for

185 days this year, the longest

ever in Israel.

August CPI
up 0.4%;
housing

down 0.8%
DAVID HARRIS

THE Consumer Price Index rase by
0.4 percent in August, the Central

Bureau of Statistics reported on

, £ *Jtr Friday. Over the first eight months of

« a T * r * i r the year, the index increased 7.7%.

Jft A# • Tte “ain price hikes last month
mmgW ; V- \

. ^ * fpS were for fruit and vegetables, trans-

portatton and home maintenance.

These rises were offset by reductions

fir jf T^-.-JVrr y in the cost of housing, clothing and

Hie predicted rate of inflation for

1996 is between 11 and 12%.
- Housing prices wentdown 0.8%,
comprising decreases of 0.9% on

e T- >Tf*f homes purchased and 04% on rental

properties. This drop' is in part

because of fluctuations in the dollar

exchange rate, die CBS said.

However, MBs for the upkeep of

homes rose byan average 1.1%. This

included increases in electricity

(18%), gas (2.6%), and fuel (3.5%)

bills. Household furnishings and
appliances also registered an increase

(0.9%). Cupboards became more
expensive (1.2%), as did beds

(1.1%); dining furniture (12%) and

refrigerators (7.8%).

Clothing and footwearrecorded an
average decrease in cost of 2.8%,
this tnainfy reflects price declines at

die end of the summer season, says

the CBS.
Pood prices rose by some 0.4%,

including coafeca'oneries (1.2%),

fowl (2.1%), cocoa (45%), and pre-

served meats (2.0%). On the other

hand, prices of flour, bread, and soft

chinks went down. The Industry and

SEASON S 5 r = 0 - Trade Ministry announced last week
t*. "
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•*: featas oftoday the price of flour will
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? 0 i t; p c.be reduced by a further 3,9%.
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'.** L V Following several months of

*mm y a n A TG+hn- I?®*143*®5 ® price; fruit and vegefia-

/•* wera up by 43%. Fresh vegeta-

•> - ;

^ ; |bles rose 63%, with fresh fruits up

£63%, while the cost of frozen pro

; f duce decreased 0.6%. Among the

•
• jjchanges were zucchini (+22.8%),

‘ f
^‘Cucumbers (103%). green peppers (-

|13%) and lettuce (-1.1%); bananas

(+21.0%), watermelon (+15.4%),

mango (-253%), and pears (-5.0%).

Transportation and communication

jsts rose a combined 15% last

r roonih, mainly because of the rise in

bus feres (1Z6%), and taxi feres

(1-4%), with fuel rising some 23%.
The Labor Party said Friday that

k| ftie low CPI increase, which it said is

'v V fee result of the previous govem-
*•'. Sment’s policies, showed tot the

panic sowed this summer by Prime

Minister Binyanun Netanyahu's

government was pointless and served

only to depress the capital market

Manufacturers Association presi-

dent Dan Propper, however, said to
{relatively low increase in to
August’s CPI is not to result of to
government’s monetary policy but

(fee shekel's performance against the

dollar and basket erf currencies.

Propper calWi for an additional

Bl lbaffioncmfrom tins year's bud-

and forto government to keep to

^planned NIS 4.9b. cutnext yeac

Histadml Chairman Amir Peretz

saidto tow increase was good news,

hilt warned tot unless more was
done to increase investment and

growth, tore would be more unem-

ployment in the periphery, particular-

ly in to South.

Arab states

threaten to

freeze ties
Jerusalem Post Staff and news agencies
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The aircraft carrier USS Enterprise sails through the Suez Canal yesterday on its voyage from the Adriatic to the Persian Gulf
where it will join other forces patrolling the region. (ap)

US wants more troops in Kuwait
KUWAIT (Reuter) - The United
States yesterday held out the pos-
sibility of more strikes on Iraq and
asked Kuwait to accept additional

American troops on its soil to

deter potential trouble from the

Gulf state’s former occupier.

US Defense Secretary William
Peny told a news conference in

Kuwait that the US “will take

whatever action is necessary" to

enforce an expanded southern
Iraqi no-fly zone up to the 33rd
parallel and to protect US pilots

patrolling it

‘*Ws will not tolerate this threat

to our pilots," Perry said, adding
Washington stood “shoulder to

shoulder^ with Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait during heightened tension

with Baghdad.
Parry is on a visit to the Gulf to

try to rally the Gulf War alliance

against Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein following Iraqi missile

attacks against US planes
patrolling the no-fly zone.

Perry said he had asked
Kuwait's emir. Sheikh Jaber al-

Ahmad al-Sabah, for permission

to proceed with a plan announced
by Washington on Friday to

deploy several thousand more US
troops in the Gulf state.

The emir had replied that

Kuwait would give its reply after

Kuwait’s Supreme Defense
Council discussed it. Perry added.

Defense Minister Sheikh Ahmad
Hamour al-Jaber al-Sabah told

.Reuters in the early evening that

the government had not yet made
a decision on the American
request

Perry's remarks about the troop

deployment request raised specu-

lation among some Kuwaitis that

their leaders may have had doubts
about the wisdom of hosting more
US forces at a time when many
Arab states have criticized US
strikes on Iraq.

They noted Washington normal-
ly unveils its plans for military

reinforcements in the volatile Gulf
only after fust obtaining the host
government’s permission in pri-

vate contacts.

Kuwait, grateful to Washington
for leading the 1991 GulfWar that

liberated it from a seven-month
Iraqi occupation, is so far the only
Arkb country to support
Washington in its latest standoff

with Saddam.
But President Bill Clinton told

reporters in the US; “What hap-
pened was that the decision on the

movements that we had made
actually became public before we
had done our regular consultation

and the Kuwaitis had done their

regular review ... There is nothing
irregular or troubling here.”

In Kuwait, diplomats

that Perry’s remarks reflected

simple error of timing -
Washington mistakenly announced
the deployment before Kuwait had
been asked to approve it

Perry dismissed a pledge by
Iraq on Friday to abandon attacks

on US patrolling the Western-

imposed zone, saying. “We cannot
rely on Saddam Hussein's promts- -

es.”

Asked if more US strikes

against Iraq were still possible.

Perry said: “Yes, it is still a possi-

bility.”

Peny added he had ordered a

battery of Scud-busting Patriot

missiles to Kuwait to strengthen

its air defenses.

Military sources say Kuwait
over the past year has taken deliv-

ery of some of die hundreds of
Patriots it ordered after the 1991

Gulf War but these are nor yet

fully operational.

Peny said Saddam posed a dan-
ger not only in northern Iraq,

where his forces attacked Kurds
last month, but could also “move
to coerce or even attack his neigh-

bors to Che south.”

Security at the news conference

was tight. US guards milled

around Perry with machine guns
poking from (heir clothes.

ARAB foreign ministers meeting
in Cairo, warned Israel yesterday

that they would freeze ties if there

is no progress in the peace

process.

The Arab League meeting

called on Qatar. Oman, Tunisia

and Morocco to reevaluate then-

relations with Israel", according to

a Channel 1 report last night

“These are independent coun-

tries capable of evaluating their

national interests very well.

External pressure does not serve

the interests of the peace process.

It has precisely the opposite

effect,” Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s foreign policy advis-

er Dore Gold said in response.

Ministers ar the two-day Arab
League meeting repeatedly

warned that a collapse in die peace

process is imminent.

“There has been a unanimous
demand to tie relations with Israel

to progress on the peace process."

Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk
Share said outside the meeting.

‘Israel is wrecking the peace

process and the basis on which it

was established,” he said.

Sources in the Prime Minister’s

Office last night described these

statements as “maneuvers of pres-

sure that are counterproductive to

the peace process. Israel will not

act under pressure.”

In June, a summit of Arab lead-

ers in Cairo warned that Arab
states would reconsider their role

in the peace process and economic

ties with Israel if it did not stick to

the principle of trading land for

peace.

Little progress has occurred

since then. Negotiations with the

Palestinians have gone nowhere
despite a meeting between

Netanyahu and Yasser Arafat.
Peace talks with Lebanon and
Syria, meanwhile, have not
resumed.
While not detailing the steps to

be taken, Arab officials have sug-
gested boycotting multilateral

talks between Israel and Arab
countries. That, however, will

apparently cot include the eco-

nomic summit in Cairo scheduled
for November 12-14. Despite ear-

lier threats, Egyptian officials now
say that conference will be con-
vened as scheduled.

“The Arab states need the multi-

lateral meetings more than Israel

does. By withdrawing they arc

harming themselves more than

they can harm Israel." a source in

ihe Prime Minister's Office said

last night.

Netanyahu also dismissed the

threats to end regional coopera-

tion.

“We are not taking these things

seriously,” he said yesterday in an
interview with Israel Radio. “I

don't recommend anyone use
these tools against us. It will not

help.”

Arafat complained Saturday

that Israel was only play-acting at

peace and was not serious about
implementing agreements it had
made with the PLO.
“There is an impasse not only on

the Palestinian track but the Syrian

and Lebanese tracks, where noth-

ing has been implemented con-

cerning the agreements signed and
agreed upon," Arafat told

reporters at the Arab summit.
“There is an attempt only to

make a political show, to give the

impression that there is a tendency

from the Israelis to move in the

(Continued on Page 2)

Dassy Rabinowitz,
subject of cancer

treatment scandal, dies

*v.

DASSY RabinowiEz, 19, the can-

cer patient from Efrat who made
headlines this summer after she

and her family complained that

Jerusalem’s Hadassah-University

Hospital hematology department

chairman Prof. Eliczer

Rachmilevich refused to treat her,

died Friday nigh £ at her home.
Rabinowitz, who died after a

two-year battle with Non-
Hodgkin's lymphoma, was buried

last night at the Kfar Etzion ceme-

tery.

The incident occurred in May,
when Rabinowitz was refused an

emergency blood transfusion by

Hadassah, where Rachmilevich

had been treating her. Hospital

staffers said they had been ordered

by Rachmilevich to refuse her fur-

ther treatment, after the family had

gone to Rambam Hospital in

Haifa for a second opinion. The

transfusion was done by Shaare

Zedek Hospital instead.

After the incident was repotted

in Ma'tuiv Rachmilevich denied

Dassy had been refused treatment

out of spite, saying it was because

the hospital lacked information on

the type of treatment she had

undergone at Rambam Hospital.

But a Health Ministry investigat-

ing team concluded in July that

to Rabinowitzs’ complaint “was
correct in all its details.”

Following the receipt of that

report. Health Minister Tzahi

Hanegbi appointed an official

committee to examine, whether
RachmUevich’s behavior was in

breach of his license or violated

to law. It is due to complete its

investigation next month.
Rachmilevich is currently .on

leave from the hospital.

A family friend said Rabinowitz
had been released from to hospi-

tal to her home about a week ago.

“On Friday evening she felt she

was slipping away, and said good-

bye to her family. She was a girl

who touched so many people, who
volunteered all the time, who
despite the treatments and
chemotherapy volunteered at the

Zichron Menachem camp few chil-

dren with cancer.

“Only a month ago, while she

was frill of morphine, she took her

driving test. She sai± ‘If all my
girlfriaads can do it, I can.”

Rabinowitz was a graduate of

the Neveh Hanna High School in

Gush Etzion. She is survived by
her parents and four siblings.

(Itim)
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Netanyahu: We don’t

adapt our interests

to fit ties with US
THE government woald rather

strain relations with the US than

concede too much territory. Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
said in a Rosh Hashana interview

broadcast yesterday.

**Although relations with the

United States is a strategic asset of
utmost importance, it is not the

supreme asset of the State of
Israel,” Netanyahu told Israel

Radio.

"The supreme asset is our secu-

rity. The supreme asset is things

holy to us, like Jerusalem,” said

Netanyahu, in a pre-taped inter-

view. “If an administration of the

US conies and says give all this up
in exchange for relations with the

US, I will not give them up.”

He said he viewed Israeli oppo-

Newsac

sition to certain Palestinian goals,

including the return of Arab
refugees to ancestral homes within

the Green Line, as also among his

nation's “supreme assets”.

Netanyahu said he had made it

clear in talks with President Bill

Clinton that “our policy is not to

create any limitation on existing

Jewish settlement, and if we
decide on new settlements, it will

not come as a surprise.”

Citing a precedent for resistance

to White House arm-twisting, be
described then-president Ronald
Reagan's displeasure over Israel's

1982 invasion of Lebanon.
“This -friendly administration.

this friendly president imposed
sanctions on us, such as suspend-

ing delivery of F-16 fighters.

“We didn’t say, ‘There's nothing

we can do’ ...we acted to convince

diem, first of all, that -their step

was a mistake.”

“We also activated our ties with

various elements in the US, in

order to stand up to the pressure,”

he said, in an apparent reference to

the pro-Israel lobby in the United

States.

Netanyahu pledged to “do my
best” to reach understandings with

Clinton and the US Congress, but

was careful to add:.“I make our

work with the United States fit our

interests, and do not adapt our
interests to fit our ties with the

US.”

Army continues to monitor
Syrian troop movements
IDF detects no significant change over holiday

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, his wife, Sara, and

in the Upper Galilee yesterday, accompanied by police and security men.
(Avihn SbapiraflsraeTSnn)

THE IDF continues to monitor

Syrian troop deployments in

Lebanon and Syria, but there were
no significant changes over the

weekend, sources said

The IDF has adjusted its intelli-

gence gathering
1

along die

Lebanese and Syrian borders, but

sources stressed that there were no
abrupt movements.

Syrian troops have been rede-

ploying in Lebanon for die past

few weeks and have pulled out of
landmark positions in and around

Beirut

Syria has about 30,000 troops in

Lebanon.
Most of the re-deployed troops

have taken up positions in the

AR1EH O'SULLIVAN
and news agencies

mountain range on the Syrian bor-

der where the Syrian army has

SAM-7 anti-aircraft missiles and
anti-aircraft gun batteries

installed, Lebanese security

sources, quoted by Reuters, said

They said that Beirut newspaper
reports that 20,000 Syrian soldiers

had already moved from Beirut,

the central Lebanese mountains

and other regions toward the

Syrian border were exaggerated

The conservative daily an-

Nahar and its French-language

sister newspaper L’Orient-Le Jour

said the troops had taken up posi-

tions in the range to protect anti-

aircraft installations.

The Syrian troop movements
started last month when the troops

evacuated a number of positions in

the mountains of central Lebanon

in what Lebanese security sources

announced was a defensive rede-

ployment after apparent Israeli

threats to attack Syrian forces in

Lebanon.
Despite the pullouts, armed

Syrian troops are still stationed in

the Lebanese capital

These Syrian troops are highly

visible in some areas, including

Shi’ite Moslem suburbs that axe a

stronghold of the pro-Iranian

Hizbullah.

Syria repeats rejection of

proposal to restart talks
US MIDDLE East peace process

coordinator Dennis Ross is due to

arrive in Egypt tonight on the first

leg of a regional tour to discuss

progress in the peace process.

He will later visit Jerusalem, but

it is still unclear, according to an

official in the Prime Minister's

Office, whether Ross will also trav-

el to Damascus.

Syria reiterated its rejection yes-

terday of Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu’s proposal to resume

peace talks, saying it did not con-

tain a commitment to trading land

for peace. The official Syrian news-

paper al-Thawra also criticized the

United States for supporting the

Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

Israeli proposal and urged a united

Arab stand to face the “dangerous

alternatives resulting from the fail-

ure of Netanyahu’s plan.”

“To continue misleading the

world and America he [Netanyahu]

tried in his latest visit to use new
ways to propose the idea... saying

that there is a draft plan to resume

die talks," al-Thawra said.

“This draft is based on a strange

set up, words and understandings.

pnd what is strange is that the US
agrees and tries to market it as if it

had nothing to do with the peace

process," it said.
.

Washington announced earlier m
the week that Israel and the US had

new proposals to restart the Syrian-

Israeli peace negotiations.

Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk

Share on Thursday said Syria

would not accept new formulas

unless they are based on the agree-

ments reached with the Labor gov-

ernment
Washington denied on Friday that

Damascus rejected the offer and

said both sides were discussing the

proposal put forward following a

visit to the US last week by

Netanyahu.

Medal of

valor given

to colonel

suspended in

‘dehydration

trial’ <
AR1EH O'SULLIVAN

Low election turnout threatens Hizbullah
BAALBEK, Lebanon (Reuter) -
Low turnout yesterday in the east-

ern Bekaa Valley appeared to

threaten Hizbullah with a new set-

back'in thc final round ofvoting in

Lebanon's parliamentary election.-

.Shortly after polls closed at’5:00

pan-'-tbe- Interior Ministry said a

preliminary count showed ' that

about 37 percent of the 410,000

voters cast their ballots. Results are

expected today.

The Bekaa is a stronghold of

Hizbullah. It was electing the last

23 members to the 128-member
parliament after voting in Mount
Lebanon, the north, Beirut and the

sooth on the past four Sundays. The low turnout appeared to ‘‘Hizbullah candidates are being

The Lebanese Association for the threaten the chances of a Maronite deleted. We still don’t know how

Democracy of Elections (LADE), Christian and a Srmni Moslem can- widely practiced this has been but

an independent watchdog, reported didate that Hizbullah was backing there is evidentdeletion ofourcan-

many irregularities in the poll.'*If on the pro-government list besides didates’ names,” Hizbullah deputy

reported widespread abuses in-the three of its o^ candidates; local Khodr Tleis told reporters. .

earlier rounds. poll-observers said;
1
- Local observers said Bekaa

A pro-government list of six min- Hizbullah lost two of itf'Hgfar Christians were angry because a

isters, parliamentary deputies and parliamentary seats in earlier Maronite Christian on the pro-gov-

Pregnant woman killed

as husband swerves

to avoid cow
isters, parliamentary deputies and
rgrvtidateg nf Hirfwflah and Amal

T

Lebanon’s two main rival Shi’ite

Moslem movements, was expected

to win most of the sears. It was

challenged by a 10-man leftist tick-

et headed by communist party bead

Farouk Dharouje and a six-man list

of independents.

parliamentary seats m earlier

rounds and losses by two support-

ers in the Bekaa would be another

damaging blow.

Christians, who total over25 per-

cent of Bekaa voters, were either

refusing to vote or were crossing

Hizbullah and its supporters off

their ballot papers.

Maronite Christian on the pro-gov-

ernment list was chosen by
Hizbullah under an election deal

brokered by Syria.

They were also showing dislike

for President Bias Hrawi, a pro-

Syrian Maronite from the Bekaa.

Hrawi ’s son Roy failed to win elec-

tion in the last elections in 1992.

Nurses call

one-day strike

tomorrow

Police call off

search for Edri

JUDY SIEGEL

NURSES in all the public hospitals

will hold a one-day strike tomor-

row, closing down outpatient clin-

ics and diagnostic institutes and
severely reducing services in the

operating rooms and the wards.

The strike will affect all public

hospitals - those owned by the

Health Ministry, Kupat Holim
Clalit, and voluntary organizations

(such as Hadassah and Shaare
Zedek in Jerusalem).

The only public hospital whose
nurses will not be striking is

Laniado in Netanya, as staff have a

no-strike clause in their contract at

the bidding of the rebbe who
founded the hospital.

Operating rooms will accept
only emergency cases. Neonatal,
oncology, dialysis, obstetrics and
fertility units will function on a

reduced schedule, whfle intensive

care units will operate cm a night

schedule.

The Tel Aviv Regional Labor
Court on Friday gave the nurses

permission to hold the strike and
rejected out of hand the govern-
ment's request for temporary
restraining orders.

Judge Sara Meiri said the strike

was legal. The union has for many
months been demanding an
increase in nurses’job sicks to cope
with the growing burden of

patients.

The nurses are currently working
according to a job-slot standard set

in 1982/3.

Since then 700,000 new immi-
grants and native-bom Israelis

have been added to die population,

treatments have become high-tech

and much more sophisticated and
the number of chronically ill

patients has increased, according

to union chief Dana Cohen.
Meiri said the court was aware of

the distress the strike could cause

patients, but she stressed that it

was less than that caused by the

lack of adequate manpower in the

wards.

After the 24-hour warning
strike, the union may meet again
and decide on additional single

days of work action.

The judge said that if they want-
ed to launch a longer strike, they

would have to inform their

employers seven days in advance.
The Health Ministry did not com-
ment last night.

POLICE have decided to not

renew die searches today for miss-

ing soldier Sharon Edri of Moshav
Zanoah, who has been missing
since last Monday.

However, police will continue

to collect intelligence information

in an attempt to locate him.

Police sources admitted that

there is a growing fear for Edri’s

life.

The searches were stopped on
Friday afternoon. During Rosh
Hashana, Beit Shemesh police

operated a field unit that attempt-

ed to collect information, but no
new clues were found.

The police said thar since exten-
sive searches were conducted
between Zanoah, near Beit
Shemesh, and the Tzrifin army
base, where he was last seen, it

was decided not to renew the
searches.

Anyone who may have any
information, however, is asked to

call the nearest police station.

“If anyone is holding my son

Sharon, I beg of him to have
mercy on me and on him and
return him home ” Edri’s mother,
Hanna, said on Friday.

“Every day has been a terror,”

she said.

Hanna Edri explained that her

son had a Bezeq phone card,

would call home at least once a
day. and was especially careful to

call home if he knew he would be
delayed commg borne.

“Sharon was a good boy. He
would never let me worry so long
this way," she said, in response to

speculation last week that he may
have gone into hiding following a
dispute with the commander of his

Naha] unit
She said she believed he had

been kidnapped, although she had
received no message from anyone
or any ransom demands.

She praised the police for its

work, saying she believed every
effort was being made to find her
son.

Gtim)

A PREGNANT 29-year-old

woman was killed Saturday when
her husband swerved their car off

the road nearTiberias to avoid hit-

ting a cow.
The car overturned, killing

Oshrat Debar of Hod Hasharon,

and injuring her husband, Shilo,

28, and another passenger, Zohar
Kadmon, 25.

Two other people were killed

and 16 injured, seven seriously, in

other weekend traffic accidents.

Saturday afternoon a Palestinian

man was killed and nine people
were injured, one seriously, when
a commercial vehicle overturned

on the Efrat-Hebron road. The van
flipped over near the Gush Etzion

junction, and the injured were
taken to Bethlehem region hospi-

tals for treatment.

Kobi Malka, 18, of Givatayira
was killed Friday night when the

motorcycle be was riding collided

with a truck. Police are seeking
witnesses to the accident, who are

asked to call 03-5124606.

A scooter driver was seriously

hurt in Herzliya in a collision with

a car, and taken to Kfar Sava’s

Meir Hospital.A motorcyclist was
also seriously injured when he
collided with a vehicle. He- was
taken to Ichilov Hospital in Tel

Aviv
Yesterday afternoon, a 12-year-

old Netanya girl was vety serious-

ly hurt when she was hit by a car

that was passing illegally. She
was taken to Beilinson Hospital

for treatment, and the 1 9-year-old

driver was arrested and his license

revoked.

Two soldiers were seriously hurt

yesterday morning when the dri-

ver of a bus apparently ran a stop

sign and crashed into their car.

Yossef GiL 20, of Givatayim and
Ya'acov Mizrahi, 20, of Ashdod
were taken to Sheba Hospital.

Friday morning, one man was
seriously hurt and the other lightly

injured when a car collided with a
taxi in Ashdod

Gtim)

Palestinians: We’ll reopen
Hebron market today

PALESTINIAN officials met yesterday in Hebron and decided to
reopen a market in the town closed since 1994, when Baruch
Goldstein shot dead 29 Arab worshipers at the nearby Machpela
Cave.

“We will go on Monday and we will reopen shops there," said
Hebron Mayor Mustafa Naxshe. “The Taba agreement we signed last
year with Israel says it should be reopened, but Israel keeps delay-
ing. Israel does not implement what was agreed upon.”
The fruit and vegetable market is situated near the Avraham Avinu

section, where some two dozen Jewish families live. After the meet-
ing, Palestinian officials said they anticipated problems today re-
opening the market.

(Reuter)

THE colonel who was given a sus-

pended sentence in the much pub-

licized court-martial over the

dehydration death of two com-
mandos has been given a citation

for valor for leading courageous

operations in Lebanon.

OC Northern Command Maj.-

Gen. Amiram Levine honored

CoL Amos Ben-Avraham and the

Golani reconnaissance unit for a

series of intensive operations in

Lebanon, including raids into

areas controlled by Hizbullah, die

army said.,

The army's decision., to honor -

Ben-Avraham ’ conies .afietyfais

court-martial last month, in which
Ben-Avraham and two other offi-

cers were found guilty of causing

the death by negligence of two
soldiers In a training accident four

years ago.

Top army brass warned the court

that any grave punishment would
likely cause officers in the field to

shirk from taking responsibility,

thus weakening the IDF.

The court subsequently gave
Ben-Avraham a 90-day suspended
sentence.

During his trial, a string of top

generals, including Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechaj, testi-

,

tied as character witnesses for

Ben-Avraham.
,

-

Levine, who also spoke highly

of Ben-Avraham, decided ta
bestow the honor on the colonel

after the medal committee recom-
mended he be recognized for ini-

tiative, leadership and extraordi-

nary personal example as a
brigade commander in the north-

eastern sector of the Galilee.

“Col. Ben-Avraham initiated,

led and commanded troops in a
large portion of the firefights in

the sector," according to an IDF
statement
Levine also extended the boom'

to the Golani reconnaissance unit

for carrying out a complicated
deep penetration raid into enemy
territory in Lebanon last

November,
The army said that the unit suc-

cessfully maneuvered through a
densely populated area controlled
by Hizbullah and carried out '

a

pinpoint operation.
The army declined to give fur-

ther details.

Shahak to France for official visit Har Nof Gardens, Jerusalem

FREEZE
(Continued Grom Page 1)

right direction, while on the

ground there is nothing concrete

in our hands," he added.

Arafat requested the Arab
League meeting to air his griev-

ances against Netanyahu.
“This was an important oppor-

tunity to put my Arab brothers in

the picture regarding the danger-

ous circumstances that we are

going through and that directly

affect the peace process," Arafat

said.

“I also told them about attempts

by Israel to freeze implementation
of what was agreed upon and its

[Israel's] making do with meet-
ings that only have a political

facade. This puts the peace
process in real danger.”

Arafat said his speech focused
on Jerusalem, Israel’s refusal to

withdraw from Hebron, the fate

of Palestinian refugees, safe pas-

sage routes between the self-rule

areas and Palestinian prisoners.

These are some of the stickiest

issues on the Palestinian-Isiaeli

negotiating table.

Although the Cairo meeting
was touted as a way to put pres-
sure on Israel it was overshad-
owed by the standoff between
Iraq and Washington. The league
has refrained from criticizing the
US buildup, but sentiments were
clearly against renewed attacks.

CHIEF of General Staff Lt-Gen.
Arxmon Lipkin-Shahak is expect-
ed to arrive soon in Paris for a
four-day official visit to France.
He will be a guest of his French

counterpart. Chief of StaffPhfllipe
Douen. Douen visited Israel in

January.

The invitation was delivered to
Shahak in July, during the same
week that French Defense
Minister Charles Millon
announced the postponement of
his scheduled trip to Israel that
was supposed to take place this

ELDAD BECK

past summer. Millon at the time
linked future development of
defense and military tics between
the two countries to progress in
the peace process.

Israeli sources in Paris, however,
said that the fact that the invitation
to Shahak was delivered at thar
time shows that France has no
intention of lowering the profile of

and that Milion's “warning" vvas
an isolated incident.

Shahak, moreover, paid a short,
unofficial visit to France in July,
crossing over from Belgium to
visit the Eurosatory ‘96 interna-
tional armament show, in which
Israel was participating for the
first time, and to meet his French
counterpart

During this visit, Shahak is due
to hold talks with heads of
France’s military establishment
and to visit bases of French elite
units.

Exclusive Har Nof Project - Few Apartments Remaining ;

4 rooms
5 rooms, ground floor, scenic view,
6 rooms, 50 sq.m, balcony, garden,

$227,600
$287,000
$338,500.

Marble floors, modem kitchens, apartments ready in eight months. -
Prices according to exchange rate of NIS 3l20 -$l when you pay caafif.”

Nof Real Estate Tel. 02-375161, Fax. 02-3751 62 ^

- ™ P|ace this its military contact wife IsraeL ^?ts
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Mekorot proposing desalination plant in Haifa
MEKOROT is proposing the estab- ....
lishment of a desalination plant in

PAVID RUDGE shortage of fresh water
the Haifa bayside district to heln Afeo I

66
*.
0" been foreseen

overcome a severe shortage of Mekorm k, t

back “ ** 197°'s*^
drinking water in die region^ drawn "JJ”JL

e3t!

f
e,ts

J^
ve exacerbated by the rapid gn

K™q^“d ’5‘*°n,he S'JSi-tM*.
*U‘ b ““ Kurfani and vSLcompan^ciah said the

shortage of fresh water in the
region had been foreseen as far
back as the 1970's, but had bam
exacerbated by the rapid growth of
foe population in Haifa, foe bayside
suburbs and Western Galilee in the
past few years.

The officials said Mekorot was
forced to stop pumping water from
several existing wells in foe region.
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WORLD NEWS

Pro-US Kurds
flee to Turkey
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theU* “cnws the Habur bridge yesterday to enter Turkey. Most of the evacuees leav-
ing worked as employees ofUS aid programs and military groups. (ftKaler)

HUNDREDS of Kurds clinching

suitcases crossed the Tbddsh border
yesterday at the start of an evacua-

tion by pro-US Iraqis who fear
Baghdad’s increased influence in

northern Iraq, witnesses said.

The Kunfe, brought to die bordcr
in a fleet of battered buses and jeeps,
walked across the Habur bridge
crossing for passage to Turkey from
where tfaey were to be processed for

asylum in die United Slates.

“I feel great. I just want to get

across that bridge.” said a refugee
who identified himself only as
Moyyad. ATYnidsh tank waited on
the other side of the border.

As many as 2^300 Iraqi Kurds
were to be relocated to a camp in the

Turkish town of SilopL Most
waked as employees ofUS aid pro-

grams and the US-led air operation

patrolling a no-fly zone for Iraqi air-

craft in northern Iraq. But some are

believed to have been engaged in

intelligence activities for the

Americans.

Witnesses said more than 200
Kurds were put up at a camp inride

Turkey. “We look forward to having

them transmitted from Ttirkey very

quickly” US diplomat Rank
Ricdardoni told Reuters Television.

The Kurds had holed 19 in

KURT SCHORK
ZAKHO. Iraq

small hotels and private residences

waiting to escape since Iraqi troops
helped the Kurdistan Democratic
Party (KDP) faction take die city of
Arbi! from a rival group late last

month.
The KDP, led by Massoud

Barzani, went on to conquer most of
northern Iraq and boost Saddam's
prestige in a region where be had
been ineffective for the past five

years.

The US-led force has been
patrolling northern Iraq since after

the Gulf War in 1991. Baghdad
announced on Friday it would sus-

pend jsussQh attacks on intruding

planes after Washington began a
military build up in response to a

failed missile strike on US planes

over northern Iraq last week.
Among the Iraqis to be ferried out

were administrators, drivers and
messengers who had worked for

Washington in the region. They were
to take their families with them.

“The last 10 days have been like

10 years,” said Moyyad, who had

been wailing in a house with 17
other people in Dohuk, about SO km
south of fee border.

_

“The children are naughty, my
wife is sick and 1 have been smoking
three packs of cigarettes a day and
feeling chest pains. AH of this is

horn the strain,” Moyyad said.

About 250 members of the Iraqi

National Congress, a US-funded
group dedicated to the overthrow of
Saddam, were also set to cross the

border in the rent few days.

Die Washington Post said yester-

day that the US Central Intelligence

Agency had spent about $100 mil-

lion since 1991 to oust Saddam, with
very little to show for its efforts.

The paper said the CIA had fund-
ed dissident Kurds and Iraqis,

enabling them to buy light arms and
ammunition, commimicarions gear,

publishing materials, broadcasting
equipment, cars, trucks, food and
medicine.

US citizens in government pro-

grams in Iraqi Kurdistan were evacu-
ated shortly after a round of Kurdish
infighting broke out in Arbfl on
August 31. Some private aid work-
ers, however; chose to stay behind.

Officials of the Baghdad-backed
KDP are reluctant to see so many of
the region's skilled people leave and
say the refugees’ fears of a return by
Saddam's faces are unfounded.

(Reuter)

Bossi declares
secession of

northern Italy

OSCE observes ‘fair’ Bosnian elections,

questions Moslem protest

?d

VENICE (AP) - Before tens of
thousands of cheering followers,

secessionist leader Umberto Bossi

declared northern Italy yesterday a
separate nation, his sharpest provo-
cation yet of die political establish-

ment that he accuses of crushing the

wealthy region.

“We, the peoples of Padania.

solemnly proclaim: Padania is an
independent and sovereign federal

republic,” Bossi read to die crowd
packed along the banks ofthe lagoon
near the mouth ofthe Grand CanaL
More than 50.000 “leghistL,” as

Bossi ts Northern League backets are

known, flocked to the raDy.

The declaration condemned the

Italian state for “colonial oppression,

economic exploitation and moral

violence” and denounced Roms for

using the north's resources for

“Mafia-like welfare for the-Souih.”

T feel free of Rome,” said Andrea

Dafla Vfecchta, 21, who came "from

nearby Vioenza to see Bossi
Earlier, Premier Romano Prodi,

speaking elsewhere in the north,

declared that “unity and autonomy
must travel together in our country.”

Bat Ins government’s pledge to put

Italyon the path to federalism hasn’t

gotten very fat

Bossi, in his gravelly voice.

somberly read out the independence
declaration after arriving in a cata-

maran across the lagoon.

Sunday's appointment drew tire

biggest crowd in three days of

Scores of events were held along

the mighty Po Rivet; which runs

through tire rich industrial and agri-

cultural heartland of northern Italy.

But until the Yfcnice appointment, no
more than hundreds ofpeople, thou-

sands in sane cases, showed up at

the events.

The League had predicted over 15
million people would show up.

In Venice, more than 4,000 police

were on hand to control the crowds.

Besides League sympathizers and
die usual mass of tourists, a soccer

game drew thousands offans. Leftist

Maya Massimo Cacdari invited cit-

izens to stay home.
Boos and ratralk went up from

League followers when a woman
hung an Italian flag form her win-

dow overlooking the rally. She
responded with a rude gesture ami

left the banner hanging.

A major counter-protest organized

in Milan by tire right-wing National

Alliancedrew some 100J000 people,

who waved Italian flags and listened

to tire national anthem.

'

INTERNATIONAL supervisors of

Bosnia’s first post-war elections said

yesterday thai independent monitors

found them largely flee and fair, all

bat dismissing a Moslem refusal to

accept results from Serb areas.

France and Germany joined
Richard Holbrooke, US architect of
Bosnia’s peace process who wit-

nessed Saturday’s polling, in prais-

ing the elections, poling pressure on
the Moslems to drop their challenge

over alleged Serb baDot fraud

Bosnian Serbs responded to tire

Moslems’ move by ordering local

election committees to stop counting
votes in Serb areas, for which tens of

thousands of Moslem refugees cast

ballots.

But the counting resumed a few
hours later following intervention by
the election overseers, tire

Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE).

International sponsors had braced

for post-election protests and
obstruction by Bosnian factions still

polarized after 43 months of war,

and said they were confident dis-

putes would be ironed out in coming
days.

The OSCE said all of Bosnia’s

factions knew in advance tire elec-

tions would not be perfect and the

MARK HEINRICH

SARAJEVO
preliminary evidence gave no cause

to annul tire results in any of

Bosnia's divided Moslem,Croatand
Serb-dominated sectors.

“They were almost entirely free of

abuse. The international [OSCE-
affiliated] observers, according to

our preliminary reports, have been
well satisfied with the arrangements

they observed,” said OSCE spokes-

womanAgoaKupennan

.

“AH major political parties includ-

ing tire [Modem] SDA agreed to

participate in these elections, know-

ing full well that a state of perfection

in so far as political behavior is con-

cerned had not been achieved.”

Preliminary results from balloting

for a three-person Bosnian presiden-

cy from Moslem, Serb and Croat

communities as well as inter-ethnic

parliaments are due today.

An international monitors’ report

will influence a decision later tins

month on whether to certify tire

results. Steps to form power-sharing

institutions and pass a 1997 budget

would then begin.

The protest by Bosnian President

Alija Izetbegpvic’s Party of
Democratic Action was addressed to

the UN Security Council, nftmuny.

arbiter of Bosnia's peace process,

but Holbrookeandother internation-

al officials shrugged it off.

“We always knew there would be
protests about tire elections.- But
this was a general protest dearly

[drafted] before the elections,”

Holbrooke told reporters in Sarajevo

yesterday. “It is not abig deal.”

Izetbegovic issued a statement

later citing “reports of serious irreg-

ularities” in Serb-area voting hut

strikingly made no mention of tire

SDA’s vow not to recognize tire

results.

(Reuter)

Afghanistan government jets bomb Jalalabad

Chechen rebels prepared

to renew fighting
MOSCOW (AP) - Chechen sepa-

ratists are ready to resume fighting

when necessary as tire peace

process comes under increasing

strain, tire rebels’ military comman-
do" said in remarks televised yester-

day.

Aslan Maskhadov, who signed a

series of accords last month with

Russian security chief Alexander

Lebed, said it’s not clear whether

tire three-week-old peace will hold.

“It's very fragile,” Maskhadov
said in an interview aired on the

ftogi program of Russia’s indepen-

dentNTV television. “The situation

depends on how politicians in

Moscow weak it out amongst them-

selves,”

He noted that he had already

signed several agreements with tire

Russians.

Fighting in the Caucasus

Mountains republic came to a virtu-

al hah August 23 when a truce was
agreed to and tire warring sides

beggn polling their forces out of the

ONE OF A KIND

capital Grozny.

But efforts to arrange a lasting

settlement to die 21-month-old con-

flict have bogged down due to

resistance in Moscow to the peace

deal, which calls for Chechnya to

vote in 2001 on whether to become
independent

JALALABAD,Afghanistan (AP)

—

Government jets launched a pun-

ishing air strike yesterday on the

eastern Afghan city of Jalalabad,

destroying several buildings and
sending thousands of terrified resi-

dents fleeing tire city.

Six people were kitted in the

attack, said doctors at Jalalabad

Genera] Hospital Dozens more
were injured.

The hospital, a shabby white-

washed cement building, was over-

whelmed with wounded. Patients

lay moaning in cots that lined tire

corridors.

Doctors scrambled form one
patient to tire other, administering

medicine, cleaning wounds, issuing

orders. The local anesthetic barely

bad time to take effect before doc-

tors began digging out shrapnel

“They just keep coming in. They
have head wounds, fractures, inter-

nal bleeding— all from tire bomb-
ing,” said hospital nursing director,

Mohammed Shakir.

Families knelt beside their

wounded .relatives. Fathers com-
forted screaming children. Space,

was at a premium and tire smallest

patients shared a cot.

In one bed a mother and son lay

side by side. One of the bombs had
landed near her flimsy home spray-

ing shrapnel everywhere.

“I just grabbed him. He was
screaming. I was screaming. Our
neighbors helped us,” said Pasha
Begum.
Outside bloodied stretchers were

stacked against the hospital emer-

gency ward to greet tire wounded
who arrived by horse-drawn cart,

motorized rickshaws and in buses.

Some carried their wounded on
their back.

Others came to ’retrieve their

sad- . ....... from .the Pakisteoi.-rboBdec Onei
Aius’fiilL of wailing burqa-clad.. bomb, landed near pne-of.tire day’s.

women and ‘ howling children

watched as the body of a relative

wrapped in a bloody shroud was
hoisted onto the bus to be taken

home to be buried.

At least rare of tire jets, screaming
down on tire city in a nose dive,

dropped its load near Jalalabad’s

historic Winter Palace, where hun-
dreds of rebel troops have been
camped out since capturing the city

on Wednesday.

Rebel farces have used tire palace

and the Governor's Mansion as

their headquarters since marching
into Jalalabad.

The bombing ran destroyed three

buildings in tbe city 75 kilometers

only functioning hotels, used by the

staff of many international aid

agencies.

^ .just ran for cover-” said-CoLo

Leslie. Siotim-Eddey, a military •

advisor with tire United. Nations

Special Mission for Afghanistan.

dived for cover between the beds.
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There are many hotels in

Jerusalem...
But all agree we are

second to none.
Cable TV. all rooms
Walking distance to the Old

City and city center

Facilities for family

(unctions

Quiet, family-run hotel

Shabbat elevator-

strictly kosher
.

3 Mendele Street

Jerusalem 92147 Israel

Tel: 02-566311

Fax. 972-2-561 0964

do it through the "Israel Connection* column,

which appears at the beginning of every month in both the

Friday national (Israeli) edition and in the International

Edition. Youradvertisement,
(maximum 20 words) will appear once
in both publications for only US$60.
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The Israel Connection, TheJerusalem Post

2 ii East 43rd St, Suite 601, New York, N.Y. 10017, U.S.A.

Tel: 001-2 12-599-3666/Fax: 001-2 12-599-4743

Those living in other countries (including Israel), please
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The Israel Connection, TheJerusalem Post
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972-2-5388408
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CommStock Trading Ltd. (EsL 1981)

Futures, Options, andStock Brokers
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SHELTERED HOUSING IN JERUSALEM

IM) Rav Dirot Ltd. • Red Sea Hotels lid., is buiHding a prestigious

housing project consisting of 120 two and three room apartments,

designed according to residents' individual needs.

•
Residents will enjoy a warm, homey atmosphere.

All apartments win be equipped with a kitchenette, central heating,

buBt-in cupboards, kitchen cabinets, intercom system,

internal and external phone fines, and centra! television antenna.

Services to residents will include: restaurant, cafeteria, lounge,

fibrarydubroom, synagogue, activities rooms, laundry room,

cleaning and maintenance service, covered parking, and individual mailboxes.

A {unequipped, modem nursing wing will be built in due course.

The center will be managed by

Migdal Nofim in conjunction with residents.

* Nofei Gilo is accepting self-sufficient adults over 55, subject to the

approval of the admissions committee.

* Residents will pay a deposit, relative to the see of theirapartment

wich will be returned when they leave the center (to them or to their heirs).

S NOFimiJ
NOFIB TOWER [JERUSALEM) LTD. D'Jll [Q'VeirV) D’DIT lUD

Approximate entry: at ihe beginino ot 1 998 Model apartment is or

For further details: 177-022-3118
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Algerian president

pledges election in ’97
PARIS (Reuter) - Algerian

President Liamine Zeroual vowed
yesterday that general elections

would be held early next yearas part

of a pact aimed at ending the

nation's crisis and bloodshed.

He offered clemency to “mistak-

en" Moslem fundamentalists whose
anger at being thwarted in a similar

poll five years ago plunged the

North African country into violence.

But he wanted that the state could
not “tolerate practises of criminal

hatred and savagery... whose defeat

Algeria has irrevocably sealed."

Zeroual made his pledge in a
speech on state-run television as he
dosed a “National Conference of

Understanding." The meeting,

swamped in heavy security under-

lining the fear of possible violence,

was boycotted by main apposition

parties.

Hie once-powerful Islamist party,

the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS),

which took a huge lead in a parlia-

mentary poll scrapped by the

authorities in 1992, was barred. An
estimated 50,000 people have been
killed in the ensuing violence.

Before Zeroual spoke, 38 party,

union and other leadens signed a
pact to pave foe way for a multi-

party system and Zeroual’s plan for

fee elections.

Zeroual is a former general

appointed as president in January
1994 and confirmed in his post in

elections for which more than

100,000 security forces were

deployed last November.

He reiterated “his promise of a

constitutional referendum this year

to bar fee use of religion and lan-

guage as political weapons, and said

local elections would be held in

1997.

Legal Islamic parties - Hamas,

and Ennahda - will be given a year

to change fear founding principles

to take religious promises from their

basic platforms. The plans do not

mention'FIS as it is outlawed.

The conference had given a clear

message, Zeroual said, to “all those

who still nourish hateful visions

towards Algeria-, and those led

blindly by aberration and despair

into a vain and suicidal adventure

against their homeland.”

Gunmen wound two policemen in southern Egypt
ASS1UT, Egypt (Reuter) - Gunmen thought to be
Islamist militants shot and wounded two policemen
on duty in southern Egypt yesterday, security sources
said.

It was the fifth militant operation in fee area in fee

last three days. Eleven people have been killed in the

attacks, which mark fee most violent episode there in

months.
The attack yesterday took place near fee town of

Sahel Selim, close to where two police guards were

killed on Friday night The town is in fee Nile valley

about 320 km south of Cairo.

The sources said a gunfight was under way near fee

scene as police,pursued fee gunmen.
Police believe fee gunmen belong to the Gama’a

al-Islamiya (Islamic Group), the largest militant

group fighting to overthrow fee government and set

up'a strict Islamic state.

More than 1 ,000 people have been killed since the

conflict broke out in early 1992.

Ports and Railways Authority

A Mitsubishi Motor’s worker relaxes yesterday in a mobile out-

door hot spring vehicle in Japan. TTie vehicle, which won a

design contest prize, is meant for Japanese workaboBcs who
want to take a hot spring bath, without the need of extra travel,

to easily recover from the stress ofwork. iRema->

Academics charge
Britain with 42
rights violations

1. No. 12/0816/021/96

for providing design, consulting and supervisory services for THE EXTENSION OF HAIFA

PORT (HAIFA EAST B)

2, No. 12/0314/017/96
.

for providing design, consulting and supervisory services for THE EXTENSION OF
ASHDOD PORT (ASHDOD NORTH)

The Projects consist. Inter alia, of the design of breakwaters, quays, dredging, land

reclamation and land development

The Projects consist, inter alia, of the design of breakwaters, quays, dredging, land reclamation

and land development. ......... ; .... J...

This Tender is being conducted pursuant to the Agreement on GovemmenLProcurernerrt arid fa. .;

accordancewith the Tender Laws of the State of Israel.
. . . .

' .- *
. ;o

The Tender documents for both tenders may be obtained beginning on September 1 6, 1996 and

until October 31, 1996, between 08:30 and 14:30, Sundays through Thursdays on business days,

from:

ISRAEL PORTS AND RAILWAYS AUTHORITY

Head Office, Beit Maya, 12th floor, room 1221, 74 Petach-Tikva Rd.. Tel Aviv, Israel. Tel: 972-3-

5657018 Fax: 972-3-5616541. Attn: Mrs. N. Kariv.

against payment of NIS 2,500 + VAT (two thousand five hundred New Israeli Shekels, plus

Value Added Tax) for each tender.

LONDON (Reuter) - Britain is

guilty of at least 42 violations of

international human rights conven-

tions, with a particularly poor record

on privacy and assuring citizens

equal protection under fee law, acad-

emics announced today.

The Human Rights Center at

Essex University in eastern England

said fee breaches will be detailed in

a report it is to publish later this

week.

But fee Observer newspaper said

they include restriction of freedom

of speech by a medieval blasphemy

law and by an Official Secrets Act,

fee absence of rights to privacy and

to freedom of information and limits

on the right to strike.

It also.said fee report criticizes the

f
i fact that religious discrimination is

""'illfegal .only in .Northern. Ireland

nir.whfle laws against racial discrimina-

- ‘ tion do not extend to the province.

“Our incoherent and inadequate

patchwork of anti-discrimination

laws means that people are being

legally discriminated against every

day in this country - even by gov-

ernment officials- and that they can-

not get any redress," said Francesca

Klug, a research fellow at the Center.

The review looked at Britain’s

compliance wife accords it has

signed such as fee European

Convention on Human Rights and

the United Nations International

Convention on Civil and Political

Rights.

It says that while Britain is com-

mitting no “gross violations." its

legal, constitutional and political

arrangements fail to protect civil lib-

erties or to ensure effective remedies

for people whose liberties are violat-

ed.

“Our review reveals a disturbing

lack of basic civil and political rights

in Britain,” said the center's director.

Professor Kevin Boyle.

Britain is unusual in having no
written constitution.

Some opposition politicians have

called for fee incorporation. of fee.

European Convention on Human
Rights into British law as a first step

to giving it one.

This would allow citizens to ask

British courts whether the conven-

tion had been breached, rather than

having to go to tire European Human
Rights Court at Strasbourg. France,

which has ruled against the British

government in 42 cases since 1975.

Afl responses to the Tenders, completed in English, should be submitted to the above address in

a sealed envelope as set out in the Tender Documentation so that they are received by the PRA
not later than 14:00 on Thursday, December 12th, 1996. The selection process shall be

governed solely by the provisions contained in the Tender. The sealed Tenders shall be opened

at the Head Office of the PRA by the designated officials of the PRA at 1 0:00 on Sunday,

December 15, 1996.

A Joint Conference in connection with both Projects will be held at the Port of Ashdod, Visitors

Center, on October 21 , 1996, at 10:00. At the Joint Conference, the PRA shall present both

projects and answer questions and clarify matters referred to it by the potential Proponents.

All those interested in submitting a proposal MUST attend the Joint Conference.

Potential proponents should confirm their participation In the Joint Conference with Mrs.

N. Kariv not later than October 20, 1996, Tel: 972-3-5657018; Fax: 972-3-5616541.

Transportation will be provided from the PRA Head Office in Tel Aviv noted above to the Port of

Ashdod and back.A visit to the Ashdod North site will fallow immediately after the Joint

Conference. A visit to the Haifa-East Site will be conducted on October 22, 1996 with

transportation to and from Tel Aviv being provided as above.

These Tenders are published simultaneously. Proponents are permitted to submit proposals to

both Tenders. However, the PRA will not select one proponent for the performance of the design

of the two Projects.

It is anticipated that the duration of the consulting firm’s works for Haifa East B would be for a
period of approximately seven (7) years. With regard to Ashdod North works, it is anticipated that

the consulting firm's works would be for a period of approximately seven (7) years. The
consulting firm's works shall commence as soon as possible after the issuance of a detailed

Start Order by the PRA.

The PRA reserves the right, in Its discretion, to secure from the consulting firm providing the

Haifa East B Services "Additional Services" with regard to the Haifa East C and Haifa East D
Projects. Any such “Additional Services" shall be similar to those required for the Haifa East B
Project. The payment and the rates to be paid to the consulting firm with regard to Project "C or

“D" Services will be Identical to the rates according to the staff categories and linkage as set out

in the documentation for the Haifa East B Project

For each ot the Tenders, the PRA will only consider Proposals submitted by Proponents which
meet the requirements detailed hereinbelow. A Proposal submitted by a Proponent not fulfilling

the following requirements will not be considered.

The firm intended by the Proponent to execute the Contract with the PRA (independent of other
consulting firms and experts participating with it) must have international experience in the
planning and design of marine projects in the last fifteen (15) years.

In addition, the firm intended by the proponent to execute the Contract with the PRA
(independent of other consulting firms arid experts participating with it in the Proposal) must
have experience in the planning and design of marine engineering projects, in its home, country
and in other countries, of a construction cost (not including operation equipment such as ship to
shore cranes, stacking cranes etc.) of at least US$ 350,000,000 over the past 10 years. A list of
projects, verified by the accountant of the firm intended by the Proponent to execute the Contract
with the PRA, shall be attached to the Proposal as an integral part thereof.

• A Selected Non-Israeli Proponent must enter into an undertaking wife fee State of Israel with
regard to Commercial Cooperation. The Commercial Cooperation shall be in the form of local
Israeli subcontracting and/or the incorporation of local Israeli engineering, design and consulting
services which involve substantial engineering content a! a volume of at least 15% of fee
Contract Price. Services purchased by the Proponent or other actions taken pursuant to the
undertaking shall be required to be carried out only on competitive and/or commercially justified
terms, including price and quality.

The proponent (including all firms and experts participating in the Proposal), must be able to
demonstrate clear, detailed and recent (during the preceding 10 years) experience in the desian
and supervision of the following: a

O.J. Simpson: The public supports me
BOSTON (AP) - With his civil trial

on wrongful death charges set to

begin tomorrow, OJ. Simpson says

he “feels as good about myself as I

have ever felt" and insists he enjoys

strong public support.

Simpson told The Boston Globe
that he has been well-received

wherever he goes since his acquittal

on charges of murdering ex-wife

Nicole Brown Simpson and her
friend Ronald Goldman.
“Let me put it this way," he said in

the two-hour interview last week. “I

don’t believe there’s an American
outside of maybe Billy Graham, or
whatever, that has gotten more love
from America than I have... I mean
now. When I travel you know, I

don’t focus on the negative

America, I focus on positive. I

always have, my whole life."

The former football star said he
had no plans to move abroad, say-

ing: “I’m an American and I love

my country.”

He said he was generally at peace
with himself.

“Hey, look, 1 have my moments.
Normally when I’m alone. I’ve had
nights when I’ve walked around this

house, because Nicole and I pretty

much put most of what you see

together in this house. I mean. I’ve

changed some things, obviously,
because... you gotta move on wife
your life. But l get melancholy, you
know? And sometimes even angry.”

LIBI - the Fund for

Strengthening Israel's Defense P
x£i

Libi Fund Shows Increase in Donations
The non-profit Libi Fund held its annual general meeting at

the Ministry of Defense Building this week, at which time
the balance sheet for 1 895 was presented by auditor

Shmuel Adiv.

Libi Commander, Col. Meir Blayer, reported that the income
for 1995 had risen to NIS 22.5 million, a 36 per cent
increase over the preceding year.

Libi Chairman, Gen. (Res.) Danny Matt, informed the
members that 50 per cent of the donations were channeled
to the education of soldiers, 40 per cent to the Medical
Corps and the remainder to other projects. He also
reported that the President's wife, Mrs. Reuma Weizmann,
has accepted an invitation to visit the Havat Hashomer
education corps base on September 19, 1996.
The organization expressed its appreciation to the Libi
Fund staff for its efforts.

The Libi Fund wishes ail of Israel a

ei?: exPerience in P|annin9 371(1 design of projects each exceeding construction
cost ot uowDu million*

Happy 9{ew year.
Breakwaters including formulation of design wave conditions, geotechnical desian nhv*ir.ai

“St"* and sP““ of anTlour unte. specinca^“SSSSffiErt and

Dredging and land reclamation;

Arange quay wall structures including geotechnical and structural analysis, land development

Experience in port design and port operation.
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New Surinam

president to seek

help from ex-foes
ARAMARIBO. Surinam (Reuter)

- Surinam’s new president, Jules

Wijdenbosch, who is -backed by

former military strongman Desi

Bouterse, took office yesterday

and vowed to seek, cooperation

with his former political foes.

“In our policy we will not dis-

tinguish between political color

because the crisis docs not either,”

Wijdenbosch said during his

acceptance speech.

Wijdenbosch, 55, won a narrow

presidential runoff against former

President Ronald Venetiaan last ...

week to bring Bouterse's National'

Democratic Party (NDP) its first-

ever victory at the polls.

In a long speech short on.

specifics. Wijdenbosch said his

government would launch a 100-

day “crisis project” while continu-

ing' talks wife society leaders to

work on a longer-term program.

Wijdenbosch, who, held key

posts in Bouterse's military gov-

ernments of fee 1980s, said foe

crisis project would tackle rising

crime, housing shortages, educa-

tion and infrastructure. :

“With true and inspiring leader-

ship foe nation will be built/ he
-

Wijdenboscti’s victoty has led

to fears at home and. abroad foat

the former: Dutch colony will,

return to the dark years of foe

1980s - when Surinam . became _

internationally isolated. . -

Surinam, a multi-racial country

, of 400,000, endured two military

coups, seven years of dictatorship

and widespread guerrilla activity:

in the last two decades..

Jewish businessman
settles lawsuit

with Argentina
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A Jewish

businessman who was tortured

and stripped of his wealth in

Argentina settled a human rights

lawsuit against the government in

Buenos Aires, his lawyer said.

Paul Hoffman would not dis-

close foe terms Friday, but The

New York Times reported earlier

that a settlement worth millions of

dollars was under discussion.

“Somewhat late, I have achieved

justice,” Jose Siderman, the 85-

year-old exile, said through a

translator. He sued in 198Z
The settlement averted what

would have been foe first trial in

fee United States of a foreign gov-

ernment charged with human
rights abuses. US courts have

weighed similar charges before,

but the accused were individuals.

Sidennan’s ordeal began hours

after fee military overthrew fee

civilian government of Isabel

Peron in 1976. He claimed soldiers

took him from his home, beat him.

applied electrical shocks to his

genitals and burned him wife ciga-

rettes for nearly a week while

screaming anrisemitic insults.

His tormentors finally founded
him on a road wife ihjre'jbrolfon

ribs, a crushed testicle! and his

teeth knocked out, and warned
him to leave his home or die.

Siderman and his wife. Lea, fled

to America, abandoning a flooring

business and luxury hotel worth

$26.4 million.

“He made one big mistake,” said

Sidennan’s son, Carlos. “He wasra

Jew in Argentina, a rich Jew, a

wealthy Jew in Argentina.”

After the Sidermans settled in

Santa Monica, the Argentines
,

committed a tactical legal error

that prompted a US court to rule

feat Argentina no longer had “sov-

ereign immunity.” the traditional

protection from prosecution in for-

eign courts. That enabled

Siderman to sue.
•

More than 9,000 Argentines dis-

appeared during the junta’s seven-

year “dirty war” against dissidents

in the 1970s and ‘80s. Others were
tortured and some imprisoned,

including the country’s current'

president Carlos Menem, and his

chief legal adviser. .

The junta collapsed in 1983 and
was replaced by a civilian govern-

ment.

Menem’s chief legal
.
adviser,

Rodolfo Diaz, said earlier this

;

J
’;week foat ‘ a’ seffl&nent

nSyas in

'

'

'-Argentina's best. interests.” -
:

;

British royals meet
to discuss their future

LONDON (Reuter) - Britain’s

royal family, buffeted by scandal

and divorce, met yesterday to try to

restore its tarnished image.

•

Senior advisers said Queen
Elizabeth's divorced sons Prince

Charles and the Duke of York flew
to Scotland for a family “board
meeting" at Balmoral Castle of fee

1,000-year-old monarchy whose
popularity has plummeted.
Sweeping changes are up for dis-

cussion by the queen and herfami-
ly over fee next two days in the

informally titled “Way Ahead
Group," set up in 1992 after royal •

marriages started to fall apart and
Windsor Castle was struckby a fire.

The monarch's historical rote as
fee head of fee Church of England
could end, allowing heirs to fee

throne to marry Roman Catholics.

The ban on marrying Catholics
was enshrined in 1701 to stop Papal
interference in English life but it

does not apply to any other religion

and is now seen as offensive.

The queen and her advisers hav6
been looking at a choice of options
aimed at ensuring the monarchy’s
survival into fee 21st century. She
has set up a strategic policy com-
mittee to review what changes
could best be made. v

The royal family ought also be'
streamlined, cutting out cousins and

'

other distant relatives widely seen

as expensive appendages living off

taxpayers’ money.
The queen, one of the world’s

richest women wife a personal for-

tune of£158 million ($244 nriHioa),

has already sought to counter criti-

cism by offering in 1992 to pay
income tax for fee first time.

The marriage of heir-to-fhe-

throne Charles and Princess Diana,

launched amid pomp and pageantry

15 years ago, ended lastmonth wife
a rubber-stamp divorce in fee bock
office of a London court

Their incompatibility "and
Charles’s continuing love fix

Camilla. Parker Bowles pushed
Diana into attempting suicide. The
glare of die media spotlight ruined
any chance of recotxaliation and
they separated in 1992.

The divorce left Diana one of fee

most eligible women in fee world
but Charles faces anguish over his

26-year-long relationship with
Parker Bowles, whom many
Britons blame for fee breakdown of
the marriage.

Parker Bowles has been quoted
as saying she will not many
Charles because this could wreck -

his chances of becoming king.
The couple are reported as

intending to discreetly continue'
feeir romance and fee royal family

'

wants to persuade Britons to accept
this.

MINISTRYOF FINANCE - Accountant General

Tender for Providing Car Insurance for
Government Employees for 1997

Bids are invited for the provision of car insurance for government
employees for 1997, subject to the following conditions:
1* Bids may be submitted by those authorized to operate in Israel m the

appropriate branches of insurance.
2. The insurance coverage include compulsory car Insurance •

comprehensive property insurance, fojrd party property damage and
additional coverage.

3- valid for the period from January 1, 1997'to :

4
' ElllKragonaoons with the triddera wtwseoflOT ft deems most suitablk^^ .

5 ' must romirty with the conditions set forth m Regulation 6(a)
of the Compulsory Tenders Law 1993. V;

6
‘ S to accopt^ towe®* or any bid. The rigfrtV ;reserved to accept part of a tod or several bids. .

7. Tender documents and additional information can be ottaineri
beginning September 16. 1996, from Mr. Halm ^ndanSvSenior"a ^ ******

8
' 503,0(1 emretopesand placed In the

'
-•

tenders box in the archives ofthe Accountant'Gen^aSJS i
'
]

Room 523, sm

Last date for submitting bids: October is, 1996, at 12 noon,

i
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The ‘bottled promise’ of beautiful women
film review

ADINA HOFFMAN
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BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

irklrVZ

Directed by Tfed Demme. Screenplay by S«m
Rosenberg. Hebrew title: Boharot Yafot. ] 12
minutes. English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles
Parental guidance suggested

With Matt Dillon, Mira Sorvino,
Timothy Button, Uma Thurman
Michael Rapaport, Rosie O’Donnell,

.
Martha Plimpton, Lauren Holly and

a# Natalie Portman.

S
ET on the weekend of a
high-school reunion in a
snowy Massachusetts town.

Beautiful Girls doesn't really cen-
ter on the pretty women of its

tide, but on a gang of working,
class guys in their late 20s, each
of whom seems trapped in his

own faintly desperate way
between the familiar patterns of
adolescence and a scarier,
unknown future. Tommy (Matt
Dillon) runs a plowing business
and has. a .girlfriend (Mira
Sorvino) who loves him; mean-
while, he's still carrying on an
affair with his witchy high-school
sweetheart (Lauren Holly), who is

now married and a mother.
Dim-witted Paul (Michael

Rapaport) works with Tommy and
sleeps in a room that Ik’s plas-

tered with magazine cut-outs of

airbrushed supermodels. His
strung-along girlfriend of many
years (Martha Plimpton) has
finally given up hope of ever mar-
rying him and has moved on to
her next relationship — a develop-
ment which, needless to say, dri-
ves Paul completely insane. He
responds with true aplomb, by
dumping a fresh pile of snow in
front ofher garage door after each
new storm.
And at the emotional core of the

film is Willy (Timothy Hutton), a
ruefully rumpled pianist who
lives in. New York City and who
returns to town at the start of the
picture to see his old buddies and
think a few things through.
He’s at a turning point of sorts,

both in his relationship with an
attractive lawyer (Annabeth Gish)
and in his career, which seems not
to be going especially well. For
the first time ever, he says, he’s
thinking of "becoming a citizen,"

that is, abandoning his music once
and for all and getting a "real" job
in sales.

While Beautiful Girls may
sound like yet another dully nar-

cissistic testimony to young male
commitment-jitters, a la The
Brothers McMullen, Ted
Demme’s film actually evolves
into something a good deal more

Paul’s girlfriend (Martha Plimpton) is not one for looking back.

expansive and fresh. It’s a movie
that poses difficult questions
lightly, asking, for example, if

there’s a difference between
growing up and growing older.

What does it mean to mature?
Other characters wander in and

out of the low-key lives of the

protagonists. (Uma Thurman
floats through town as someone's
gorgeous cousin from Chicago;
Rosie O’ Donnell snaps and bris-

tles hilariously as a hairdresser

with little patience for the hor-

monal whims of the local male
population; and Noah Emmerich
plays the only one of the guys
who’s gotten married and had
children, though settling down
hardly seems to have rendered
him an adult.) But by far the most

compelling ofall the relationships

in the film is the one that unfolds
between Hutton’s character and a
precocious 13-year-old girl.

Many, played by the remarkable
young Natalie Portman.
With astonishing frankness and

sensitivity, Demme and screen-

writer Scott Rosenberg make it

plain that Willy has fallen in love
with this kid, and she with him.
She may be 1 6 years his junior but
she seems, in some strange way,
the most adult person in the whole
film, or at least the one with the
sturdiest handle on her own emo-
tions.

And Portman is, despite her
years, a formidable screen pres-

ence: she has a wide grin, know-
ing eyes and lanky limbs, and is

graceful and awkward at once,

poised (as an actress, it appears,

and not just a character) at a
painful instant between innocence
and understanding.

Marty clearly senses the stir-

rings of a whole range of adult

feelings inside her, but she’s also

a good kid, that is. a child who’s
grown-up enough to realize that

die'll have to wait to actually

experience the things she day-

dreams about. “Bottled promise”
is the way one character explains

the trait he finds so fascinating in

glossy magazine images of beau-

tiful women and, though Willy
teases him for it and calls him
"sick,” we can’t help but recall

the phrase as he himself flirts so
obviously with pubescent Many.
Willy’s not a dirty old man
obsessed with a nymphet so much
as a sad romantic who's drawn to
his own fantasy-image of Marty
in 10 years’ time. It’s an attraction
based on a complicated blend of
nostalgia, hope and regret.

Of coupe, it helps that Marty’s
no inarticulate fledgling in the
here and now: Her speech is

almost pretematurally wise. (She
makes easy allusions to Hamlet
and is able to outline Willy’s psy-
chological state after a few casual
minutes of chatter.) While such
deliberate sass might grate on
some viewers' nerves, I found it

refreshing.

Rosenberg’s script is, in gener-
al, a highly written affair Not
only does the story unfurl in a
neat five-act pattern, spoken lines
call attention to themselves as
having been cleverly set down on
paper (the same was true of his

flamboyant script for the recent
Things to Do in Denver When
You're Dead).
For my money, though, the

slightly strained loquacity of
Rosenbetg’s characters is far

preferable to die vast pre-verbal
haze that hovers over the dialogue
in so many contemporary coming-
of-age movies. The people in

Beautiful Girls may not know
exactly where they’re heading, but
they all have something to say.

i •>!

Movie villains:

It’s Spacey’s craft

iis meer

.Mr future

; .v

KEVIN Spacey is scaring

himself.

Highly skilled at fright-

ening movie audiences with por-

trayals of killers and creeps,

Spacey spooks himselfby consid-

ering the pitfalls of success.

"How many times in our experi-

ence do we, five years or so after

somebody really breaks out, ask

ourselves, ‘Whatever happened to

so-and-so?'" Spacey says, sadly

shaking his bead. .

After building a career as a jour-

neyman actor beloved equally in

Hollywood and on Broadway,

Spacey really broke out last year,

appearing in Outbreak, Swimming

K With Sharks, the popular hit Seven

and The Usual Suspects, which

brought,'Jum an Academy Award
for supporting actoc.

With The_release of.hbuJatest

.

film.A Time to Kill, Spacey wants

to make sure he’s not one of those

forgotten celebrity ' so-and-sos

when the new millennium rolls

around.

‘Tennessee Williams wrote a

really
,
great essay called ‘The

Catastrophe of Success' about
what can happen to someone in the

arts, because it happened to him,”

Spacey says, firing up the first in a
steady stream of Marlboro lights

consumed over die next half-hour.

"The influences are great,” he

goes on, looking unaffected in

Levis, a blue button-down shirt,

multicolored tie and cool Armani
boots. Tn California there are a lot

of big cars, a lot of big houses and
all the billboards, ana everything

has to do with a kind of outward
success. Zf it isn’t inside you, 1

think it’s really easy to get side-

tracked.”

Circumstances helped Spacey
avoid the distraction of his big year

since he was busy directing his

first movie. Albino Alligator; in

New Orleans while Hollywood
oohed and aafted overhis fast-talk-

ing career criminal. Verbal Kint, in

The Usual Suspects and the psy-

chokiller with no fingerprints in

Seven .

Not that he completely escaped

the distraction. An Oscar is stiD an

Oscar, after all.

"There was sort of a steamroller

effect,” he says of the critical

acclaim, supporting-actor Oscar
nomination and the subsequent

award.- Tt’sjust been really impor-

tanttome to keep working, to keep
that work ethic going.

"If I honor the tribute then that

means I have to continue to do
things that challenge me and I have
to continue doing stuff that 1

believe in, you know. IfI do a cou-

ple of no-brainers for a lot of
money, then I’ll probably deserve

to get sent to my room for a little

while."

A veteran of Broadway produc-

tions dating back 15 years, Spacey

handled bis first taste of fame the

same way he's managing bis latest

move toward superstardom - war-

ily.

Baroque music on a roll

Good ole boy, bad old morality: Kevin Spacey plays bigoted

Mississippi district attorney Rufus Buckley in ‘A Time to KHL’

T have been around for, like,

years, quietly doing my work." he
says. “I’ve tried hard not to capi-

talize on some things I did that got

attention, times when l could have
run with the ball."

Spacey, 37, says, “The actors

I’ve admired most often are the

ones that I know the least about. I

don’t know much about Anthony
Hopkins, I don’t know much about

Robert De Niro. I don’t know a

hell of a lot about Harvey Keitel.

And each time L see them they do

something that startles me.”
So fiercely has he shielded him-

self from media prying, little is

known about his personal life

beyond the fact he lives .alone in

Greenwich Village.

“I happen to care greatly for the

loved ones in my lire. They didn’t

ask to come along on this ride,” he
says.

“So I will continue to protect that

part ofmy life with every fiber that

I have. 1 just think it’s a right that I

don’t have to give up.” (AP)

MICHAELAJZENSTADT

Last year, European Music
Year, saw the inauguration

of a new and unusual

orchestra. The European Union
Baroque Orchestra has since

played numerous concerts all over
the world, but its players have all

changed. That’s because it’s a
training orchestra for young musi-
cians devoted to playing in eariy-

music ensembles.

Music director Roy Goodman,
45, joined the European Union
Baroque Orchestra in 1989. “It all

began with the realization ofa few
people in Oxford drat there was no
training orchestra around for peo-

ple playing 18th-century instru-

ments.

“We audition 100 musicians

each year, of which, we accept 25
to form what is' a postgraduate

training orchestra. They play two
to three months of the year over a
12-month period and our aim is to

find them work. We are glad that

the vast majority (70 to 80 per-

cent) are fully employed by the

time they finish their year with

us.”

Orchestra members come from
all over Europe with fee occasion-

al musician from North America.

The orchestra makes its Israeli

debut early next month. However,
because of its changing nature,

Goodman did Dot even know who
his musicians would be when he
decided on the program. “Our trip

to Israel was planned way before

fee orchestra was auditioned; it’s

Roy Goodman directs a
unique orchestra.

really a unique situation and a
pretty worrying one, but it never

lets us down. Actually fee stan-

dard of string playing has risen

each year little by little-"

hi Israel the orchestra will play a
varied selection of compositions
ranging from a cantata by Scarlatti

to a motet by Vivaldi, from a con-
certo by Cape! Bond to Bach’s

ever-popular Third Suite.

When he is not involved wife

the orchestra, which sounds quite

spectacular on disc, Goodman
devotes fee rest of his time to

other musical activities. T do
rather a lot I'm fee principal con-

ductor of the German Handel
Soloists and the Brandenburg
Consort in England, I’m principal

conductor in Sweden and I also do

at least one Handel opera every
year, as well as contemporary
music. I’m enjoying a large and
wide repertoire. And 1 just record-

ed Holst’s The Planets as well as

all fee Schumann symphonies and
all the Beethoven symphonies. All

the Schubert symphonies will

come out next month. I have over
100 CDs by now. I’m a culprit of
the system and I'm not entirely

sure it’s a good thing.”

The European Union Baroque
Orchestra plays at fee Mann
Auditorium in Tel Aviv on
October 5, the opening concert in

the third season of "Authentica,"

Israel’s one and only early-music

concert series and one of fee most
exciting music initiatives the

country has known for a long

time.

Artzi wins
HELEN KAYE

Pop idol Shlomo Artzi was
fee big winner in fee

ACUM Golden Feather

Awards last Tuesday. He got Best

Songwriter, Lyricist, Performer
and Album of fee Year. Aviv
Gefen had to make do wife Best

Song for “To Cry for You”.

YehudaPoliker got Best Videoclip
for “I Want It Too.”
Oded Zehavi was named

Composer of the Year for his viola

concerto, Alona Karachi got Best

Author for / Anastasia, Nurit

Zarhi was Best Children’s Author
for Golden Pyjama Leopard and
Shalom Assayag was named
Standup Comedian.
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> international dance competition

Bill Monroe, father of bluegrass
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ROXANA Grinstein’s El
Escote turns its back on
the audience. Literally.

The El Escote dancers present

their batiks in a sensual adven-

ture set to the specially com-
posed music of Martin
Pavlovsky.

Tire Argentinian choreographer

is one of 13 from eight countries

competing for N1S 95,000 in

prize money at fee third biennial

Suzanne Dellal International

Dance Competition from

October 16 to 23. It’s also fee

seventh- anniversary of the

Suzanne Delia! Center, for

Theater and Dance, arguably the

most creative arts institution in

fee country.

This year there is more pure

dance, says non-voting jury

The biggest
band

Jerusalem Post staff

HELEN KAYE

chairman. Gideon Paz, and the

ballets run from 15 minutes to

full-length works. There are six

of these including PSd Fteuak's

angry, passionate A Sainte Rita

from his Paris-based company.
Versus from Brazil’s Henrique

Rodovalho (which bowled over

Hamburg audiences). Sting and
String First Touch by
Slovenian choreographer Itztoc

Kovac, and the recent Bagnoiet

Festival winner Excessories by

American choreographer John
Jasperse.

Tire shorter works include

Dervishing from Jose Luis

Bustamente for the US Sharir

Dance Company, The Rogue Tool

which UK choreographer Paul

Selwyn Norton did for Batsheva,

and Noa Dar’s laid-back, intense

Lacrymosa which she did for fee

Batsheva Ensemble. Ido

Tadmor’s Cell and Uri Ivgy’s

Parade for his Kibbutz Dance
Company are the other Israeli

entries in fee competition.

The entrants were selected

from among 45 finalists and the

public will have a chance to see

some of them twice: once during

fee first four days, then some of

them again during fee competi-

tion's semi-finals, and the win-

ning companies on October 23.

The audience will select its

own favorite for the Tuborg Prize

and the audience member who
correctly selects the judges’

choice of best choreographer will

also get a prize.

B ILL Monroe, the courtly

Kentucky-born singer,

composer and mandolin
player, known around fee world

as fee father of bluegrass music,

died Monday, aged 83, in

Springfield, Tennessee, a few
miles north of Nashville, where
Monroe had performed regularly

since 1939.

Bluegrass, a distinct form of

country music that became widely
popular across America, was
named for the group Bill Monroe
and the Blue Grass Boys, with

which he toured for decades. Its

music is characterized by com-
plex harmonies and driving

rhythms, usually played on

acoustic string instruments.

To his fans and fee buyers of his

50 million records, “bluegrass”

meant Monroe’s fast-fingered

mandolin virtuosity and his emo-
tion-laden tenor voice.

In an interview several years

ago, fee late Jerry Garcia, famed
leader of the Grateful Dead, said

of Monroe: “He’s one of the most
important guys in 20th-century

American music. He invented a

music feat’s peculiarly

American.”
Born in 1911, on a Kentucky

farm, Monroe was the youngest of

eight children. Both parents died

while he was a teenager, and he
went to live wife his uncle.

In 1934, be and his brother

Charlie began performing as. the

Monroe Brothers.

Two years later, they made their

first record for RCA Victor. In

1938, the brothers split, and

Monroe formed a new group

called the Kentuckians. It later

became the Blue Grass Boys.
Last year Monroe went to the

White House to receive the

National Medal of the Arts from

President Clinton.

He said then that he considered

it his mission to keep bluegrass

music pure.

“That’s fee way it’s got to be,"

he said. “I wanted it to go from
my heart to your heart and let both

of us hear it” (Washington Post)

Please note

All listings for the

Poster pages in next

week’s ‘Tune Out’ most
be submitted to Jndie

Fattal by noon this

Thursday due to the

upcoming holiday.

CONTROVERSIAL British

pop group Oasis claims to be
!- bigger than fire Beatles. The band,

which recently embarked on a US
tear without lead singer Liam
Gallagher (who joined brother

Noel and fee other musicians at a
• kterdaic), has sold some 15 mil-

lion albums worldwide .in the

i space of just three years.

Songwriter and lead guitarist

.* Noel Gallagher said in a recent

interview, “We have sold more

records than the Beatles, we’ve

played bigger gigs than fee

Beaties and we’re bigger than the

Beatles.” •
• -

But it's not only the fens who
tot hysterical. Liam’s frequent

i fights, tantrums and outbursts

f threaten fee band's future, just

‘ vben fee world seems to be at iut

feet .

OPE/V STUD/O 1

Han Volkov Conductor

Yaron Kohlberg Soloist

Mendelssohn Overture "Fair Melusine"

Eitan Steinberg "Shanti"

Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 1. Opus 15

Wednesday, lS.9at 1.00 PM
Rebecca Crown Auditoriom

Serge Khanukayev Conductor

Svetlana Sandler Soloist

Mordechai Seter "Meditation"

Arias by Handel, Verdi, Tchaikovsky

Bizet "Rome", Suite

Thursday, 26.9 at 1.00 PM
Rebecca Crown Auditoriom

HPW!
i.

The Orchestra Box Office Tel: 5611498-9 Suu-Thur 16-20 Fri 10-13

SEE IT IN

HEAR IT IN ENGLISH I

A FAMILY STORY
September 16 at 8:30 p.m.

ZOA House (1 Daniel Frisch Street, corner of Ibn Gvirot)

September 24 at 8:30 p.m.

Cameri Theatre, 101 Dizengofr

While reading her grandmother's diaries. Naomi

stumbles on a dark family secret that changes her life

forever. This story traces the life of the Stein family,

from Heidelberg, Germany, in 1935, to Israel in the

early seventies. In the background, historical events

unfold and secrets are revealed.

BOX OFFICE: 03-523 3335 • FAX: 03-5230172 • SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245211

The Carrieri Tneatre can now be found cn the Internet at the following address:

http:wvvw.cameri.virtual.co.il

THE THEATRE OF TELAVIV

InMopanton wttfithe MhMy ot

Tourism, Tel Avhr and Contra! J
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A lesson in fiscal fitness

THE International Monetary Fund’s
scathing report last week on Labor's
mismanagement of the economy over

its last two years in government merely con-

firms what both the Likud and many Israeli

economists have been saying for the past sever-

al months.

“The decision to depart from the pre-1994 fis-

cal consolidation path can only be viewed as a
mistake," the report said. “Expansionary fiscal

policy during the last two years strained the

economy’s resources even further, and did so by
boosting consumption rather than investment
As a result, the current account deteriorated,

spearheaded by a surge in consumer imports,

and inflation accelerated... To sum up, fiscal

policy went off course starting in 1 994 and now
is the time to get it back on track to ensure that

the Israeli economy lives up to its full poten-
tial.”

This denunciation was made all the more
pointed by the IMF’s praise of the current gov-
ernment
“The new government is fully committed to

relieving these strains through its policies of fis-

cal consolidation, disinflation and structural

reform. If fully implemented, prospects for

these policies succeeding in steering the econo-
my onto a more balanced and sustainable

growth path... are good," the report said
However, the report also made it clear that

there is much work tobe done if the damage left

by Labor is to be corrected “The risks are...

considerable, and the room for maneuver small.

It is essential that the government fulfill its

commitments, preferably with room to spare," it

said. If the Netanyahu government believes last

week’s report gives it license to rest on its lau-

rels, it will find itself facing a similarly scathing

report next year.

Unfortunately, despite the government's evi-

dent success in convincing the IMF of its sin-

cerity, it has so far done lime in practice to real-

ize its stated goals.

The cabinet deserves full credit for approving

a NTS 4.9 billion cut in the 1997 budget within

weeks of taking power. However, it has been
manifestly less successful in persuading coali-

tion MKs to support -these cots. If it does not

succeed in doing so.^December, it will be an
economic catastrophe. As dieIMF put it “The
imbalance in these [fiscal] accounts is at the

core of the current strains and it is essential that

the 2.8% ofGDP overall deficit target for 1997
be achieved"
Even ifthe cuts are eventually passed, howev-

er, the coalition's lack of discipline, and the

consequent widespread skepticism as to

whether the cuts will actually take place, has
prevented the cabinet’s decision from having

the positive impact such an announcement
should have produced Normally, if people
believe an event will really happen, financial

markets react well in advance. But now, even in

the best-case scenario, die process of economic
healing that could have begun with the cabinet’s

decision this July will not start until the cuts are

actually passed six months later.

Furthermore, the government is already back-
tracking rapidly on its promises of widespread
privatization, which the IMF cited as one of the

most important of the planned structural

reforms. Its embarrassing cave-in to striking

port employees - it persuaded workers to stop
the strike by promising that the ports and air-

ports would not be privatized - bodes ill for the

future. None of Israel’s unions are shy about
striking. If the government responds to every
strike by abandoning its plans to sell the com-
pany, there will soon be nothing left for it to put

on the auction block.

Finally, the government appears to have
done no serious long-term economic planning.

To quote the IMF, “while the authorities’ plans
for curbing expenditures are appropriately
ambitious, those for the deficit are less so...

the authorities should [also] consider a more
medium-term framework for the formulation

and implementation of monetary policy.” Put
more simply, the government has no long-

term goals for where it wants to be in four
years, with respect to either the deficit or

inflation. Setting a goal is obviously not the

same as implementing it, but it is a necessary
first step. It is impossible to start formulating

plans to bring inflation down, for instance, to

4% by the year 2000 if one does not first set

that as a goal.

The IMF report should make both coalition

and opposition take a good hard look at them-
selves.

For Labor's part, such harsh criticism from
such a respected international body cannot be
ignored. It is time to stop trying to delude itself

and the public with its oft-repeated canard of
having left a healthy economy to its successor,

and start trying to atone for its past mistakes

instead. It can do this by assuring the govern-

ment of bipartisan support for politically unpop-
ular but economically necessary measures, such
as cutting, the budget and privatizing state-

owned firms.

For the government’s part, it is time to start

fulfilling its campaign pledges and embark on
the serious economic reformsJt promised.
Politically, this is the smart thing to do^ff mas-
sive reforms are implemented now, they - will

begin bearing fruit before the next elections,

and Likud will have the benefit of a strong

economy to boost its campaign. Economically,
however, such steps are not merely smart, but
critical.

The IMF report accurately summed up the sit-

uation in its final sentences.

“The choice is not between a world with high
unemployment and low inflation .and another
with low unemployment and high inflation," the

report said. “The choice facing Israel now is

whether to implement a mid-course correction

at a time when things ate not too for from the
intended path, or to wait until some time in the

future when the needed correction could be
more severe."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
i

STRANGE SET OF
l VALUES
; Sir, - In her column, “Channel

;
Surfing" of August 30, Penny Starr

i praises the TV series Heartbreak

r *High as “internationally popular

.‘and successful,'' which it may he.

?She also claims that it is “worth
•: watching." We at Israel's Media
Watch do not fathom what M%. Starr

finds worthwhile.

The show is broadcast on the cliil-

• -dren's hour slot at 4 p.m. on Chan-

1 nel l. The series contains scenes

with the following content: acts of

, -violence (between pupils; between
i pupils and teachers), outrageous ill

j discipline, foul language, chemical

substance abuse, gambling, alcohol-

ic drinking. sexual mistreatment of
- minors, liaisons between a teacher

and pupil, nudity, couples li\ ing u>-

gether, portrayal of copulation, un-

; married pregnane)’, illicit romances.

;
among other themes ofmodem high

• school reality a la Australian pro-

duction team.

To be worthwhile should mean lo

have an element of value. The onK
• worthwhile element we observed
was when one girl insisted her boy-

friend use a condom. The series

stirred up public protest in Australia
- and in England. to Israel, nut of the

stars were brought over to further

“entertain" our youngsters in

person.

It seems that Ms. Stare and Tele-

vision House have a strange set of
values.

YISRAEL MEDAD.
Director,

: Israel's Media Watch
'

Jerusalem.

INANE
f Sir, - The claims by left-wing

leaders like Shimon Peres and Yossi

Sand (hat Prime Minister Netan-
‘ yahn now “owes Yit2hak Rabin an

f’apology” are inane. Rabin, by giv-

ing Arafat political power and set-

ting him np in Gaza, created a situa-

tion. Netanyahu now has to deal

with a situation that he did not create
and would not have wanted. The
distinction is dear.

P. DAVID HORNIK
Jerusalem.

US ELECTIONS
Sir,- Registration and application

for an absentee ballot for this fall's

US general election end at the end of

this month. This is a last call lo those

who wish to vote for president and

members of Congress on November

5 and who have as yet not filled out

the required FPCA cards and mailed

them to their local Board of

Election.

Anyone who wishes to receive an

absentee ballot and vote in the US
election must go immediately to

their nearest US consulate or one of

the five regional AAC1 offices and

ask for an EPGA application, fill it

out and mail it to their local election

board. The addresses of local boards

will be given by the consular official

or the AAC1 personnel. All US citi-

zens aged 18 and over are eligible to

vote in all federal elections provided

that they have requested an absentee

ballot from their local Election

Board and it has been received no

later than 30 days prior to the

election.

For further information you may
call the US consulates or the US
voting coordinator at (08) 945-7671.

Sunday through Thursday, between

10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

DAVID FROEHUCH,
US Voting Coordinator,

Democrats Abroad (Israel

)

RehovoL

ISRAELI WRITER
Sir, - 1 would like to thank Greer

Fay Cashman for mentioning my
book on Neveh Tzedek in her col-

umn (Grapevine, September 6). but
I was astounded to see myself de-
scribed as a British writer*

I took Israeli citizenship 32 years
ago, immediately upon immigrating
here, and have lived here uninter-
ruptedly ever since. Both my chil-

dren Were bora here and served in
the army.

We so-called “Anglo-Saxons'*
often wonder what you have to do to

be accepted as an Israeli. The fact is,

my publishing a book in Hebrew on
the old city of Tel Aviv seems, final-

ly, to have done the trick.

JUDITH COOPER-WEILL
(Brirish-BORN writer)

Tel Aviv.

TV REVIEWS
Sir, - Since moving to Israel

(some five years ago), I regularly

purchase the Friday edition of The

Jerusalem Post. The first section

that I look for is Time Out to find

and read Ms. Penny Stare's weekly

review of television programs. I am
never disappointed. In my opinion,

each of her reviews, without excep-

tion, entertains, informs and pro-

vides a rare insight. I would love to

have the opportunity to read more of

her work in your paper.

DEBBIE SAPERJA
Tel Aviv.

NO ORANGE
Sir. - It looks like they are going

to do everything that Shimon Peres

would have done had he been re-

elected. They also would have done
everything he and Rabin did - had
they held the reins of power from
1992. So whaL in Heaven’s name,
did they scream blue murder for, for
four long years?! Very simple. In

order to get back into power so that

they would be the ones to do it all

themselves. What’s wrong with
that? Perfectly legitimate in the

world of politics - i.e. not being
content to remain bystanders in the
opposition. Maybe so. The problem
is that in the name of their hysterical

lunge to throw out Shimon Peres
and his government, they were pre-
pared. with the bate-filled turmoil
that they created, to tear the country
aparr and shatter the very fabric of
the nation - and very nearly suc-
ceeded in doing just that.

Hopefully now, the religious ele-

ment can begin finally to do the
already renowned hes'ltbon nefesh
that they kepi refusing to admit was
so necessary. Let them now take a
good hard look in the mirror and
realize that nil their violent antago-
nism towards Rabin and Peres was
based on the fantasies that the Likud
was planting in their minds. The
tragedy is that their sheep-like sup-
port of Netanyahu gave the Likud's
indoctrination - and the violence
and hatred that accompanied it - so
much more “authenticity.” May the
Lord Almighty, to whom they pray
three times a day, forgive them.

„ .
MIKE GLAZER

Ganei Tikva.

OPINION Monday, September 16. 1996 The JanaalemftK

Justice wins... DryBones
ESTHER HERTZOG

T
HE climax of Rati

Nahmani’s legal battle for

use of her eggs - fertilized

in vitro during her marriage by her
now-estranged husband Danny -

was like something out of a John
Grisham novel.

• Fittingly and satisfyingly, jus-

tice defeated hypocrisy and moral
wrong.

September 12, 1996 will go
down as a great day for women's

...and hypocrisy will

out. Some women
showed their true

colors over the

Nahmani case

rights and as a historic day for

Israel’s courts.

Eighteen months ago, a panel of
five Supreme Court judges
allowed Danny Nahmani’s appeal

to have Ruti's eggs destroyed,

ruling that his right not to be a

parent outweighed Ruti's right to

motherhood. (Nahmani had left

Ruti in 1992, after her eggs had
been fertilized, but before they

had been delivered to a surrogate,

and moved in with another

woman, by whom he has since

had a child.)

Owing to the precedent-setting

nature of the case. Justice Mere

Shamgar. on the verge of retire-

ment. courageously acceded to a

request by Ruti and called for a

new hearing on the case, this time

with an expanded panel of 1 1 jus-

tices. The court agreed, citing the

extreme importance of the issue;

and the hearing, which left an
originally unhopeful Ruti beam-
ing with joy, took place last

Thursday.

Israel's women, realizing the

moral strength of Ruti's case, had

been cheering her on during her

long and debilitating battle. Well,

those who are worth their salt,

anyway. Some women in the pub-

lic eye sided with the cowards.

Like Shell Yechimovitch. On
her popular radio show “It’s All

Talk,” she responded to

Thursday’s ruling by shedding

crocodile tears for the “poor

child about whom everyone will

know that his father didn't wanr

him.”

Similar support for the father's

right to final and ultimate control

over his sperm came from women
in the legal profession like Justice

Tova Strassberg-Cohen (who was

on the panel in both hearings) and

well-known attorney Shim
Donovitz.

As Danny Nahmani’s lawyer,

Diana Har-Even could be expect-

ed to put up a spirited fight on

behalf of her client.

But she seemed to be expressing

her own feelings when she left the

courtroom on Thursday with a

stunned “I don’t believe iL” Har-

Even, who represents the Fathers

Against Their Will organization,

seemed to be fighting to save

Nahmani from the “tragedy" of

becoming a father against his will.

Har-Even 's ridicule of the ruling

in fact virtually amounted to con-

tempt of court. “By a stroke of the

pen," she declared, “the court has

created a child.”

SADLY, there are still women out

there who - either from lack of

understanding, or from having

lost their way - continue to serve

a male-dominated system, often

employing “feminist" rationale.

Fortunately we can take comfort

from women like Justice Dalia

Dorner, who consistently exhibits

her high moral and humanitarian

standards on women's issues, as

well as other ones.

And looking at men in the legal

profession, outside the justices

who ruled for Ruti Nahmani last

week, there too we find encour-

agement.
Legal experts like Ha’aretz s

Ze'ev Segal. Moshe Negbi. who
has a column iii Ma’ariv - and. of

course, Ziv Gruber, Ruti

Nahmani ’s lawyer - contributed
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substantially to last week’s dra-

matic result

The man whose position has

stood out in the Nahmani case is

Justice Zvi Tal, whose adherence

to a clear moral stand remained

intact ail along: In fhe first hearing

his was the sole voice of dissent in

a panel of supposedly progressive

judges.

Yet the hypocrisy of women
who pay lip-service to equality -

the Nahmani case was represented

in the media, often by women, as

a battle for women’s equality - is

the greatest hypocrisy of all. It is

greater than that of Danny
Nahmani and his supporters, who
seemingly base their arguments

on principle but whose real inter-

est seems to be avoiding child-

support payments.
Or«: .an, at least, understand

this position. But how can

women allow a comparison to be

made between the investment a

woman makes in pregnancy and

childbirth and the investment a
”

man makes?
Negbi’s commentary on the

court ruling summed np perfectly

what women ought to know
instinctively: that the key to preg-

nancy must be in the hand of the

woman, whether that pregnancy

develops inside her body 'or out-

side rL

Apparently, before we make any

more demands regarding sexual

equality from chauvinist males,

we need to explain this basic truth

to women themselves.

The writer is a social anthropol-

ogist who teaches at Beit Berl

College in Kfar Sava.

Nothing to lose but our chains

I
T is just a year since thousands

of women from all over the

world came together in Beijing

for the UN’s Fourth World
Conference on Women and the

concurrent Forum of Non-
Governmental Organizations.

The week of events culminated

in the publication of a Platform for

Action based on an amazing
degree of consensus between the

delegates from over 100 UN
member states.

The platform - a blueprint for

concrete legislation for legal

action and public policy - called

upon governments to act in areas

ranging from political and eco-

nomic empowerment through

education, health and domestic
violence to the protection of girl-

children.

Israel was officially represented

by an impressive delegation head-
ed by former labor and social

affairs minister Ora Namir, and at

the NGO Forum dozens of Israeli

feminists interacted with their

counterparts from other countries,

including those with which Israel

has no diplomatic relations.

It wasn’t until the first of our
delegates returned home that we
learned just how active and influ-

ential they had been - far more so.

in fact, than official Israeli dele-
gates to UN conferences usually

are. They had done us proud!
Yet Israel fell short in one

respect.

Despite much urging from her
fellow delegates, Namir failed to

declare Israel's commitment to

any of the conference's stated

aims. As a result, those Israeli

activists who had hoped to be able

ALICE SHALVI

to point to such commitment as a

way of pressuring *ik government
regarding their inij. lamentation

were left without leverage.

A year has gone by. This week at

the UN in New York representa-

tives from numerous countries

will be reporting on the extent to

• many resp^ctsjn^ state ofregres-

sion.

With the increase in the number
of people living below the poverty

level, the standard of living of the

large percentage ofwomen among
this population (many ofthem sin-

gle parents who cannot afford the

Israeli women have little to celebrate on
this first anniversary of Beijing

which their governments have
acted upon their commitments and
describing the year’s achieve-

ments.

WHAT CAN we Israelis report, a

year after Beijing?

The previous government in no
way related to the Platform for

Action. Shimon Peres showed his

lack of concern by appointing as

his adviser on the status of women
a new immigrant who openly
admitted her ignorance of the

issues involved.

The present government, jolted

into some degree of action by the

increase in domestic violence, has
stated its intention to deal with the

maner and the new adviser, more
knowledgeable and involved with
feminism than her predecessor,
has begun energetically preparing
the recommendations requested
by the prime minister.

But on the other items in the

Platform for Action not only has
there been no progress, we are, in

child-care that would enable them
to take on fulltime employment)
has dropped even further.

The number of women in the

Knesset has decreased from 12 to

nine, and the number of women
ministers from two to one.

Furthermore, since most of the
women MKs are in the opposition,

their task of initiating legislation

is more difficult.

Given the widespread disregard

for human rights (particularly

those of minorities) no wonder
women’s rights get ignored.

The ascendancy of the haredi

political parties - which conceive
of the woman's role as primarily
the traditional one of homemaking
and modesty as her most vital

characteristic - has led to unprece-
dentedly open acts of violence
against women perceived as
immodest in dress or behavior.

The new deputy minister for

religious affairs has declared that

there is no place for women on the
religious councils, whose duty is

‘Boat? What boat? Oh, that boat. I dunno, it wasn’t there a minute ago-.5

(Lynne Duke/Washington Post)

to ensure adequate services for

both the secular and the religious-

ly qbservanL
His pronouncement goes

counter tothe High Court decision

of 1986, in the historic case of

Leah Shakdiel of Yeroham which

paved the way for other women.
No word of rebuttal has been

beard from the prime minister.

In sum, Israeli women have
nothing to celebrate on this first

anniversary of Beijing, except for

one important phenomenon.
Increased awareness of the fact

that we have not as yet attained

equality of opportunity, reward or

status has led even the most con-
servative of die veteran women’s
organizations to take a more
activist stand.

Women from every walk of life,

every ethnic group, every socioe-

conomic level and every political

party are meeting to discuss ways
of \varidng together. Their aim is

to effect the change that alone

will bring Israel into line with the

progressive, enlightened nations

that not only declared their com-
mitments a year ago in Beijing

but are now actively engaged in

fulfilling the promises they made
then.

That is no mean achievement;
let us hope that the changes we
long for will not be too long in

coming. Indeed, they should be on
our wish list for the coming year.

Women of Israel, arise! You
have nothing to lose but your
chains!

The writer is chairperson ofthe
Israel Women's Network.

POSTSCRIPTS
CLINTON IMPERSONATOR
Tim Watters is pretty convincing.

When he strode into a hotel re-

cently to crash a Newt Gingrich

breakfast, a reporter rushed up to

him, tape recorder whining, and

began asking serious questions.

Then she suddenly realized the

prank and turned crimson. “Oh,
you had me going,” she moaned.
“I’m so embarrassed.”

“When I first spotted him, I

kinds got a shot like,- ‘What’s he

doing here?’ ” confessed a Secret

Service agent who used to work

the White House detail-

. Waders, a former Florida real

estate agent, earns $5,000- a day

impersonating the prez. Watters

has played him in movies’ (Naked
Gun 33), tin TV and in various

public appearances.
'

A SERBIAN family from the

town of Sabac gave new meaning
to the idea of a seif-catering holi-

day when they brought 14 live

hens on their summer vacation.

The family took the chickens to

a camping site near the popular

Tesort of Budva, enjoying fresh

eggs for the firsL few days, fol-

lowed by roast chicken for the

rest of their holiday.
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Tap dance
The FBI’s battle to monitor phone calls

ByJoseph Finder

pbs

T he July 17 crash ofTWA Flight 800, like

other acts of terrorism before it, plunged

the Clinton administration and Congress

into a legislative frenzy. Just before its August

recess, die House rushed through a terrorism bill

that was laughably weak and useless, its teeth

having been extracted by an unholy alliance of

ACLU shills, NRA yes-men and other libertari-

ans of the left and right. Worst of all, the bill jet-

tisoned the one provision the White House

wanted mosc authorization for the expanded use

ofwiretaps.

As Congress reconvenes. Sens. Joe Biden

and Orrin Hatch will likely try to succeed where

the administration foiled. The most crucial (and

controversial) provision they’re pushing involves

“roving,” or multipoint, wiretaps— the authority

to wirerap several telephones on a single warrant.

An ordinary tap covers one telephone line, not

the person using it; a roving wiretap enables law-

enforcement to tap every phone a person uses.

But we’re in the age of cellular phones^ and our

law enforcement, unfortunately, is stuck (legally,

anyway) in rotary-dial.

Take the hypothetical case ofan apartment

foil of radical Iranian nationals living in Jersey

City, plotting to demolish Manhattan. Ifwe sim-

ply want to gather intelligence about their activi-

ties, we can order the kind of tap allowed by the

1978 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. But,

once we hear the words “neutron bomb” and

“Trump Tower,” were into a criminal investiga-

tion. To continue capping, we have to get a new

court order for a “T-3” tap (forTide III of the

1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets

Act). That’s not so easy. Each T-3 wiretap has to

be approved by a high-level Justice Department

official, and then by whichever court has juris-

diction over the venue where the tap would be

put in place.
•

Our terrorists, though, axe feirly sophisticat-

ed. They assume their home phone is tapped, and

so they don't use ir ro talk business. A couple of

years ago, they’d have gone out to the phone

booth oh the comer, but they ve since learned

that federal officials can tap pay phones. So they

never use the same public phone twice. They

know that, ifwe wane to follow them around

electronically, weve got to get a separate court

order for each phone.

That’s why the roving wiretap exception

was devised. But, to get a roving tap authorized,

die feds have to prove their subject is deliberately

trying to evade a wiretap by switching phones.

That’s hard ro prove. An FBI surveillance team

migftt observe a suspect scuttling back and forth

between phone booths, but who’s to say he isn’t

using die different phones for some other reason?

Cellular phones make it even harder for law

enforcement. The law establishing roving taps

was passed in 1986, before cell phones proliferat-

ed. These days, a malefactor can readily get a pile

of cell phones and pirate their phone numbers

and use them ah in the privacy of his Jersey City

apartment Good luck proving ro a court char hes

Dying to dude a tap. Unless you have an infor-

mant inside the apartment the burden ofproof is

insurmountable.

We’re in the age of cellular

phones, and our law

enforcement, unfortunately,

is stuck (legally, anyway) in

rotary-dial.

The FBI wants to change the law so chat

you need to prove only thac a persons “actions

and conduct” would “have the effect of thwarting

interception.” Legally, it’s much easier right now

to bug someone’s home than it is to tap his

phone, which is curious, given how much more

intrusive it is to have a hidden microphone or

video camera in your bedroom. The administra-

tion simply wants the same legal threshold for

raving wiretaps as exists for bugs.

. Anyone who insists that giving the FBI

slightly enhanced authority to tap cell-phone-

wielding terrorists will lead to widespread abuses

has no idea how these things actually work. T-3,

or law-enforcement, wiretaps must be moni-

tored around the dock, not simply recorded to

be listened to later. Why? Because, by law, every

rimr a tapped phone is in use, an agent has to

listen, and if it’s the subject’s lawyer on the line,

or even the neighborhood video-rental store

(i.e., not a criminally related call), the agent

must hang up. This practice, called “minimiza-

tion,” is meant to keep the government from lis-

tening in on innocent calls.

Which leads to another reason it’s unlikely

legal wiretaps will become widespread; They’re

enormously expensive, largely because of the

manpower involved. An ordinary wiretap costs an

average ofS73,000. A roving cap can cost more

than $1 30,000. The ACLU often complains

about the cost ofwiretaps, but it neglects to men-

tion that it’s the protection ofour civil liberties

that makes them so expensive. That expense is a

major reason chat the federal government, in the

thousands of investigations it conducts each year,

uses no more than 600 wiretaps. As for roving

raps, last year there were exactly four: two for nar-

cotics investigations and two for kidnapping.

Given the cost, making diem easier ro get is

unlikely ro mean many more.

And the punishmenr for violating wiretap

Jaws is so onerous that the FBI would much

sooner err on the side ofcaution than risk slip-

ping up. Anyone who orders or participates in an

illegal rap, has any knowing involvement of it, or

unlawfully discloses information obtained from a

tap can go to jail for 10 years. The threat of jail

time can make a bureaucrat awfully punctilious.

I’m coo cynical to say abuses never occur. But

ifthey do they’re pretty rare. Ifyou assume good

faith on the part ofour Jaw-enforcement agencies,

proper supervision by die Justice Department,

sound judicial review and congressional oversight,

then the slightly expanded authority the White

House wants isn’t a civil-liberties concern. Ifyou

don’t believe the Justice Department, Congress and

the courts are adequate safeguards, then there

shouldn't be any wiretaps at all, which is, by the

way, the ACLLTs position.

The chief reason, though, that Congress is

so averse to expanded taps is the plummeting

credibility of the FBI. Already sullied by the

bloody sieges at Ruby Ridge and Waco (both of

which have become totemic to the black-heli-

copter crowd), the bureau under Director Louis

Freeh seems to harbor more chan a tinge ofJ.

Edgar Hooverism. Witness the various, appalling

Fdegaie blunders. And there’s the egregious case

of Richard Jewell, the security guard whom the

FBI suspected ofplanting the bomb ar the

Atlanta Olympics. Whether or not he did it, his

persecution was a gruesome illustration ofthe

FBI’s power to destroy a person based on a mere

hunch. It wasn’t exactly reassuring to hear an

Atlanta FBI agent declare, “We never apologize.”

There’s no question the FBI bears extremely dose

monitoring. Then again, as the ACLU and its ilk

seem to forget, so do the terrorists.

Joseph Finder writesfrequently on intelligence and

international affairs and is the author most recently

ofthe novelThe Zero Hourfrom William Morrow.

This articlefirst appeared in The New Republic.

© 1996, The New Republic.

Kurdish rights at

center of conflict
By Alan Dershowitz

The recenr unilateral action by the United States against Iraq

once again raises the question ofselective international moral-

ity. Put most bluntly, the world doesn’t care about the rights of

the Kurdish people. Thirty million Kurds have been subjected to

unmitigated barbarity by the Iraqis, the Turks and the Iranians. This
has included gassings, mass executions, expulsions, detentions and
denial oflinguiscic and other rights. The Kurdish people are entitled

to an independent homeland— or at the very least international

recognition as an autonomous ethnic national group. Bur their legiti-

mate daims have been largely ignored by the United Nations as well

as most countries, churches and human-rights organizations.

Contrast this lack of concern with rhe obsession the world has

had with Palestinian rights. There are far fewer Palestinians, and they

have been far less oppressed than the Kurds. The Palestinians, as a dis-

tinct entity, go bade, no more than a couple ofdecades, whereas the

Kurds are an ancient people. Palestinians share a common language,

ethnicity, religion and culture with their Arab neighbors. The Kurds

are a far more distinct grouping. Palestinians already constitute a

majority of the population ofone councry. Jordan, whereas the Kurds
are an oppressed minority in three countries. In the area in which they

are a majority, Kurdistan, they do not control their own destiny, in

any meaningful way.

Try to remember the last time a church or

university group spoke out on behalfof

Kurdish rights!

Why then has the world focused so lirde Attention on a larger

group with far more compelling claims to statehood or ar least auton-

omy? There are two answers, neither ofthem morally acceptable.

First and foremost is thac the Palesrinianxhave forced their

daims ro the front burner by engaging in the most horrible forms of

international terrorism. They originated and perfected airplane terror-

ism and other forms oftargeting the softest and most vulnerable civil-

ians, especially children and families. They have blackmailed the

world into elevating the importance of their claims. They have shown

the world that terrorism works— at the United Nations, in world

capitals and in churches. Though rhe Kurds have not been free of all

sin— they have engaged in some terrorism— their targeting of inno-

cent civilians has not been comparable to that ofthe Palestinians. For

that reason their claims have received far less attention.

Second, the Palestinians picked their enemies and friends well,

while the Kurds did not. The Palestinians have targeted Israel and

Jews, thus creating a natural alliance with anti-Semitic nations, groups

and individuals. Moreover, their national enemy has no oil, while

their friends do. The Kurds, on the other hand, have been oppressed

by powerful nations, with large oil supplies and other resources. The

world community does not want to pick a fight with Turkey. And
although the United States is willing to take on Saddam Hussein,

most ofthe rest of the world would rather not alienate resource-rich

human-rights violators.

This all may explain, though it surely docs not justify, the dou-

ble standard by which nations distinguish between the claims of the

Palestinians and the Kurds. Bur it does not even begin to explain why
churches, human-rights organizations, intellectuals, students and

other moral actors seem to care so much less about the Kurds than

about the Palestinians. Try to remember the last rime a church or uni-

versity group spoke our on behalfof Kurdish rights!

Pan of the reason for this “moral” double standard may simply

be that even moral actors follow the dictates of “political correctness.”

Certain causes are more voguish than others. But moral actors should

devote more of their resources to unpopular, less voguish causes, than

to those that have the support of powerful nation states.

Nor are Kurds the only discriminated-against group ignored by

the world community. The Bahais, who are being persecuted by the

Iranians, can barely get a hearing before the international court of

public opinion. The Romani people (commonly called Gypsies) are

the frequent target of hostility and discrimination throughout Europe.

Qther groups that have been denied their rights are also ignored,

unless paying attention to their plight serves rhe agenda of powerful

interest. The United Nations lists several dozen distinct “peoples” who

are stateless and lack autonomy. Yet only the Palestinians have

received so much attention from the international community. I am
not suggesting that the Palestinians should not receive some land of

autonomy consistent with the security of their neighbors. I am sug-

gesting that Palestinian claims are no more legitimate than the claims

of others, which have been ignored.

Thomas Bentham once described international human tights as

“hypocrisy on a stick." Unless those of us who care deeply about mak-

ing human rights a reality— indeed an enforceable reality— begin to

prioritize our resources in accordance with the merits of competing

claims and not in accordance with the dictates ofpower politics, we

will prove Bentham correct.

Alan M. Dershowitz is aprofessor oflaw at Harvard University. His

newest book is Reasonable Doubts (Simon & Schuster).

©1996, United Feature Syndicate Inc.
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Oldies but goodies emerge

at Democratic convention

By Sean Wilentz party’s liberal wing. Some pundits

expected the alienation would sur-

face at the convention meetings,

and here and there it did. In their

B
eneath a bright but not and here and there it did. in tne

oppressive midday sun, four speeches, old lions Jesse Jackson

hours before the Democrats and Mario Cuomo admitted to

officially opened their convention

in Chicago, the AFL-CIO held a

spirited rally outside the State of

Illinois Building on Randolph

Street. A small sea of red-T-shirred

organizers and rank-and-filers

cheered John Sweeney, the federa-

tions new president. Marrin Luther

King III spoke affectingly about his

fathers ties to organized labor. At

the rally’s close, the crowd sang the

old union anthem, “Solidarity

Forever"— and people appeared to

know the lyrics. For an hour or so,

in the heart of Chicago’s Loop, the

Democratic Party’s traditional

labor-liberal spirit seemed

undimmed.

A different sort of sentimen-

talism held sway that evening

inside the United Center. The

other sentimentalism was better

suited to New Democratic, edge-

city tastes, epitomized by the music

of this era’s Mantovani, Kenny G,

the banal, treacly saxophonist

admired by the president. Still,

outside of the convention hall, in

and around the downtown hotels,

one kept bumping into throngs of

die-hard party liberals and leftists.

k was oldies but goodies rime.

Later that week, ’60s veterans and

their misgivings about welfare

reform and then became unstinting

in their support of the ticker.

Prominent congressional liberals

expressed the utmost confidence

that the president, if re-elected,

would move leftward.

In part, the liberals' acquies-

cence reflects their rapid political

decline, particularly since 1 994.

Had the Democrats retained con-

trol of the House two years ago.

Clinton might well have faced a

primary challenge from his left, say

from Jackson, and the party would

have entered its 1996 convention

as badly divided as it was in 1980.

“Newt Gingrich and the freshman

class turned out to be President

Clinton’s greatest gift,” departing

Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder

told me in Chicago— and - •

Democratic liberals, wich no choice

but to back the lesser oftwo evils,

learned to suffer in silence.

In other respects, though, the

liberals’ unruffled demeanor sug-

gests they have begun a recovery.

The difficulties of the past four

years have certainly diminished the

rage for moral puriry that has long

plagued their politics. “Liberals

realize that throwing a tantrum

over the welfare bill isn't going towannabesgathered at McCormick over the welfare bill isn't going

Place to haij-the'surviving members./,.r-help any poor people,” Barney

of the Chicago.Eigbc and <ro revel in^'vfrank remarked to me between

what could in this context only be

called period music Crosby, Stills

and Nash, Bonnie Raitt, Jackson

Browne and the millionth cast of

“Hair.” (Or was it the first cast of

“Rent”? No, rhat was later.) The

next day, Tikkun magazine attract-

ed more than 200 delegates, alter-

nates, reporters and hangers-on to a

late-afternoon panel discussion on

the politics of meaning (bad ideas

never die; they become panel dis-

cussions). An impressive slice of the

liberal intelligentsia, along with

some high-level Washington offi-

cials, rumed out forThe American

Prospect’s party at the Chicago

convention sessions. Consistently,

Democratic liberals hewed to rhe

convention script, winning points

by showing that they, too. could be

good soldiers.

Not that everything was

sweetness and light. In a taxicab

departing from the convention hall,

a congenial Midwestern congres-

sional candidate complained that

his Republican rival had seized

upon his opposition to the welfare

bill to paint him as a radical out of
touch with his own parry leader.

And chose liberal Democrats who
came of age in the 1960s still quiet-

ly hanker for a revival of the protest

Historical Society. And clogging the politics that the rest of the country
hotel lobbies, alongside the lip-

sticked ladies with their donkey

hats and the silk-suiced gentlemen

with their darting eyes, were trade

unionists, feminists and gay

activists, whose presence confirmed

chat this was, yes, a Democratic

national convention.

The striking thing about the

liberals in Chicago, however, was

nor their ubiquity but their com-
posure. It was widely assumed that

U.S. President Bill Clinton's sign-

ing of the Republican-crafted wel-

fare bill had severely alienared the

dismisses as subversion or kitsch.

According to Schroeder, for

example, che decline of organized

peace groups after che end of the

Cold War helps to explain, a little

paradoxically, why there’s so lirtle

pressure these days to prune rhe

defense budget. She drew a bleak

picture of the current political

scene: of a White House com-
manded by narrow technocrats, a

Congress paralyzed by perry ambi-
tions, a citizenry rhat sees govern-

ment as a sort of spiritual toxic

waste dump. Clintons re-elecrion is

important, she added, ifonly 'a* an

alternative to unfettered

Republican rule. In a second term,

she surmised, the president, goaded

by Mrs. Clinton, might Secure his

historical legacy. “But what will

that be?” she wondered. ‘‘Thar he

got half a loaf for the American

people? Or a third of the loaf? Or

even that much?”

Perhaps because he is not a

whole-loafer, Barney Frank is more

sanguine (which may be why hes

staying in Congress for a second

Clinton term.) “The public is ready

now for a safety ner for the middle

class,” he' cold me, “something not

just for the poor, bur for everyone

who will need help, from rime ro

time, in order to own a home, edu-

cate their kids, keep themselves

healthy or have something to retire

on.” Americans, he explained, have

realized thar today, unlike 30 years

ago, relatively few of us can expect

to go through life with one stable

job— a lesson, he contended,

underscored by the effects of corpo-

rate downsizing. Consequently, vot-

ers will look ro che federal govern-

ment to do more on rheir behalf,

not all the time but at critical

moments, such as when buying a

home or sending a kid to college.

Frank thinks the public will

pay for this rediscovered largesse

with cuts in milirary spending

(“We need to calk about burden

sharing, about how we’ve propped

up some ofour strongest economic

competitorsjwftfr military spend-

ing,” he said. “J.could sell ir politi-

cally in a minute.”) He even thinks

that the Republicans’ mania for

budget balancing will eventually

force them to stop building new

costly weapons as well. “It’s a zero-

sum game now. Were at rhe point

where we have to make choices.

And, in the end, a balanced budget

really plays into our hands.”

Is this likely? Perhaps not.

Perhaps Frank is simply bluffing.

But, if liberal paragons like him

fear deep down that they've been

consigned to the dustbin of history,

they’re doing a good job of hiding

it. Despite the Democratic frustra-

tion and fratricide of Bill Clinton's

first four years, four years in which

liberals were blamed for his early

failures and grimaced at his lace

successes, che party’s lefr is plausi-

bly making a claim on the future.

As everyone knows, conventions,

and politics in general, arc about
rurning illusion inro truth. Besides,

the dustbins numbers have been
pretty good lately.

Sean Wilentz is a contributing editor

to The Nett 1 Republic, in which this

articlefirst appeared.

© 1996, The New Republic.
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TODAY'S SUNDAY PUZZLE

•1 Comedian
Gaorga —

SFamfly car

11 Fast

18 Chicago airport

21 Dodge adroitly

22 Stand up

23 French river

24 BHiards shot -

25 Dressed to die

—

28 Codaaii made wMi

creme de months

28 Harriet Beechw —
29 Adraas Merkel

30 U could be stainless

32 Make lace

33 Pinch

35 Checkers piece . .

36 Actress Wardd
-Staters"

38 Ancient

38 idealdace
44 in a vert manner
"*6 African country

47 Lamb's pan name

48 Talked back to

51 Gun sound

52 Actress Gardner
•

58 Plentiful

59Gdnb«nggame
60 Vouch for

63 Shoelace bp

64 Adttfonal

66 Auctioneer's won*

66 Italian com

57 Actor MJftflO

69 Shamrock tend

70',E»OCtUS*hBIO

71 Land measure

72 — GSben
pDadeneT

73Fragren!wood

75 Adress Farrow

76 Want bach on a
promise

78 Weep
79 Mdday
81 In back at

B3 Singer Campbell

84 Frost

85 Give up (a Job)

88 teraefi Abba —
87Texas-Louisiana

nver

89 Atmosphere
90 Decorative vase

91 Feathers

94 Also

96 Hobo
97 Raised platform

99 Shed feathers

IDO Highland hat

101 He war. Lat

103 Baric sharply

104 Louvje about

105 Story

106 Company
107 Anchor position

109 Craving

111 Large: prd.

112 Weeping statue

113 Codon fabric

llSStaalhom
116 Car for hire

117 is unable to

118 Singer Fitzgerald

120 Maal course
123“—— smite be ...’

124 Serandon-Pwm
mewls

128Offer
129 Defeat

133 Bufidlng addtfton

134 Tee-rc^graen org-

136Cease
138 D*cu«ion group

138 Tie fabric

139 Kahan nver

142Hard work

146 Teheran native

148 Sky-blue

149 Tenant's document

150 Prefix for mural

151 Beady diop

I520omediesud
153Fafl doom -

154 Hungarian

composer
155 to mat place

i Category
2Shaeptte
3 Trite

4 Dutch (Own

5 Not as much
6 Wisely

7 Made a mistake

8 Clock face

98urro
10 Bainy-day account

IT Dsnderiy person

12Venomous snake

13 Vigor

14 Papas or Dunne

15 Originate

l6M»wysch
17 Headpiece

18 Pleasant odor

19 Mountain ash

20 Coned
27 Possess

31 Related

34 Soccer great

37 Passageway
39 Bey: Sp-

40 Lariat

41 Church part

42 Capaal ot Latvia

43 B43
45 Sandra—
rGdaon

48Ointment
48 Phfflppine island

49 Love, in Roma
50 pwvnming-pool

feature

51 Cotton package

53 Agreement
55 Removal
56 European finch

57 Place
59 Car maker
HjVemflate

61 Calm
BZSraaB child

65 Backdrop
SSTypadrmnevar
68 Singst Path-
71 Representative

72 Taka night

73 Mint product

74 Contradict

77 Ydtfgrad

78Lnnad food

80 Yours and mine

82 Amateur redo
operator

84 Laundry basket

87 Vapor
B8 Main artery

91 Actress Negri

92 Actress Grata—
93 AM
98 Help

S8 Pub serving

99 Three Wise Men

102 Weary
104 Written siandar

105 Schoolbook

106 Last
106 Hand part

110 Son drink

111 Actress
Hetgenberger

1 12— King Cole

114 Strike wHh the

open hand

116 Ptant part

117 Wald
119Actress Lansbuty

121 Heading pin

122*01 Thee 1—"

123 Straight

124Coup-
125 "My Fair Lady"

character

126 Phitatotasi’s book

127 Caitdf Is its capital

128 Iraqi city

130 Pope’s cape
131 Spanish man
132 Backbone

136 Footway

137Stoppeda*
140Before, toa poet

141 Cmdnnail player

143 HrtWscbJb

144 Sugary Buffa

145Compass pL
147 Team cheer
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Blacks as swing voters

would benefit both parties

By Matthew Cooper
v

“JaddKemp has the best black Rolodex in

the country," Maynard Jackson says over the

din of the crowd at the Democratic National

Convention in Chicago. The former Adanta

mayor worked closely with Kemp, when

Jackson ran the Souths black Mecca and Kemp
headed the U.S. Department ofHousing and

Urban Development. “We talked all the time,"

Jackson says, his once-enormous frame

slimmed by hours with a personal trainer. But

Jackson, like many black officials here, is dubi-

ous that Kemp, even with his history of reach-

ing out to minorities, even with personal

friendships with many pols here, can loosen the

Democradc hold on black voters. This is espe-

cially true, Jackson says, since Kemp modified

his posidons on affirmative acuon and immi-

gration. “That Jack Kemp no longer exists,"

Jackson says. “There’s a new Kemp out there."

It would be tempring ro dismiss Jacksons

disparaging remarks as the spin of a partisan

Democrat. But the selection ofKemp seems to

have done liede to sway black voters from their

allegiance to U.S. President Bill Clinton and his

party. According to the Joint Center for Political

Studies, which specializes in African-American

politics, some 82 percent of blacks remain

Democrats. Recent polling by Ron Lester, a

Democratic consultant who is black himself

showed Dole only getting about 4 percent of

the black vote before the GOP convention and

the exact same percentage alter naming Kemp.

“It hasn't even been a blip," Lester says.

Forces of attraction and repulsion seem ro

be shaping the black voce. On the repulsion

side is Newt Gingrich and the GOP Congress.

Despite the Speakers artempts ro reach out to

minorities— he quoted Martin Luther King in

his San Diego speech and, more substantively,

slowed the progress of anti-affirmative action

legislation in the House— he remains terribly

unpopular among African Americans, as he

does among the rest of the country. Only 1 5.6

percent of blacks polled by the Joint Center

thought favorably of Gingrich, while an

astounding 87.6 percent thought favorably of

Clinton. Blacks also remain the segment of the

electorate most favorably disposed to govern-

ment. The GOPs harsh anti-government

rhetoric has only strengthened a Democratic

predisposition that dates to the New Deal.

On the attraction side of the ledger,

Clinton has done as much to court the black

vote as any president ever. His aggressive affir-

mative action in appointments— four blacks

were named to the Cabinet— had carried a

symbolic weight. His Southern roots help, too,

because the majority ofblacks still live in the

South. AndClincon’s personal ease among

blacks and his knack for the cultural gesture—
belting blues on his saxophone or chowing on

barbecue— has dearly helped him. At the

meeting in Chicago of the Democratic Party's

African-American caucus, one speakers claim

that Clinton understands black problems not

just intellectually “but from the neck down,

with his heart" met with huge applause.

Not even vigorous campaigning by Colin

Powell would be likely to make any difference.

All signs suggest it would help more among

whites chan blacks. (Powell's positive rating

among blacks, according to the Joint Center, is

68 percent— lower rhan Clinton’s.) Powell was

nor universally lauded among blacks at the con-

vention. When Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr., son of the

erstwhile presidential candidate, addressed the

caucus, he took direct aim at Powell. “Someone

who looked like us gor up there and thanked

Reagan for spending more on the military."

Jackson said, to derisive laughter.

To keep the black rurnout high this fall,

the party is planning irs most energetic effort

yet to reach out to minority voters. The so-

called African-American working group, an

informal ream of top black political officials in

the Clinton administration and the Democratic

National Committee, has been working on

extensive plans to reach blacks. A major print

ad campaign has been designed by a black-led

ad agency. The stark black-and-white ads.

which will fly below the radar of the main-

stream media, will appear this fall in black pub-

lications such as Jet and Black Elegance.

Democrats also are planning massive ad buys

on black radio stations in the nations top 25

media markets and on a black Internet sice

called Net Noir.

Yet there’s less of a sense among blacks

than in the past that the part}- is beholden to this

most loyal ofconstituencies. Though there was

grumbling here about the welfare bill President

Clinton signed, there also was a willingness to

suppress that animus for the sake of party unirv.

On affirmative action, though, the parry "remains

untransformed. The platform endorses affirma-

tive action in the strongest terms. Press releases

from the convention’s organizing committee

boast of the percentage of “persons ofcolor" who
have been appointed ro top slots. The partv still

has rigid mathematical formulas for the compo-
sition of each stare’s delegation. There is no sign

that practice will change.

The parry s attachment to group rights

was certainly apparent at a forum hosted by Bill

Bradley at Chicago’s Field Museum. Billed as a

“conversation on race," it involved an ever-

' earnest Bradley leading a panel of literati,

-including the novelists Toni Morrison and

Richard Ford. When Harvard Professor Cornel

West, a panelist, mocked the idea of “a whole

new discussion about color-blindness," the

crowd roared with approval. Other moments in

the discussion showed how far identity politics

have permeated the party. The novelist Bharari

Mukherjce complained about her experiences

living in Iowa City. Did she suffer catcalls and

harassment? No. But, she told the crowd, she

was angered in rerrospect when people compli-

mented her on her beaucifol saris. “1 didn’t

know enough to realize I was being exoricized,"

she said. “Because I was so pliant then 1 didn’t

know how ro cake offense."

It may seem impossible to imagine a rime

when the Democratic Party will be less infused

by such thinking; it may seem equally hard to

imagine a GOP that's less white bread. But it’s

worth remembering that between 1944 and

1964 black identification with the GOP ranged

berween 23 percent and 39 percent. If it were

possible to regain those numbers, everyone

would win. There would be a more moderate

GOP, a more sensible Democratic Party and
blacks rhemselves would be genuine swing vor-

ers, courrcd with che same fervor chat

Catholics, Californians and other constituen-

cies now enjoy. Though most black Democrats
still wont acknowledge the obvious benefits to

ail of a strong black voice in the GOP, a few

did. “I dont think Kemp will be effective," savs

the Reverend Benjamin Hooks, the former

head of che NAACP. “But it would obviously

benefit both parties." Amen.

Matthew Cooper is a senior editor ofThe New
Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1 996, The New Republic.
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Clinton campaign focuses

winning back Congresson

By Robert Novak

in two

cruise

write

W'hen U.S. President Bill Clinton donned his Comman-

der-in-chiefs hat to punish Saddam Hussein, he

pushed the 1996 political campaign to a new stage: the

battle for the control of Congress.

It is difficult to folly describe the frustration experienced by

Bob Doles managers when, facing a double-digit deficit (21 points

published polls), they now must cope with Clinton firing

missiles at Iraq. Both sides agree that it is much too early to

off the presidential race, buc the hill that Dole musr climb

has become very steep indeed.

Accordingly, the post-Labor. Day talk of the town Ln

Washington, D.C., concerns this question: When should

Republicans running for Congress declare che battle cry Every

candidate for himselfl" and abandon the presidential race? Less

overtly. Clinton is becoming more and more involved in electing a

Democratic Congress.

This move by Clinton defies the conventional wisdom char,

the president is not much of a party man who might be quite con-

tent to go inro his second term with a Republican-controlled

Congress. In rruch, thar description was accurate only as long as

Clinton perceived himself as barely holding his own in a very’ close

race for re-election.

A big lead, which may be made even bigger by the larest Iraq

crisis, transforms Clinton. His competitive juices flowing, he now

frequently calls for a Democratic Congress.

That was never more evidenr chan on Clintons triumphanr

train ride from West Virginia to the Democratic convention in

Chicago. Although the crip was crafted to go through normally

Republican small towns to carve away at what remains of the Dole

vote, the whistle-stop also made clear for che first rime that the

president was seriously campaigning for a Democratic Congress.

During his stop at East Lansing, Mich.. Clinton went our of

his way to promote the candidacy offormer state Sen. Debbie

Stabenow, a big-time politician with statewide aspirations. She

opposes Rep. Dick Chrysler, who has been singled out by orga-

nized labor and the Democratic Party as one of the most conspicu-

ous conservative targets in the nation.

Clinton knows exactly who Stabenow is and what the stakes are.

No previous president— nor even political junkie Richard M. Nixon

— o’er was so aware of the congressional map ofthe United States.

Furthermore, Clinton is unlike, pasfRepublican landslide presiden-

tial winners Nixon and Ronald Reagan. They were not interested

— Nixon ostentatiously so— in helping the party’s congressional

candidates. Each pursued and each fell one short of a 50-state

sweep. Clinton has no such illusions and clearly is directing himself

to congressional races.

That is building a major push in Republican ranks ro jettison

the Dole-Kemp ticket and try ro save Republican conrroi of

Congress. At the very least, the 1 5 percent to 25 percent ofGOP
voters who are defecting to vote for Clinton might be persuaded to

prevent a Democracic-controlled House in the 105th Congress

where Rep. Charles Rangel becomes chairman of the tax-writing

Ways and Means Committee and Rep. Henry Gonzalez is restored

as chairman of the Fed-watching Banking Committee.

But it is not that easy. Consider Ohio, where Dole is now-

running far behind. Two-term Rep. Martin Hoke is the stares top

Republican target and would seem to be in very serious trouble in

what is basically a Democratic northeast Ohio district. His hope is

that his Democratic opponent is stare Sen. Dennis Kucinich, who
faces che problem of voters remembering his briefbut bizarre

tenure as mayor of Cleveland nearly two decades ago.

Consequendv, Hoke now runs well ahead of Dole in his dis-

trict- Too far. The private guess by Ohio Republican strategists is

that if Clinton carries the district by more than 7 percentage

poinrs, you can address Kucinich as congressman.

Typically endangered by the president is conservative fresh-

man Rep. Randy Tate of Washington, who is perhaps the No. 1

narional target ofliberals and labot Clinton runs well ahead in

Tates Tacoma area district. National Republican strategists free that
few voters will really enter the polling booth Nov. 5 ro vote for
both Clinton and Tate.

Robert Novak is a nationally syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago
Sun-Times.

© 1 996, The Creator s Syndicate. ' •
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The battle for

the environment
rages on
EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

Beating Goliath is easier than it seems
A military historian reveals that

almost all recent wars of insurgents
against powerful regular armies

have ended in victory for the rebels,
writes Abraham Rabinovitch

THE most surprising aspect of
the humbling of the Russian
army by the ragtag fighters of

Chechnya is that the world is still

amazed at victories of insurgents
against powerful regular armies.
The worid, says Prof. Martin van

Greveld of the Hebrew University,
should know better.

“There have been about 100 such
wars since 1945, and all but one or
two have ended in the victory of the

insurgents,'’ the noted military histo-

rian said in an interview this week.
The failure of Israel to suppress the

intifada is only a minor example of
this seeming anomaly. “In Vietnam,

the Americans dropped three times

as many bombs as they had against

Germany and Japan together in the

Second World War, but they had no
real target to hit’' notes van Creveld.

Two million Vietnamese died, in

America's futile struggle to impose its .

will on that area and a million died in

France's futile attempt to retain its

hegemony in Algeria.

Struggles involving irregular farces

on at least one side are sometimes
referred to as “low'intensity conflicts,”

but van Creveld notes that many of
these conflicts, such as in Bosnia and
Chechnya, are in fact of extremely
high intensity.

The terms guerrilla warfare or ter-

rorism are often used in connection

with such ‘‘unconventional” struggles.

The Germans used the term “bandit-

ry” to describe what they were up
against in the very first of these mod-
em conflicts, says van Creveld - the

failed attempt to suppress Yugoslav
partisans in World War IL
Van Creveld himself prefers the term

“non-trinitarian” warfare. The phrase

refers to Vbn Clausewitz’s statement

that war is based on “a remarkable trin-

ity of government, army and people.”

The emergence following toe Treaty

of Westphalia in 1648 of modem
states - independent entities distinct

from royal niters - marked the begin-

ning of “trinitarian” warfare in which
stales mobilized theirpower to engage
in direct confrontation with other, sim-
ilarly mobilized, states.

Military doctrine, training and
equipment were geared by all states

toward combat with the armies of
other states, the most dangerous
opponents visible. World War II was
toe devastating culmination of 300
yearn of “trinitarian" warfare.

Since then, however, toe great
majority of conflicts have pitted
states not against other states but
against rebels with a cause who were
without clear infrastructures that can
be targeted and smashed.
Military doctrine, however, has not

made the adjustment.

It has remained a puzzle, even to

experts, why, in this repeated version

of David and Goliath, Goliath keeps
taking a fall. During a meeting at a
European think tank last year, van
Creveld discussed the Chechnya
fighting* with a former deputy US
secretary of state.

“He kept saying that what was hap-

pening was because the Russians
weren’t using everything they had,"van
Creveld said. “But that’s nonsense.

After 50 years of this kind of warfare

people keep inventing all kinds of
excuses, like the army not using every-

thing ithas orDot being ruthless enough
or being betrayed by politicians.

“You can't say the Germans weren’t

ruthless. They killed a million
Yugoslavs and still didn’t succeed.

What toe Americans did in Vietnam
was closer to genocide,than war. They
dropped six million tons ofTNT; the

equivalent force of the two atom

bombs it dropped on Japan was
35,000 tons.”

If instead of the intifada the
Palestinians had attempted to con-
front Israel in organized battalions,

“we would have made mincemeat of
them in 48 hours,” says van Creveld.

That is precisely what happened in

the opening of the Lebanon War in

1982, he notes, when organized
Palestinian military units engaged
the invading Israeli army.

Given tire likelihood that toe

Palestinians would, if they again enter

into conflictwith Israel, adopt an intife-

da-Hke mode rather than a form of
combat Israel would prefer, the politi-

cal implications are clear, says van

Creveld. “We will not be able to hold

on to the tenitories forever. One wayor
another toe Palestinians will have, if

not a full state, than certainly a political

entity. And the sooner the better,”

Tire outstanding exception to the

pattern of humiliation inflicted on
regular armies by irregular indige-

nous forces in the past half century is

the success of the Syrian army in

imposing itself on Lebanon in toe

1970s and 1980s.

Although the subject has not been
properly researched, van Creveld

suspects there were three principal

reasons for Hafez Assad’s success.

First-class intelligence information

on his factionalized neighbor would
have been basic. Beyond that was the

reputation for rutolessness he had
won for himself when in 1982 he

used artillery and tanks to destroy a

good part of one of his own cities.

Hama, to suppress . a Moslem
Brotherhood uprising. Some 20-

30,000 Syrian citizens were killed in

the operation.

“He heeded Machiavelli’s rules for

using cruelty: Be hard, fasti do it in

the open and don’t apologize. Assad
didn’t apologize. On toe contrary, he

made it clear he would do it again if

he felt he had to.”

Israel, notes the historian, behaved
in exactly the opposite fashion when
it profusely apologized following the

accidental killing of close to 100
Lebanese civilians by its artillery

during Operation Grapes of Wrath.
A third reason for the Syrian success,

suggests van Creveld, is that its forces

in Lebanon have motivation for stay-

ing there by being permitted to partake

In “a roaring trade,” including drugs, a
factor which also creates a symbiosis

with toe local population.

The emerging de-motivation among
Israel's youth for military service, says

van Creveld, stems in good part from
toe intifada, which imposed on tire

army the suppression of a civilian

population. “I predicted this would
happen," he said. “The only surprise is

that it’s taken this long.”

Van Creveld advocates not only

separation of Israel and the

Palestinians but tire construction of a
concrete wall between toe two to

prevent infiltration. “Barbed wire

isn't good enough.”

I
T always seems that toe urge to sura up things and to
evaluate them becomes almost overpowering at this
rime of year. Of course we approach the matter hop-

ing to see that things have really improved over the past
year. In this, those who are watching developments in
our environment are no exception. And. as is so very
often true, toe message we get here in Israel is a mixed
one. or as is often said: there’s good news and there’s bad
news.
One of the most encouraging things of all is the degree to

which the average Israeli has become aware that there real-

ly are environmental issues to be addressed. People who
only a few years ago had never thought about these things
are now, at least, talking about them. And who knows, per-

haps eventually there may even be a political leader far-

sighted enough to address the environmental issues facing
us in a realistic manner, perhaps even include these matters
in his or her party platform.

And then, very much on toe plus side is the fact that toe

courts are beginning to take crimes against toe environment
more seriously. For example, in the ruling of a Tiberias
magistrate against the Safed Municipality and against
builders obliging them to see that there was proper infra-

structure, including sewage treatment and disposal, before

they will be allowed to fill the newly built and, as yet,

vacant housing in the suburb of Nof KinnereL Not only was
this decision handed down, but when the accused appealed
tire verdict, it was upheld by tire higher court, thus setting a
precedent

In Haifa, air pollution is at an all-time low thanks to toe

decisions of the courts in several important suits, and
despite all objections the companies concerned have been
forced to obey the law.

But, unfortunately, just as much as the situation vis-a-vis

air pollution in Haifa has improved, it has worsened in

Jerusalem. So far, the municipality has been dragging its

collective feet over this matter and new regulations are long

overdue. The disposal of toxic wasre has somewhat
unproved but there's still a long way to go before we can
see ourselves properly rid of these noxious products. Nor
have we yet addressed toe issue of toxic waste (hat is not

industrial, but domestic and agriculturaL This should be a
priority for toe coming year.

There have also been a number of attempts to clean up the

waterways and the sea coasts and to prohibit toe further

dumping of toxic waste at sea. These efforts are commend-
able but still fall far short of what is needed. But all in all,

even though it seems at times that development of former-
ly rural and natural areas is completely out of control and
although it looks as if soon the entire seafront is going to be

one big, polluted marina, still it is better to look upon the

glass and note that it is half full, than to dismiss it as half

empty.
That may superficially seem simple, naive optimism,

but it i$ this faith in a better future that makes things

possible.
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Hindi widows cast out by society-

SILVER SHEKEL
of Israel, issued 66-70

C.E., decorated with 3

pomegranates and the

Inscription

'JERUSALEM THE
HOLY.*

SILVER DINAR,
minted during Bar Kbchba

war 135 C.E., with the

inscription “FREEDOM
FOR JERUSALEM*.

Devotion is the driving

force in tire river town of

Vrindavan, India. The
chants of tire faithful blend with

toe chiming of bells from 5,000

temples.

But the prayers rising from one

small alley have an especially

soulful tone. They are toe devo-

tions of widows - some still in

their early 20s - who were cast

away from toeir families and
shunned by society after their hus-

bands toed.

In India’s ritualistic, male-domi-

nated Hindu society, widowhood
is a Little-noticed dimension of toe

discrimination that women face.

Among superstitious families, a
widow often is blamed by her in-

laws for her husband's death.

Unless she controls property, she

is treated shabbily arm even ostra-

cized.

Vrindavan developed into a

Hindu pilgrimage center early in

tins century and soon became a

refuge for cast-out widows, wbo
believe that by dying in such a

holy town they can break the cycle

of birth and re-birth.

At tire six shelters for widows in

Vrindavan, more than 2,000 wid-

ows gather each morning to begin
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Hindu widows, never to remarry, pray to the Hindu Lord Krishna in Vrinabad, India.
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8th century B.C.E.
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prayers that last until nightfall.

Dressed uniformly in white cot-

ton saris and with their heads cov-

ered, (hey sit in a courtyard around

an altar with an idol of Lord
Krishna surrounded by burning

incense sticks. Their heads bob up

and down to the monotonous
drone of “Hare Rama. Hare
Krishna.’’

Each widow is given two rupees

(7 cents) every evening and a cup-

ful of uncooked rice and lentils,

enough for one meal
“We have no limit here.

Anybody wbo comes here and

spends the day singing odes is

entitled to the bounty,” says Bipur
Sharma of the Bhagwan Bhajan

Ashram Trust which runs two
homes for widows in Vrindavan.

Before they begin their prayers,

many women work, earning about

350 rupees ($10) a month cleaning

temples. Half that goes to rent a

room, often shared by as many as

three widows.
“I am too ill to work, so my 12-

year-old daughter earns by stitch-

ing and sewing,” says Jasboda
Rani, 35.

Rani fled to her brother’s bouse
after her husband died four years

ago, but came to Vrindavan when
tie. too, abandoned her.

There are few options for wid-
ows.
Hindus frown on remarriage for

women, though there are no such

social barriers for men. Family
members go to the extent ofensur-

ing that widows turn vegetarian,

believing that eating meat arouses

sexual desire.

Until modem times, widows
were expected to jump on their

husbands' funeral pyre in a tradi-

tion known as soti. The practice

was outlawed decades ago, but the

last known case occurred as

1 :*S*v
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Gita Devi, widowed at age 5, runs a shelter for Hindu widows^AP)

recently as 1 987.

Most women in Vrindavan have

little to look forward to. It is the

dead end of their lives, and for

some it comes early.

“I was married off when 1 was
five years old. My husband, whom
I never saw, was 13 and tie died

one month after the wedding,”

says Gita Devi, who at age 77 is

among the most veteran members
of tire shelter she helps run.

According to the World Bank,

65 percent of Indian women older

than 60 are widows. That rises to

80% for women older-than 70.

“Widowhood reflects the status

of women in India,” says Aime
Tinker, a World Bank specialist

who has studied Indian women for

four years.

As India modernizes, attitudes

toward women take bizarre con-

tradictions. Indian women fly air-

force jets, head million-dollar cor-

porations and sit in Parliament -
Indira Gandhi was prime minister

for 16 years.

But it's a different story for most
women.
Infanticide of newborn girls and

abortion of female fetuses has
reduced toe number of women to

927 for every 1,000 men.
On average, girl infants are

weaned two months earlier than

boys. Girls get less food than their

brothers and often are forced to

stay home to help toeir mothers

rather than go to school.

In a phenomenon known as
“dowry deaths," young brides who
fail to satisfy rapacious in-laws

with gifts from their families are

murdered in “kitchen accidents”

or tormented into suicide.

“In India, where a woman’s
identity is determined by her

being an appendage to a male,

widowhood has a much larger

dimension than losing a hus-

band,” says Vrinda Karat of the

All India Democratic Women's
Association. (AP)
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ire reaches 50-homer mark
World Gup behind

Richter ’s goaltending
Hundley breaks Campanella’s home run record for catchers

MONTREAL (Reuter) - The
United States scored the tying and
go-ahead goals 43 seconds apart

late in the third period and poured

in two more for good measure in a
5-2 win Saturday over Canada to

claim the World Cup champi-

onship.

With Canada ahead 2-1, Brian

Leetch fired a 50-footer for die

Americans from the blue line,

which Brett Hull tipped past

goalie Curtis Joseph to tie the

score with 3:18 remaining.

Amonte’s game-winner came at

17:25 as the forward banged home
a rebound off a shot by Derian

Hatcher.

The goals by Hull and Amonte
were both reviewed by replay offi-

cials - Hull’s to see if be had held

his stick too high on the deflec-

tion, and Amonte’s to determine if

he had kicked the puck in.

Both goals were upheld and the

flred-up Americans scored twice

more to turn the Final moments
into a wild celebration as the US
team prevailed two games to one
in the inaugural World Cup of

Hockey championship.
The victory marked the most

significant US international ice

hockey triumph since the Miracle

at Lake Placid in the 1980
Olympics.
US goaltender Mike Richter,

who stopped 35 shots, including

21 in the second period, was
named the tournament Most
Valuable PlayeT and awarded a

Harley Davidson motorcycle.

“I’ll tell you what, the guy who
just took the motorcycle home
won the game for us,” said Hull,

who scored the first two goals of
the game for the Americans. “We
came out and played well but
Canada just blitzed us.

“If it wasn’t for Mike, we
weren’t in the game at all. We’ve
got to tip our hats to him.”
For awhile, it appeared Adam

Foote’s goal with 7:10 remaining,

which gave Canada a 2-1 lead,

would help Canada continue its

dominance of international hock-

ey.

Richter, who played valiantly

and stopped the first 31 shots hie

faced, was screened and never saw
Foote’s wrist shot from die right

point.

Foote, a Colorado Avalanche

the crowd of 21,273. Bom in

Canada, he is a dual citizen of both
countries, and has chosen to play
for die US after being rejected in

1986 by Team Canada.

The US had few good scoring
chances after Hull’s pov/er-play

goal and Canada outshot them in

the middle stanza- 22-9 but could
not score until big Eric Lindros hit

with only six seconds left in the
period.

Lindros tied the game 1-2 at

19:54, hitting with. a spinning 10-

fboter during a power play.

Then came the brief Canada lead
on Foote’s goal in the third period
followed by the American stam-
pede at the finish.

“I feel elated because we won
but also because a group of guys
cared enough about each other to

come in here, in a hostile building,
a hostile environment ... and never
give up,” said US coach Ron
Wilson, who guides the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks.
“We gave them hell in the final

four minutes and deserved the

game. We were literally assaulted

on the ice and we withstood it I

have nothing but joy and pride.”

Canada coach Glen Sather, gen-

eral manager of the Edmonton
Oilers, said there was a natural let-

down after Hulls* tying goal,

which he thought would be disal-

lowed.
- “The US is a good tram filled

with NHL players,” Sather said.

“The game could have gone either

way. “We controlled the play the

whole night but couldn't score. I

don’t know why."
Canada’s Mark Messier, a New

York Rangers’ teammate of
Richter’s, supplied tbe answer.

“The United States had die bet-

ter team throughout the tourna-

ment,” said Messier. ‘Tonight,
Mike Richter was die reason they

won.
“He was tremendous. We could-

n’t beat him. It’s that simple.”

CLEVELAND - Oakland

Athletics slugger Mark McGwire
reacted one lofty milestone on
Saturday, and 40-year-old wonder
Paul Molitor approached another

in losing causes in American

League baseball action.

McGwire powered home runs in

each game of a doubleheader loss

to the Cleveland Indians to reach

the 50-homer mark, and Molitor
had two hits in a losing effort

against Seattle that left him just

two shy of the coveted 3,000-hit

mark.

Cleveland posted a pair of 9s to

register a doubleheader sweep of
the Athletics, despite the booming
bat of Oakland slugger Mark
McGwire.
McGwire, who began tbe season

on tbe disabled list and has missed
29 games because of injuries,

became just the 1 3th player in his-

tory to hit 50 home runs in a sea-

son.

“Considering how I started the

season, to think what I have done
so far is very seif-gratifying,” said

McGwire, who slugged 49 homers
as a rookie in 1987.

T couldn’t expect for anything

like this to happen and I wasn’t

supposed to be ready until the All-

Star break (in July). And to even

have an opportunity to hit 50

homers is something special”

In the opener, Kevin Seitzer

capped a four-run fourth inning

with a bases-clearing double and

Charles Nagy (16-4)“ won his

fourth straight start in a 9-2 romp.

In the second game, Albert

Belle’s three-run homer - Ho. 46

on tbe season -capped a five-run

fourth inning and the Indians held

on for 9-8 win.

Mariners 5, Twins 3
Rich Amaral scored on a throw-

ing error by shortstop Jeff

Reboulet and Alex Rodriguez

added a sacrifice fly in the top of

die 10th to lead the visiting Seattle

Mariners to their third straight vic-

tory.

Molitor, Minnesota’s designated

hitter, went 2-for-4, leaving him
just two hits shy of 3,000. The
remarkable Molitor leads the

league with 209 hits this year.

Yankees 3, Bine Jays 1
Paul O’Neill hit a tying double

and scored on Cecil Holder's sin-

gle as visiting New York rallied in

the eighth for its fifth straight win.

Kenny Rogers, making his first

start for the Yankees since

September 1, gave up one run in

four-plus innings. He was pulled

three pitches into the fifth

because ofan inflamed left shoul-

der.

Brian Boehringer (2-3) pitched

three hitless innings and tied a
career-high with five strikeouts.

John Wetteland struck out the side

in the ninth for his 41st save.

Pat Hentgen (17-10) gave up

three runs and II hits in 8%

innings.

Orioles 7, Tigers 6

Todd Zeile's leadoff homer
ignited a four-run rally in the sev-

enth bming as visiting Baltimore

stayed on New Yoik’s heels in the

ALEast
Baltimore’s rain-delayed win, its

seventh in eight games, left the

Orioles 3!4 games behind the

Yankees, and maintained their I'A-

gaxne lead over the Chicago White

Sox in tbe wild-card chase.

a season by a catcher set by Roy

Detroit has lost eight straight
^f”anelia of the Brooklyn

five to the Orioles. TWrere in 1953.

Homers by Phil Nevm.and Toy ^ String on a changoap/nomeis vy jtuu / nr vvas sitting on »
Clark helped the Tigers build a &-

Hundley, who guessed right.

1 lead after five inn.mgs^ “When I felt it hit the bat, I knew

Teny Mathews
‘tiwasgiwe' This record is nice.

innings of shutout relief for the

win. Randy Myers put nmners at

second and third in the pmtfa, °ut

got Travis Fryman to ground out

for his 29th save.

John Cummings (3-1). the first

of several ineffective Tigers

relievers for starter- Omar

Olivares, allowed four runs and

five hits in just IK innings.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Mete 6, Braves 5

In New York. Todd Hundley

hammered a record-breaking

homer to cap a five-run. seventh-

inning rally and Lance Johnson

singled home the winner in the

12th.

Hundley’s three-run homer to

the opposite field tied the score 5-

5 and was his 41st of the season

and broke the record for homers in

but the bottom line « |u
th

Johnson won it with his 207th

hit of the season - the mostm foe-

National League since Tony

Gwynn’s 218 in 1987;

The sputtering Braves, who

scored the first five runs of foe

same and bad Steve Avery on foe

Sound, had their lead m the

National League East sliced to 4'A

games over the Montreal Expos
despite a five-hit game from Teny

Pendleton.
,

"

.

Dodgers 9, Cardinals 5

Light-hitting Greg Gagne hit a

three-run borne run, and rookie

Todd HolJandsworth had four flits

and threw out a potential tying run

as host Los Angeles stayed one-

half game ahead of San Diego mi

foe NL West (Reuter, AF)

AL LEADERS
BATTING - ARodriguez, Seattle, .368;

Molitor, Minnesota, .343; FThomas,
Chicago, .341; Knoblauch, Minnesota,
.337; RAJamar, Baltimore, .335; Greer,

Texas, .332; JGonzalez. Texas, .326:
EMartinez, Seattle, .326.

RUNS - ARodriguez, Seattle, 131;
Knoblauch, Minnesota, 128; Lofton,

Cleveland, 123; RAJomar. Baltimore. 122;

Jr, Seattle, 114; Belle, Cleveland,

113; Phillips, Chicago. 113.

NL LEADERS
BATTING - Piazza, Los Angeles, -347;

Burks, Colorado. .342; Grace, Chicago,

.336; LJohnson, New York. .331; EYoung.
Colorado, .326; Bichette. Colorado, a23;

GHksy, New Yfcrk. .322.

RUNS - Buries, Colorado, 134; Finley.
-

t, 112;

9, Cleveland, 140; JGonzalez,
Texas, 133; RPakneiro, Baltimore, 132;

MVaughn, Boston. 128; Griffey Jr, Seattle.

127; Buhner, Seattle, 124; ARodriguez,

Canada 0 1 1-2
United States 1 0 4-5
First Period - 1, United States, Hull 6

(Leetch, Weight). 11:18 (pp)-Penalties -
CheSos. USA (holdirw). 2:49; Lemieux.
Can (Interference), r.37;
Can (holding), 1029.

Second Period -2. Canada, Undros 3
.. 19:55 (pp). Penalties

-

Can (Hkrtvsbddng). 5:08; Guerin,

USA (cross-checking), 8:38; Chefios, USA
10:16; Heury, Can

Damphouse,

defenseman who has only 13 gopls 10:42; KHatcher, USA ‘(roughing), '10:42;

in 280 NHL games, sailed it OvfcP ^ganahan. Can (MerferenceJ. 14:16;

Richtei^s-Ieft-shoulder for his fest- -'TS-TSc^nScfck. USA, major-game mls-

127;
Seattle. 118.
HITS - Molitor, Minnesota, 209;

ARodriguez. Seattle, 200; Lofton,
Cleveland, 197; MUaughn. Boston, 187;

IRodriguez, Texas, 183; RAJomar,
Baltimore, 180; Knoblauch, Minnesota.
178.
HOME RUNS - McGwire. Oakland. 50;

BeHe, Cleveland, 46; ByAnderson,
Baltimore, 45; JGonzalez, Texas, 44;
Griffey Jr, Seattle, 44; MUaughn, Boston,

39; Buhner, Seattle, 39.
STOLEN BASES - Lofton, Cleveland.

72, TGoodwin, Kansas Ctty, 65; Nixon,
Toronto, 51; Knoblauch, Minnesota, 39;
Vlzquel, Cleveland. 34; Durham. Chicago.
29; McLemore. Texas, 28.
PITCHING (17 Decisions) - Nagy,

Cleveland, 16-4, .800, 323; Petfflte, New
York. 21-8, .724. 4.13; Pavfik, Texas, 15-7.

.682, 4.98; BWalta. Seattle. 124. .667.

5.05; DOnver, Texas, 12-6, .667. 4.86;

Mussina, Baltimore, 19-10, .655, 4J7;
Alvarez. Chicago, 15-8, .652. 4.07.
STRIKEOUTS - Clemens, Boston, 219;
/ropier. Kansas City. 197; Finley,

Cafitomia, 169; Mussina. Baltimore, 186;

AFemandez. Chicago, 183; Alvarez.
Chicago, 173; Guzman, Toronto, 165.

SAVES - Wetteland, New York. 41;
RHemandez. Chicago, 37; Percival,

California, 34; Mesa.
Henneman, .Texas,.

San Diego. 117; Sheffield, Florida,

CpJones, Atlanta. Ill; Biggio, Houston,

110; Bonds, San Francisco. 110;

Galarraga. Colorado, 109.

RBI - Galarraga, Colorado, 135;

Bichette, Colorado, 132; Burks, Colorado,

121; Sheffield, Florida. 118; CamlnltJ, San
Diego, 116; Bonds. San Francisco. 116;

Bagwefl, Houston. 115.

HITS - LJohnson, New York, 207;

Burks, Colorado. 196; Bichette, Colorado.

189; Grissom, Atlanta. 188; Grudzielanek.

Montreal. 185; Martin, Pittsburgh. 178;

Finley. San Diego, 178.

HOME RUNS - Galarraga, Colorado,

43; Sheffield, Florida, 42; Hundley, New
York. 41; Sosa Chicago, 40; Bonds, San
Francisco. 39; Burks, Colorado, 38;

Castilla Colorado, 37.

STOLEN BASES - EYoung. Colorado,

50; LJohnson, New York, 50; DeShietds,

Los Angeles, 43; Larkin, Cincinnati. 36;

McRae. Chicago. 35; RHenderson, San
Diego. -35; Grudzielanek. Montreal, 33;

Martin, Pittsburgh, 33.

PITCHING (17 Decisions) - Smoltz.

Atlanta. 21-8, .724, 3.02; RMartinez, Los
Angeles, 12-6, .667, 3.68; AnBenes, SL
Louis. 17-9. .854. 3.80; IValdes, Los
Angeles, 13-7, .650, 3.40; talenzuela.

San Diego, 13-7, .650, 3.49; Reynolds,

Houston, IB-9, .640, 3.63; Neagie, Atlanta.

14-8, .636, 3.32.

STRIKEOUTS - Smoltz, Atlanta, 255;

Nomo, Los Angeles. 216; PJMartirtez.

Montreal, 210; Fassero. Montreal. 205;
KBe, Houston. 194; Reynolds, Houston,

188: ALeiter. Florida. 178.

SAVES - TdWorrefl, Los Angeles. 42;

JBrantley. Cincinnati, 39; Hoffman. San

SATURDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Seattle 5, Minnesota 3 (10)

Chicago 13, Boston 5

Cleveland 9, Oakland 2 (1st)

Cleveland 9, Oakland 8 (2nd)

New York 3, Toronto I

Kansas City 8, California 5

Baltimore 7, Detroit 6
Milwaukee &, Items 6

MAKING HISTORY- Mets catcher Todd Hundley raises his hat

goal of foe tournament
But tbeAmericans' stormed back .

.

with a dizzying four goals in foe

last force minutes 18 seconds.

Canada, which outshot foe

Americans 37-25, dominated most
of the game and only Richter,

making spectacular saves, pre-

vented a Canadian rout.

Tbe US opened foe scoring on a

power play at 11:18 of tbe first

period when Hull blasted a rising

3G foot slap shot into the far cor-

ner past Joseph.

Hull was booed constantly by

conouct 18:05; Stevens, Can
1832; Otto, USA (roughing).

rig). 19:14.
_
DHatcher, USA (roughing).

Third Period - 3, Canada, Foote 1,

1250. 4, United States, Hull 7 (Leetch).

16:42. 5, United States. Amonte 2
gJ.Hataher), 17:25. 6,_ United Slates.

.Hatcher 19:18, (en). 7. United States,

Deadmarah 2, 19:43. Penalties - Coffey

Can, (hyvsticfcing), 329; Guerin, USA
(high-sticking). 32

Shotri on goal - Canada 10-22-5-37.

! 5-9-11 -25.United States

!

Power-play Opportunities - Canada 1

of 5; United States 1 of 4.

Goalies - Canada. Joseph (7 shots-6

saves), Brodeur (10:16 second, 0-0).

Joseph (10:42 second. 17-14). United
States Richter (37-35).

A -21273.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
New York
Baltimore

Boston
Toronto
Detroit

Central Division
Cleveland
Chicago
Minnesota
MOwaiAee
Kansas City

Wrist Division
Texas
Seattle

Oakland
California

z-ttrst game was a win

Cleveland. 34; Diego. 36: Wohlers,AUama. 34; Beck. San
30; Fettera. Francisco. 33; BottaNco, Philadelphia, 31;

Saffimora, 28. Nen, Florida, 31: Rojas, Montreal, 31.

to the crowd after hitting his record*

catchers.'
'

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pet GB L10 Streak Home Away

41-35
East Division W L Pet GB

84 63 571 — 7-3 Won 5 43-28 Atlanta 86 61 585 —
81 67 547 3* Z-8-2 Won 2 41-36 4931 Montreal 82 66 554 4K
75 73 507 9a 4-6 Lost 1 42-32 33-41 Florida 71 79 .473 16if

67 81 .453 1734 4-6 Lost 2 32-43 3530 New York 67 81 .453 1914

51 98 542 34 1-9 Lost 8 27-44 24-54 Philadelphia
Central Division

GO 89 .403 27

89 58 .005 _ 8-2 Won 6 4537 4431 SL Louis 80 69 537 —
80 69 537 10 z-6-4 Wool 4932 4937 Houston 78 72 520 214

74 74 500 15Jf 55 Lost 2 37-41 37-33 Chicago 74 73 503 5
73 77 487 1714 55 Won 3 3541 3836 Cincinnati 74 74 .500 56
69 80 .463 21 z-55 Won 2 3341 3639 Pittsburgh

West Dhrtston
62 85 .422 17

83 65 561 — 55 Lost 4 4630 37-35 Los Angeles S3 65 .561 —
76 70 521 6 55 Won 3 3737 39-33 San Diego 83 66 .557 6
71 79 .473 13 z-5-5 Lost 4 3539 3540 Colorado 78 71 523 56
65 84 436 1834 1-0 Lost 8 3934 2650 San Francisco 60 87 .408 226

(Roller)

FRIDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Oakland at Cleveland, pptL, rain

Baltimore 7, Detroit 4

New York 4, Toronto 1

Boston 9, Chicago 5

Kansas City 8, California 2

Seattle 13, Minnesota 7

Milwaukee 6, Texas 3

THURSDAY'S AL RESULTS:
New York 12, Detroit 3
Cleveland II, California 2 '

Chicago U, Baltimore3
Seattle 8, Kansas City 5

Minnesota 4, Oakland 3 (12)

Milwaukee 15, Items 4

SATURDAY’S NL RESULTS:
New York 6, Atlanta 5 (12)

Philadelphia 6, Chicago 2.

Colorado 7, Houston 3
Pittsburgh 7, San ftantisca.5 (12)

San Diego 3, Cincinnati 2 (12)

Montreal 3, Florida 2
Los Angeles 9, SL Lonis 5

FRIDAY'S NLRESULTS:
Chicago 4, Philadelphia 2
Montreal 3, Florida 2
New York 6, Atlanta 4
Colorado 6, Houston 3
Cincinnati 3, San Diego 1

Pittsburgh 9, San Francisco 0
St Louis 2, Los Angeles 0

THURSDAY'S NL RESULTS:
Houston 4, Philadelphia 1

Colorado 16, Atlanta 8
Montreal 5, Florida4
Los Angeles 4, St. Louis 1

Pittsburgh 10, SanPrandSco4

L10
2-8

z-6-4

3-

7
94

4-

6

Streak
Lost 6
Won 4
Lost 4
Won 3
Won 1

Home
50-24
47-28
46-29
41-35
31-41

Away
36-37
35-38
25-50
28-46
2948

WILD CARD RACE
AMERICAN LEAGUE

z-6-4

4-

6

5-

5
z-5-5
z-5-5

Lost 1

Lost 2
Lost 1

Lost 1

Won 3

43-

32

44-

31
42-34
4924
3941

37-37
34-41
32-39
34-40
32-44

W L Pet GB
Baltimore 81 67 547 -
Chicago 80- 69 537 16

Seattle 76 70 521 4
Boston 75 73 507 6

Minnesota 74 74 .500 7

NATIONALLEAGUE

z-flrst game was a win

7-3

6-

4

7-

3
z-2-8

Won 1

Wool
Won 7
Lost 3

44-30
42-32
52-22
33-40

3935
41-34

26-

49

27-

47

Foreman: Tyson pay-per-view overpriced
Ex-champion promises ‘real fight’ between him and former kick boxer

Lamb’s libel

wounds linger
HOUSTON (AP) - George
Foreman thinks people should be

filming over last weekend's pay-
per-view Mike Tyson-Bruce
Seldon heavyweight fight - a 109-

second affair that cost viewers
$45.

He is.

And his advice: Stop buying.
“Stop being a sucker,” Foreman,

foe former heavyweight champi-
on, said while hyping his own
pay-per-view bout against former
kick boxer Crawford Grimsley, set

for November 2 in Tokyo. “Don’t
pay no 35 bucks to go down there

and have him (Tyson) laugh at

you. He thinks you're a fool.

You've got to stop buying that

junk.”

Cries of “Fix!" rang immediate-
ly after Seldon went down in a
heap last Saturday in Las Vegas.

“I think that’s going to hurt box-
ing for a long time,” Foreman
said. “Seldon has probably done
more destruction to pay-per-view
in boxing in one night than 25
boxers did in the last 20 years.”

But Foreman, who said he did
not watch the fight and is trying to

build momentum for his own shot

at Tyson, said the quick end
should not have been a surprise.

“I'm very upset about all these

jokers running around falling

down in the first round, flip-flop-

ping and even brag about it. mak-
ing a pizza commercial," he said.

“These guys are running around
sucking people out of their money
and using my beloved sport as the

pulpit of this foolishness.”

So why isn't it foolish for a 47-

year-old man to get into a ring

with an ex-kick boxer about half

his age and expect people to plunk

down $25 to watch on TV?
“This fight for me is all about

integrity. This is going to be a real

fight," Foreman replied. “Every
time I’ve gotten into foe ring has
been a real fight. You can't say
foat with these other guys. They
have a history of that.”

Grimsley is ranked No. 9 by the
WBA. Foreman twice has been a

UNFIXABLE - George Foreman says the only way he’ll leave the ring is by stretcher.
(AP)

heavyweight champion, but he
currently holds no major title and
is not ranked by any of the major
boxing bodies.

“I’m not taking anything away
from George; it’s just somebody
else's time.” said Grimsley, who is

20-0 with 14 first-round knock-
outs m foe 2

r

/- years since he
stopped punching with his feet.

“I’m too young. I’m too strong.

I’m too aggressive.”

And if Grimsley happens to take

a dive?

“I’m going to jump down there

and beat him on foe canvas,”
Foreman said.

Foreman defended the JBF and
fringe World Boxing Union titles

by beating Axel Schultz of
Germany on April 22. 1995. but
gave up those -titles because he
refused a rematch. He hasn’t
fought since.

The Grimsley fight originally

was announced for this month but

was delayed by scheduling prob-
lems. Foreman publicist Mort
Shamik said.

It will be the ftrsi ring appear-
ance in Tokyo for Foreman since

1973, when he fought Joe Roman
in his first defense of foe title he
won from Joe Frazier the year
before. He beat Roman with a
first-round KO.
Foreman said foe bout will be

the first of a three-match package
designed to cap his career.

Following the Japan fighL he’d
like to schedule one in Europe
and finish with a fight in his
hometown of HoustotCall within
a year.

“He’s probably going to knock
my head off tike anyone else,”
Foreman said of Grimsley. “But
before you sec me quit, you will
see a stretcher pull me out and
they take me to foe moigue. I
believe m boxing and giving mv
best."

3

LONDON (Reuter) - This should
be tbe prime of Allan Lamb’s life.

Tbe launch of his autobiography
in one of London’s best-known
hotels, published in bis testimoni-
al year after 18 years' valuable
service for English county
Northamptonshire.
Champagne greeted the guests

and former England captain Bob
Willis was happy to oblige as mas-
ter of ceremonies. Seated on a
stool, surveying the scene, most
sportsmen would have offered up
a small prayer of gratitude and
reflected that perhaps the lean
times were over.

Sitting facing this audience,
though, was a Lamb shorn of his
normal ebullience. Even those
who have never pulled up a bar
stool at home or abroad with one
of England’s more social-minded
players could tell the difference. A
doctor would probably diagwra* a
severe case of battered pride.
Since losing his libel action wifo

Ian Botham against former
Pakistan captain Imran Khan.
Lamb continues to talk about an
appeal. But the words are deliv-
ered by a man who no longs- pos-
sesses the same absolute certainty
about batting and life.

He still can’t quite believe foe
events of July 31, 1996, foe date
the High Court verdict was deliv-
ered, or indeed foe entire 17 days
foe case spanned.
“I wasn’t worried, even when

the judge announced he would
accept a majority verdict of either
1 0-2 or 1 1- 1 , because I thought the
voting was foe other wav"
recalled Lamb.
*T know how the case should

have gone; I think SO percent of
foe British public know which
way it should have gone.
“I was shocked It has taken me

on the chin a bit but it’s something
you ve just got to get up ftom."

It also left Lamb with “a fairly
big hole in my pocket" at foe end
of a season he had hoped would
provide one last tour of the county
circuit with Northants, foe club
which offered a young hopeful

from South Africa his first con-

tract in 1978.
Instead, his determination to tell

his side of the story about the 1992
ball-tampering affair at the root of
foe Imran courtroom battle led to

his enforced retirement in April
after foe English cricket authori-
ties made it clear they would block
any controversial passages.
The abrupt curtailment of a

career which coincided wifo some
of foe best times in modern
English cricket still saddens him -
“I would have liked to have played
for one more year" - as well as the
knowledge his successors are
playing a different game.
“They are told the right things to

eat, the right stuff to drink. Now,
when you come off foe field,
you’ve got to have foe right min-
eral water in the stomach after tak-
ing five wickets or scoring a hun-
dred We thought we played better
on champagne."
“Look at foe rugby players,

they re on strict diets. The crick-
eters these days learned nothing
like foat from us.A curry or a huge
steak was always the order.
“But what you mustn’t take

away is that enjoyment of foe
game. You need characters like
Botham and [Mike] Gower. Acap-
fom’s not always going to lift a -

side, you need characters too.”'.
Lamb, now 42, is adamant there

is too much “dead wood" in the
English comity game and like
everyone else is wondering when“e next generation of Test-class
fast bowlers is going to emerge.
Most nomc of all, Lamb feels tbe

best innings of his career name -

apmst Imran on a terrible pitch at
l^tfhgs where he scored a century
to wm a county game vs. Sussex.
But the chief emotion currently

surfacing in print and in person is

a tatsmlragven
out caught behind on 49 to a ball
hefeels he never ^dged

and rk?
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UP for foe players
** insist “I’m

SUPPOrt Ofmy own board Too many people
stayed on the fence.”
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LONDON (Reuter) - Czech
international Patrick Berger
scored his first two goals for
Liverpool yesterday in a 3-0 win

: at newly promoted Leicester
which took the Merseysiders- to
the top of the Premier League.
Ruud Gullit’s Chelsea, level on

points with Liverpool before the
start ofplay, was held 1 -1 at home
by League Cup holders Aston
Villa in the day’s other match.
Berger, who came cm at halftime

for out-of-sorts Liverpool striker
Stan Collymore, blasted the ball

. ' -mi home from the edge of thebox just
before the hour marie after a neat
exchange of passes with England
forward Steve McManaman.
Nineteen minutes later the

Czech picked up the ball in mid-
field, danced through the Leicester
defense and slammed the ball
home, again with his favored left
foot.

In between, Michael Thomas
scored with a half-hit volley which
Leicester's American goalkeeper
Kasey Keller fumbled into his
own net.

Berger, who supported
Liverpool from a distance as a
boy, joined the club last month
from German champions Borussia
Dortmund for £3.0 million.

The result took Liverpool,
which has won a record 18
English league titles, two points
clear of overnight leaders and
arch-rivals Manchester United at

the top of the league.

- But they could be overtaken byW early pacesetters Sheffield
Wednesday, which travels to cri-

sis-ridden Arsenal tonight
At Stamford Bridge, Ireland

international Andy Townsend, fac-
ing his former club, scored against
the run of play from a cunning
1 8th-minu(e free-kick to give Villa

the lead.

The Villa captain positioned
himself in a three-man wall in

front of the ball, 25 meters from
goal.

Dwight Yorke, standing next to
him, flicked the ball to one side

allowing Townsend to spin and
crack a dipping left-foot shot past

Chelsea goalkeeper Kevin
Hitchcock.

Chelsea pulled level on the

stroke of halftime through French
international defender Frank
Leboeuf, whose third goal of the

season makes him the dub's top

scorer

Leboeuf, sporting a stylish pair

of royal blue boots to match his

Y kit, stole in at the back post to

squeeze home an aimless cross

sioo, which brought a storm of
protests from his former col-

leagues, he said: “No one intends
to handle the ball in the box, but
it hit (Hendry’s) hand, and in my
opinion if it tuts your hand in the
area it’s a penalty.”
Goalkeeper Tim Flowers, who

has played with Shearer at

Southampton, Blackburn and for
England, guessed correctly, diving
to his right, and almost saved the

kick.

“Tun phoned me last night and
told me he’d know which way to

go if diere was a penalty,” Shearer
said with a smile. “He did, but for-

tunately be didn't reach it.”

Leeds defender Andy Ccozens
gave George Graham the perfect

welcome back to soccer after 18
months in the wilderness, scoring

in the opening minute against bot-

tom-side Coventry.
Graham took over as manager of

the Elland Road club this week -
his first job since sacked as boss of

London giants Arsenal in early

1995 for accepting illegal pay-
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DIVISION ONE

HEAD UP - Leicester’s Steve Walsh (I) challenges Liverpool’s Robbie Fowler for the balL (Renter)

Matteo.

Chelsea took control in the sec-

ond half but failed to find the win-
ner which would have kept them
in touch with Liverpool, their next
opponents in the Premier League.

On Saturday
Alan Shearer scored from a con-

troversial penalty against his for-

mer club Blackburn to set

Newcastle on its way to a 2-1 vic-

tory.

Die England striker, who left

Blackburn last month for a world-

fiom Italian defender Roberto • record£15 million, smashed home

his spot kick after Scotland

defender Colin Hendry was harsh-

ly adjudged to have handled in the

area on the stroke of halftime.
’ Les Ferdinand added his fourth

goal in three league games after

the break, and although Blackburn
pulled one back through Shearer's

former striking partner Chris
Sutton five minutes from time.

Kevin Keegan’s side held on to

win.

Newcastle is now level on points

with Manchester United, which
came from behind to beat

Nottingham Forest 4-1. and early

pacesetters Sheffield Wednesday.
Wednesday can leapfrog back to

the top today when it faces

Arsenal, reeling from the resigna-

tion on Friday of caretaker manag-
er Stewart Houston, and captain

Tony Adams’s admission on
Saturday he is an alcoholic.

Shearer was unsentimental

about a result which pushes 1995
champions Blackburn to the bot-

tom of the league table with just

one point from six games.
Asked about the penalty deci-

GP W 0 L GF GAPts

Bofeon 7 5 1 1 17 9 16

Barnsley 6 5 0 1 14 B 15

Wolverhampton 7 4 2 1 11 6 14

Norwich 7 4 2 1 8 4 14

Tranters 7 4 1 2 9 6 13

OPR 7 3 2 2 10 9 11

Stoke 7 3 2 2 10 12 11

Huddersfield 6 3 1 2 10 8 10

Crystal Palace 7 2 4 1 9 6 10

Swindon 7 3 1 3 8 8 10

Portsmouth 7 3 1 3 6 8 10

Ipswich 7 2 3 2 13 11 9

Manchester City 7 3 0 4 8 9 9

West Bren 6 2 2 2 S 9 8

Bkmlngham 5 2 2 1 8 6 8

Sheffield United 5 2 1 2 10 8 7

Oxford Urtod 7 2 1 4 9 8 7

Reading 7 2 1 4 9 14 7

Port Vale 7 1 4 2 6 8 7

Chariton 6 2 1 3 5 6 7

Bradford 7 2 0 5 4 10 6

Grimsby 7 1 2 4 8 16 5
Southend 7 1 2 4 7 14 5

Oldham 7 0 2 5 7 14 2

ments from transfer deals.

But Graham’s return was soured
in the second half as Coventry,
bottom of the table before start of
play, equalized through John
Salako, and then scored the win-
ner through former Leeds favorite

Noel Whelan.
There was a touch of deja vu for

Frenchman Eric Cantona at Old
TraffonL where defending cham-
pions United recorded their first

borne win of die season.

For the second consecutive
Saturday the midfielder scored
United’s fourth goal in the final

minute of the match, and for the

second consecutive Saturday he
had a penalty to take.

That’s where the similarities

ended though.

Last week at Leeds, Cantona
missed his spot kick before scor-

ing from open play. This week,
against Nottingham Forest, he
found the net with- a fierce drive

from outside the box, then round-

ed off the win from the spot with
seconds remaining.

YESTERDAY’S RESULTS:
PREMIER LEAGUE: Chelsea I,

Aston Villa 1; Leicester 0, Liverpool 3.

DIVISION ONE: West Brora 2,

Wolverhampton 4.

SATURDAY’S RESULTS:
PREMIER LEAGUE: Coventry 2,

Leeds I; Derby 1, Sunderland 0;
Everton 1, Middlesbrough 2;
Manchester United 4, Nottingham
Forest 1; Newcastle 2, Blackburn 1;
Southampton 0, Tottenham 1; West
Bam 0, Wimbledon 2.

DIVISION ONE: Barnsley 1,
Queens Park Rangers 3; Birmingham
3, Stoke 1; Bolton 2, Portsmouth 0;

Charlton 1, Reading 0; Crystal Palace

3, Manchester City 1; Norwich 0,

Southend 0; Oxford United 2,

Bradford 0; Port Vale 1, Grimsby 1;
Sheffield United 1, Ipswich 3; Swindon
2, Tnuunere L

DIVISION TWO: Brentford 1,

Blackpool 1} Bristol Rovers 0,

Watford 1; Burnley 2, Wycombe 1;

Crewe 3, Wrexham 1; Luton 0,
Chesterfield 1; Notts Comity 1,

Minwall H Peterborough 2, York 2;
Preston 0, Bournemouth 1;
Rotherham 2, Bristol City 2;
Shreswbnxy 1, Bury 1; Stockport 3,

Plymouth 1; Walsall 1, Gillingham 0.

DIVISION THREE: Colchester I,

Hull 1; Darlington L, Hereford 0;

Exeter 2, Brighton 1; Hartlepool 1,

Wigan I; Lincoln 1, Barnet 0;

Mansfield 0, Leyton Orient 2;

Northampton 1, Cambridge United 2;
Rochdale 2, Doncaster 1; Scarborough
1, Carlisle 1; Scunthorpe 0, Cardiff 1;

Swansea 1, Fulham 2; Torquay 0,

Chester 0.

SCOTTISH PREMIER: Aberdeen

3, Kilmarnock 0; Dundee United 1,

Celtic 2; Dunfermline 1,Motherwell 1;

Hibernian 1, Raith t; Rangers 3,

Hearts 0.

Adams
admits
alcohol
abuse

LONDON (AP) - Former England
captain Tony Adams, explaining
his latest bout with alcohol that

began after this summer's loss in
the European Championship,
described himy.ff Saturday as an
alcoholic “on the road to recov-
ery.

The 29-year-old defender said
he told hjs Arsenal teammates
about his problem on Friday.

“I’ve been attending Alcoholics
Anonymous,” be told reporters.

“It’s OK. I’m on the road to recov-
ery."

“I have a lot of things to do and
a lot of things to work on and I am
doing it”

Adams said he had his first drink,

in four months after England’s
penalty shootout loss to Germany
in June in the semifinals of the

European Championship at

Wembley stadium.
His problems have also included

the breakdown of his marriage
after his 30-year-old wife, Jane,

received treatment for cocaine
addiction.

An official of England’s
Football Association said it would
support Adams.
“Obviously, we are deeply con-

cerned about this story,”

spokesman David Davies said.

“Tony Adams can be assured of
our total support in sorting out any
problems he has.

“His role as England captain

during Euro 96 .has been widely
and rightly recognized as consid-

erable.”

It was not immediately clear if

Adams will play in Arsenal’s next
match • today with Sheffield

Wednesday.

SCOREBOARD
NFL - Early scores yesterday.

New Enghmd 31, Arizona 0
Houston 29, Baltimore 13
Philadelphia 24, Detroit 17
Minnesota 20, Chicago 14
Cincinnati 30, New Orleans 15
Miami 36, NY Jets 27
Green Bay 42, San Diego 10

AUSTRALIANFOOTBALL- Results

Saturday in finals-roand wu'hw in

Australian Football League: Brisbane
26.14 (170) def. Carlton 18.13 (73);

Essendon 22-12 (144) deL West Coast
Eagles 8.19 (67).
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title drought
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LONDON (Reuter) - Surrey put

14 years offrustration behind it by
capturing the Sunday League title

with a convincing seven-wicket

win over Glamorgan in the sea-

son’s final round of matches.

Led by England opener Alec
Stewart, who had never previously

won a trophy during his long

career at the Oval, Surrey has been
me of county cricket’s major
under-achievers since its last

domestic triumph, the Nat West
Trophy, in 1982.

But the arrival of Australian

coach Dave Gilbert this season has

brought about a change of attitude

and its new-fouDd sense ofpurpose

was evident in the way Glamorgan
was swept aside after totaling only

159 for nine in its 40 overs.

Stewart was at the crease on 41

not out when the wuming runs

arrived with 7.1 overs remaining,

and his side still has a chance of

the championship title if it can win
the first-class game against the

same opponents today.
* The result made the game
between chasing rivals

Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire an

irrelevance, although Notts 24-run

wi run-rate.

Surrey

Nottinghamshire
YofteSe
Warwickshire -

Somerset
Northamptonshire
Middlesex
Worcestershire
Lancashire
Kent
Derbyshire
Leicestershire

Glamorgan

Records tumbled at Chesier-le-

Street as Leicestershire piled up
344 for four, the second-highest

total in the history of die 40-over

competition, on its way tp a 130-

run victory over Durham.
Its 344 for four was 19 short of

Somerset's total at Neath six years

ago and included the fastest

Sunday century of the season,

Darren Maddy reaching the target

off 54 balls.

At Derby: Derbyshire beat

Warwickshire by eight wickets.

Warwickshire 15&-9 innings closed,

Derbyshire 160-2 (KJBarnett 57 not oat)

At Chelmsford: Essex beat Sussex

by seven wickets. Sussex 215-8 innings

closed (RMoores 55), Essex 217-3

(SLLaw 120, NJSnssain 71)

At Northampton: Lancashire beat

Northamptonshire by seven wickets.

Northamptonshire 202-5 innings
dosed fAJ’enberthy 80, RJBaHey 57

not out), Lancashire 203-3 (J.GalHan

70, PJMcKeown 69).

At Uxbridge: Middlesex beat
Somerset by bur (rickets. Somerset

194 (G.Rose 54), Middlesex 195-6

(M-Ramprakasb 80 not out)

At Canterbury: Kent beat

Hampshire by one ran. Kent 172

(GUooper 70, T.Ward 51), Hampshire

173-4 (JJLaney 57, G.While 56)

At Worcester: Worcestershire beat

Gloucestershire by 14 runs.

Worcestershire 257-2 innings dosed

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rales

indude VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11 .70

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
17550 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words
(minimum).each additional word - NIS
25.74.

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 351.00
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional word - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY 124 insertions) - NIS 702.00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

3.20.word - NIS 70J
Rates are valid until 31.10.B6.

Hampshire
Gloucestershire

Durham

Top 25 college football scores

dU notplay. Next at North Oana&ia Stale. Thursday.

£4-Borida (2-0)<fidntftp%.NejttaiN;o.2'fhnnessae,Sgimfey.
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behind Surrey (T.Moody 102, T.Cnrtis 77, GJffick

:

not oat), Gloucestershire 243-7 innin

closed (ILDawson 85}

GP W L T NR P RR
17 12 4 0 1 50 16.31

17 12 4 0 1 50 9.20

17 11 6 0 0 44 11.47

17 10 6 0 1 42 4.88

17 10 5 0 1 42 1.14

17 10 6 0 1 42 0.42

17 9 7 0 1 36 -0.92

17 8 6 0 3 38 1.88

17 9 B 0 0 36 -0.16

17 8 8 1 0 34 -7.65

17 7 7 1. 2 34 4.35

17 7 7 0 3 34 0.10

17 7 8 0 2 32 2.73

17 6 9 0 2 28 -11j67

17 4 10 0 3 22 -622

17 4 10 0 3 22 -8.19

17 4 12 . ,
a 1 18 -3.57

17 1 15 0 1 6 -15.37

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
4 p.m. on Thursday.

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12

noon, 2 days before pubficaUon; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday tn

DWELLINGS
General

HOUDAY RENTALS

DIRECT FROM OWNER - luxurious, fully

equipped, quiet, near sea, longVshort

term. Tel/Fax: 03-528^773,

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. , Short and
long lerni rentals. Bed and breakfast,

P.O. Bax 4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel.

02-611745, Fax: 02-618541.

DWELLINGS

REHAVIA + NAYOT, BEAUTIFUL spa-
cious 3 roam garden apts. with terraces,

completely furnished. Long Term. EVA
AVIAD Realtor. TeL 02-561-8404.

REHAVIA, METUDELA, 4 ROOMS,
spacious, long term, SI ,000. Tel 02-
632856 (eves.).

SALES

OLD KATAMON, 4, spacious + balco-
nies, 3rd floor. Tel. Q2-56&2516 (NS).

RAV UZIEL, BAYIT Vegan. luxurious
apartments, 3.5, 4,7 rooms. Tel. 02-433-

66475, 050-283-779.

BAKA, 4, LOW floor, renovated, parttna
only S2B0.000. Exclusive MERHAV
REAL ESTATE SALES AND MANAGE-
MBtT. TeL 02-666-1595.

BEAUTIFUL COTTAGES MOTZA +
MEVASSERET, 3 levels + gardens, won-
derful forest views. EVA AVIAD, Realtor.

Tel 02-581-8404, 052-601-644.

BEIT VEGAN, 4, large, beautiful wide
view; 3rd, 2 bathrooms. TeL 02-641-3448
(NS).

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central, 20

sq.m, basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. "ISRABUiLJD* Tel
02-5606571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new bunding, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRASUILD. Tel 0Z66&6571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON.5, 11th Boor, view ol Knesset, stor-

’

' 3, $495,000. ISRABUILD, TeL

AU PAIR FOR childcare and house-
keeping. Sleep-In. Good salary. TeL

RENTALS

FOR RENT, LUXURIOUS offices, 174
sq.m., etevator, at conditioning- interest-

ing price. TeL (bom Mon.) 03-5753730.

SERVICES

LUXURIOUS FURNISHED APART-
MENTS for rentl OPERA TOWER- 3 bed-
rooms, 2 balconies, $3,500. HAYARKON
ST.- 2 bedrooms, roof apartment, $2,300.

BEN YEHUDA ST.- 1 bedroom, new budd-
ing $7,400. ILTAM REAL ESTATE, Tel.—

511.

Tel Aviv

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
'

PHONE RENTAL

CELLULAR PHONE RENTAL - Rent free.

Only pay insurance, 1 NlSIper day +
units. Tel. 03-688-6688, fax 03-688-

AU PAIR, 1 BABY+ hoi

In, references, experienced Tt

6656.

Gve-
774-

MAGNIRCENT
APARTMENTS

2-3 BEDROOMS
In the Opera Tower

Tel. 03549-8498, 052^36687

RAMAT GAN, LUXURIOUS new

SITUATIONS VACANT
Outside Israel

OFFICE STAFF

CHAIRMAN OF MULTI-NATIONAL
company requires English speaking per-

sonal assistant (F), to be based in Lon-

don! Paris. Must be prepared to travel. Ac-
commodations provided. Send C.V. in-

cluding photo to POB 549, Not Yam

SITUATIONS VACANT
Haifa and North

HOUSEHOLD HELP

METAPELET, MOTHER TONGUE Eng-
lish, afternoon hours, vacations, 2 girts,

car preferred. TeL 04-620543.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Jerusalem

TEACHERS
VIOLIN TEACHER

sy rental. TeL 03-6428804.
1 SITUATIONS VACANT M

offers lessons in English, wfll travel. TeL
02-6510289 (eves.).

1 DWELLINGS | Jerusalem

Sharon Area
• HOUSEHOLD HELP

General

RENTALS HOUSECLEANING HELP, ENERGETIC.
3-4 times a week, good conditions. Tel.

02-652-1881.

COMPUTERS
HERZUYA PITUAH. CHARMING house,

6 bedrooms, furnished, swimming pool,

long term. ILTAM REAL ESTATE. Tel.

09-6589611,

COMPUTER, 1985 IBM done, with key-

OFFICE STAFF
board, screen, computer table. Double-
disk drive, monochrome. Perfect order,

lovingly maintained. Best offer. Tel. 02-

HAR NOF - HOUSE, 300 sq. m.. +
dens. view. Priced for quick sale. E2^1g345>TER BAYIT. TELJ. 02-<

Jerusalem

MAOZ ZION, 7 km from Jerusalem, in

beautiful rural setting. Mediterranean-
style villa, newly built. 5 bedrooms, 3
bath,+ guest toilet, beautiful designer
kitchen + buffi to cupboards, central i

‘"’j-rS. . .

^t5Au&mv(3-0]
Na, IB-Southern CM
tHty.17 Kansas stater

WflSArtzona
~

f2-«fosl to Wteih. 29-17. Next ve. New Mexico. Satunjay.K •-^Sjd^8.,NaxtvSL No. 20'LSU, SaUrtajL

toregoo State 46-17. Next at Houston. Saturday.

I beat OnSmttJi356. Next at race. Saturday.

Me*mSSW. 28.

toWtoiSaiia 29-22. Next vs. North Texas. Saturday.

TOURISTS! LUXURIOUS 2-ROOM suite,

fully furnished, cable t.v., private en-

trance. Tel. (02) 586-7397, e. mall: avf-

tatoo@shanljiet

HOUDAY RENTALS

STUDIO, CENTRAL. FURNISHED,
homey. 2-4 guests, no minimum stay or

tee. TeL 02 -r

FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT ,

in Tef Aviv or Jerusalem, lor Holidays.

Best locations, air-conditioning. Imme-
diate. Tel. 972-3-966-2070, 972-3-909-

6915.

NEAR KING DAVID Hotel, beautifully

furnished, equipped, 2 bedroom apart-

ment. TeL 02-617253.

RENTALS

ABU TOR, 4 rooms, furnished, first

floor, reasonable, short term. TfeL 02-824-

5114.

CENTRAL, LUXURIOUS, RENOVATED,
3 big rooms and gallery. Furnished,

“

den. SI .100, from 1.10. TaL Q2-2831J

FOR SINGLE PERSON, 2 room flat m
Center. TeL (evenings) 02-343-765.

2-3 ROOM APARTMENTS tastefuUy

furnished, spacious. AC. views. Long

term, immediate, Taftrieh, Rehavia. Abu-
Tor, Nayot, 3-4-5 rooms, unfurnished.

German Colony. Givat Oranlm, Kiryat

Shmuel, EVA AVIAD, Realtor. Tel. 02-

561-8404. 052-60TS44.

REHAVIA, 3.5, 3RD, renovated, new
kitchen, balconies, parking. $315,000,

TeL 02-679-8104.

TALBIEH, 4.5 SPACIOUS ROOMS.
AC, elevator, equipped, reasonably
priced. EVA AVIAD, Realtor. teL 02-561-

8404, 052-601944.

TALBIEH, SPACIOUS, HIQH-CEI-
UNGED 4.5 room apartment, 1st, eleva-

tor, AC, buflt-in dosets + shelves, electric

ices. Mint condition. Reasonably
for immediate sale. EVA AVIAD
TeL 02-561-8404.

TALBIEH, SPACIOUS, HIGH ceillnged

4,5 room apL Fust floor, elevator, ate, In-

buffi dosets + shelves, electric appliances.

Mbit condition, reasonably priced lor im-

mediale sale. EVA AVIAD REALTOR, Tfll.

02-5618404.

WHERE TO STAY

SALES/RENTALS

HERZLIYA PITUAH. FOR rent/saie.

luxurious house & swimming pool. Sea
view. Tel 09540994. 056-231725.

SALES/RENTAL

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
house & swimming pooL sea view. TeL 09-

540994, 050-231 725.

SALES

CAESAREA, PUBUC SALE, new villa

550/1200, high standard building. Price

starting from $1,100,000. ’Caesarea Real

Estates YVette* TeL 06-360998.

CAESARIA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE with

swimming pool, air conditioning & central

vacuum. Sea view. Tef 06-363261, 050-

231725.

HERZUYA BET, COTTAGE, 250
sq.m, on 400 sq.m., private, $700,000.
Possibility to rant, immediate. Tel. 050-

232424, 052-551177.

REAL BARGAIN! OKEANUS Building,

2 rooms, high floor. $380,000. ILTAM
REAL ESTATE. TeL 09589611.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, prtv.

bathroom, T.V/TeL quality furnished. TeL
02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES,
Gan Hair, near sea. tourists ( business-

men, short/long term. Tel. 03-698-9092,

050-358972-

HOUSEHOLD HELP

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES

STUDIO APARTMENT W Carmel Hotel,

Netanya, furnished. Tabu. Tel. 04-983—
3601

BUSINESS OFFERS
Tel Aviv

BUS. PREMISES

TO LET, 3 STORY buIkfln^Ha^riton

,

Tel Aviv, for any
DEKEL ,

TeL 09-7

HA-

BUSINESS OFFERS
Sharon Area

BUSINESS PREMISES

ttonal organizabon te looking for a full time

assistant. Applicant must have excellent

typing skats and compteer skffls. If you are

super reliable and interested. lax your re-

sume to: C.E.O. assistant. 02-827-3172

INTELLIGENT, COMPUTER-L1TER-
ATE PERSON to relay orders to brokers

in U.S. Late hours, 14:30 - 23:45. Part-

time possible. TeL 02-679-7577.

INTERNATIONAL JEWISH EDUCA-
TIONAL organization Is looking for an
English speaking C.O.O. with manage-
ment experience, excellent administration

and people skills. To apply, please fax

your resume to: C.OJD. Search, TeL 02-
827-5172.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

GENERAL
CROATION, KOREAN AND Scandina-

vian speakers wanted. CaS Elizabeth, 03-

5622422.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE RESTff We are the

best!! The biggest and oldest agency In

hsraeL For theWghest quality Bve-ln fobs

phoneAu Pair International 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

agency with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Ceil

Hflma TbL 03-9659337.

OFFICE STAFF

FINNISH AND DANISH speakers
wanted! Hid) salary! Call Michael , TeL
03-575-8255.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FOR SALE

DOUBLE BED, SEALY posturaedic,
good condition, NJ.S. 500; BOOKCASE,
240 (h) x 60 (w) x 30 (d) excellent condi-

tion, doors above ana below, 3 open
shelves center, almost new. N.I.S. 300.
Tel. 02-6710572 (h), 02-5315662 (w).

(NS).

PERSONALS
General

MATRIMONtALS

ATTRACTIVE RUSSIAN WOMEN Inter-

ested In gentlemen for marriage/triend-
ship. throughout country. "Contact Inter-

nationar, TeL 03-5245801, 03-9627624.

MATRIMONIAL
1.78/28 (Ml. RELIGIOUS seeks religi-

ous girt 20-25. Write: P.O. Box 4570, Hm-

ACADEMIC, PHD, 35/170, (FI. single
Jewish European seeking suitable lor
marriage. PO Box 13085, Jerusalem.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

PASSPORT
CHEVROLET BLAZER (YUKON), 92.
everything, medal, 4x4. Bee new, unique,

beaufflUL Te/. 02-676-4481.

RENAULT 5, 85, FROM _
tent conrftion. $2000. TeL
6304)816.

is, excel-

UNRESTRICTED

CHILDCARE, 43 YEAFWJLD
Tlwa. Irom midday. TeL

», Petah

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
bu
Te

£7
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Chaw

US dollar ~N!S 3.1690 + 0 .03%

Sterling NIS 43262 +0.12%

Made NIS 2.0946 -0.12%

Dow soars past FTSE closes at

5,800 mark record high
WALL STREET REPORT WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LmI Clangs

FTSE 100 3967.9 *0
Tokyo Mdal average 20B42B *3887

Hang Sang Ua _ 11369

(Al Mugsm etaring

Ceanatoak 'ftartng ltd. (Date 14-SSMJ6J

WASHINGTON (AF) - Reports
showing modest retail sales and
steady consumer prices sent the

stock market soaring to an all-time

high as relieved investors became
convinced the Federal Reserve
won’t raise interest rates this

month.

The Commerce Department
reported Friday that despite strong

back-to-school demand, overall
retail sales barely budged in

August, rising by just 02 percent,

far below expectations.

Meanwhile, the Labor
Department reported that its

Consumer Price Index rose a tiny

0.1%, reflecting big declines in

clothing and energy costs.

Reacting to the two reports, the

Dow Jones industrial average
soared past the 5,800-mark for the

first time in history to close at a

record high of 5,83&52, up 66-58
for the day.

After the previous record close of

5,778 on May 22, the market had
gone into a summer swoon as

investors worried about rate hikes

and poor performances by technol-

ogy companies.

Friday also proved lucky for the

band market as it staged its biggest

rally in more than a month, with

heavy demand driving the yield on

f Par cBireut laformatrau ml
securities In Israel

aid the U.S., including

ftjgb-yieldug U.S.

goferamertt-backed

debentures,

call:

M.H.
MEYERSON
& CO., INC. ^ /SN(

4 Putdiriu 7hulfJ L'linwiv

NASDAQ Symbol,MHMY
/Mm e* Dndnv to Seruritirj

I'adnvritfrj

30 Mogipmn; Street

Jeemmy City, timw Jonty 07302. USA

& Institutional Inquiries:

Jeffrey EL Meyerson, VP.
/•hMliiai/ Hautimi fVtimm

1-20I-35Z5513

Fas 1-201-532-1363

Retail Customer Inquiries;

Eric J. Logan, V.P.

A!HimtlJu4v . IAiihmt

I -201-552-4801 • 1-800-S88-SI 18

Fan 1-201-04-1008

Onrspecialty trained sale*

personnelnU be available to
discus* your investment needs.

Treasury's benchmark 30-year

bond down to 6.93%, compared to

7.07% on Thursday.

The administration, which is

counting on a strong economy to

persuade> voters to give US
President Clinton a second term,

hailed the two new reports, saying

they showed the president’s poli-

cies are working.

“We are continuing on a path of

solid growth, low inflation," said

Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin.

“I think the outlook is very good."

Many private economists said the

financial markets were correct in

reading Friday’s statistics as evi-

dence Federal Reserve policy-mak-
ers will not boost interest rates

when they meet September 24,
their last session before the

November elections.

“We had softer consumer spend-

ing and sensationally low price

inflation," said Allen Sinai, chief

global economist at Primark

Decision Economics in New York.

“That adds up to no Fed tighten-

ing."

Just a week ago. economists had
the opposite view after a strong

employment report pushed the job-

less rate down to a seven-year low
of 5.1%. Analysts said such a tight

labor market would force the Fed
to start raising interest rates to fight

inflation.

Analysts said Friday's retail sales

report should delay a rate hike,

since it indicates the economy has

begun to slow on its own.
Consumer spending is considered

critical since it accounts for two-

thirds of the total economy.

The modest 02% gain in retail

sales in August was sharply lower

than tire 1% spurt many analysts

had been predicting and marked the

third month sales have been lack-

luster.

Want to keep

in close touch

LONDON (Reuter) - Britain’s

FTSE Index closed the week at

record highs as lower-than-

expected US price data allayed

worries about a possible US rates

rise and investors looked ahead to

more favorable earnings reports

next week.

The FTSE closed Friday’s ses-

sion at 3,967.9 points, up 353
points on the day and 74.9 on the

week.
FRANKFURT - German shares

ended a busy bourse session on

Friday just shy of record highs,

with the DAX index of 30 German
blue-chips ending the day a full

percentage point higher.

The DAX hit a bourse all-time

high of 2497.73 points earlier on

before closing 25.64 points higher

at 2495.96 and up 78.96 cm the

week.
In post-bourse trade, the index

rose 26.46 at 2,61430.
PARIS - Friday 13th proved

lucky for French shares, with the

bourse rallying strongly after US
inflation and retail sales data

soothed away fears of a Fed tight-

ening on interest rates, traders

said.

The blue-chip CAC-40 Index

closed 15 points higher at

2,08037.

That represented a gain of75.62

on the week.

ZURICH - Swiss shares rose

sharply near the end of the session

on better-than-expected US price

data, which countered the nega-

tive impact of Nestle*s first-half

profit figures.

The blue-chip Swiss Market

Index took the 3,700-point hurdle

after being depressed most of the

day by Nestle ’s results which were

somewhat disappointing, dealers

said.

But a modest rise in US con-

sumer prices soothed interest rate

hike fears, helping futures and

share prices in Zurich.

The all-share Swiss

Performance Index gained 17.45

points to end at 2,379.42 up 46.72

from last Friday.

TOKYO - Tokyo stocks soared

to close nearly 2% higher on

Friday.

Brokers said the market was

relieved after fears that stock

prices may fluctuate due to the

settlement of the September

futures and options had been

soothed, brokers said.

The key 225-share Nikkei aver-

age was up 398.71 points to close

at 20,842.64, a gain of 690.11 on

the week.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)

3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
4.750 5.000 5.375

3.875 4.000 4.250

1.62S 1.625 2.125

0.625 0.750 1-000

Cunwicyb
U.S. dour

(Ratos vary higher or lowor than indicated according to dapoatt)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (12.9.96)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rep.

Buy Sell Buy Sell Rates**

icy basket 3.5151 3.5718 — — 3-5£*
afar 3.1387 3.1894 3.08 3.24 3.1680

m merle 2.0791 2.1127 Z04 2.15 2.0946

stalling 4.8814 4.9602 4.79 5.03 4.9282

0.6187 0.59 0.63 0.6138

2.9014 2.80 2.95 2.8801
imwn 1.82 1.92

2.50 2.63
0.48 0.49 0.4737
0.47 0.50
0.53 0.56

0.67 0.71

2.24 2.36

2.58

German marie

Pound sterling

French franc
Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc
Swedish Poona
Norwegian krona
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canedtan dollar

AustraSan dollar

S. African rand
Belgian franc (10)
Austrian schmng (11

Katen Bra (1000>
Jordanian dinar

Irish punt 5.0532 5.1348

Dl ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK

Sparish peseta (100) 2.461 1 2.5008 2.41

"These rates vary according to bank. “Bank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI
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Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Futures, Options,

Mm*, Stocks, BondsIw and Mutual Funds
34 Ben Yehuda St,

Jerusalem,

Tel. 02-244963, 03-5758826
Fax. 02-244676
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra
opens its season with the first Open
Studio lunchtime concert Wednesday
at the Henry Crown Symphony Hall
in Jerusalem. Dan Volkov leads the
orchestra in works by Mendelssohn
and Jerusalem composer Eitan
Steinberg. Yaron Kolberg joins to

play Beethoven’s First Piano
Concerto.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

: er-
: f»v

V-

'kirkin THE HUNCHBACK OF
NOTRE DAME - Putting aside the

prospect of kids the world over lining

up to buy their huggable. lovable
Quasimodo dolls, there’s something
surprisingly effective about Walt
Disney’s attempt at the gothic. The
Hunchback is a spooky film, and one
that doesn’t shy away from the heav-

ier themes of the Victor Hugo novel.

Ofcourse, when push comes to shove,

Disney will always be Disney: at the

(happy), end of the movie, the film-

makers can’t resist the urge to plant a

smiley face on the great tortured

romance, and exchange Quasimodo’s
anti-social suffering for a Bambiesque
moral about tolerance, friendship and
the need to look beyond appearances.

All things considered, though, it’s a

remarkably eerie and engaging car-

toon. (In 'both English and Hebrew versions.

General audiences.)

irk* STOLEN HEARTS - In their romantic

comedy, Sandra Bullock and Denis Leary nag,

bicker, make up and make out, nag. bicker, make
up and make out, and so forth. They're supposed

to be a working-class Boston couple: he’s a small-

time crook and she’s a cashier with middle-class

aspirations (a house, kids, a trip to Europe). But

with their matching rust-colored hair, overlap-

ping, irritated line-delivery and big noses, they

seem much more like brother and sister than pas-

sionate yoimg lovers. While the movie is hardly a

masterpiece, the testy, affectionate repartee

between ttiese two cut-ups is at least energetic and

seemingly spontaneous - which is a great deal

more than can be said for the blandly polite meet-

ings between girl and boy that have been the dull

norm in other recent Hollywood attempt to restart

the genre. (English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

-nf

Emanuelle Beart
Impossible.*

is a secret agent ‘Mission:

Parental guidance suggested.)

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - Watching a

quick, sharp entertainment like this, adapted from

the popular TV show, one hardly knows whether

to laugh or to cry. We laugh because its surface is

clever and its attitude toward action-movie and

spy-thriller conventions is so plainly tongue-in-

cheek. Afterwards, when we stop to realize that it

took $70 million and the talents of a director as

accomplished as Brian De Palma and a screen-

writer like Robert (Chinatown) Towne to create

such a silly bit of high-tech nothingness, we may

be tempted to cry. Mission: Impossible is stylish,

enjoyable and painfully empty: it's hack work at

its best. With Tom Cruise, Jon Voigt and

EmmanueUe Beart, who takes a break from the

elliptical ly lyrical likes of Claude Chabrol and

Claude Sautet to drive Cruise’s getaway car.

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental

guidance strongly advised.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Prospero’s perverted
tyrant (9)

9 Horn from a lank ox (6)

10Ivan’s rule was terrible in

general (9)

11 "Band in the theatre (6)

12 Boring routine that may be
exhibited by a drill team (9)

-13 Make cat sit stall (6)

17 Clasped at the heart—by
Cleopatra? (3)

19 Stranded silver ring (7)

20 Freed of entanglements,
volunteered (7)

21 Performed—and can
return for an encore (3)

23 Dangerous fuse an
explosion reveals (6)

27 Talons hug brutally in

attack (9)

28 It's not much to eat for

sweet (6)

29 Instruction for pilot's

punishment (9)

SOUS general embraced by

one German girl (6)

31 A declaration of treason is

(9)

DOWN
2 Worker to snoop about the

butler's domain (6)

3 Make merry, take in a

show (6)

4 Pushing forwards (6)

5 Carole's making
announcements (7)

6 One in court dearly having

a quarrel (9)

7 People must be willing to

appointthem (9)

8 Put earth over the seed,

say—-then pray! (9)

14 Powers universities have

(9)

15 Get cross with Eric and

Basil when upset (9)

16 Wild animals have to rub

on trees (9)

17 Get a religions scholar to

sum up briefly (3) .

18 It’s evacuated during the

shelling (3) /
22 Passes by troubled regions

(7) , ,
24 Reason to include a learner

in a proviso (6)

25 Wiseacre makes a

witticism, spoken tn

French (6)

26 Not his sort of cult (6)

SOLUTIONS

Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Heir, 3 Restorer, 9

Zonal, 10 Sirocco, 11 Lip, 13

performed, 14 Chorus, 16 Athens.

18 Chmstrap,26Dch.22 Privacy,23

Cubit, 25 Together, 28 Utah.

DOWN: 1 Hsxd, 2 Ian, 4 Ensure, S

Turn-ont, 6 Recommend, 7

Rhondda. S Flap, 12 Providing; 14

Cockpit. IS Upstart. 17 Groyne, 18

Piet. 21 Batch, *4 But.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1Stratum (5)

4Boxing matches
(5)

10Quake (7)

11Swagger (5)

12Additional (5)

ISReversal (7)

15Masticate (4)

l7Concnr{5)
19Mistake (5)

22Knowledge (4)

25Maybe (7)

27FroHc(5)

29Kingdom (5)

30Teacfc.Cn

31 Demise (5)

32 Dissuade 15)

DOWN
2Vigilant (5)

3 Clasp (7)

* 5Assault (5)
6Cyclone (7)

7Scatter(5)

8 Thick (5)

9Wager(5)

14 Pitcher (4)

16 Aid (4)

18 Refuse (7)

20 Hermit (7)

21 Steeple (5)

2SW0tow(5)

24Command (5)

26 Let in (5)

28Position (5)

TELEVISION

n CHANNEL 1

6:31 News In Arabic 6:45 Exercise Hour

7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 The Cutting of Science 8:30
On Second thought SfcOO Watwut Secrets

9:20 Nature 9:45 Programs foryoung chB-

etren 10:15 Sciences 10:40 English 11:10

Soda! Studies 11:40 Tolerance 12:10

Sciences 12*0 General History 13:00

Onedin Une 14:00 Surprise Train 1435
KittyCat and Tommy 14:45 Gaya. Gal and
GUi 15:00 Kafimam 15:15 Gargantua

CHANNEL 1

15*0 Zap to 1 15:32 Tom and Jeny 15:50

The Adventures of Dodo 16:00
Heartbreak High 16:45 Yaldudas 1&59 A
New Evening 17:34 Mastermind 18:00

The Adventures of Dodo 18:10 Shadows
18:15 News In EngBsh
ARABIC PROGRAMS _
18:30 Sports Magazine 19:00 News in

Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1SH31 Partners - comedy series about

two architects 20:00 Mabel News 20:45

Boxcar Bertha (1972) - Martin Scorsese’s

action rim about the battle of a young

woman to keep body and sod together

during a period ot economic depression.

Homeless and with the most minimal of

resources, she wanders across America

in search of work. Starring Barbara

Hershey. David Carradine and Barry

Primus. 22:15 The Lazarus Man 23.-00 As
Time Goes By 23:30 New3 00:00 Versa of

the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Make a Wish 13-JO Basic Arabic

14:00 Echo Point 14:30 Tick Tack 15:00

Ybuthontheway-new israeB drama with

musical Interludes 15:30 Make a Wish
16:00 The BoM and the Beautiful 17:00

News magazine with Rafi Reshef 17:30

Action - cinema magazine 18:00 Santa

Barbara 19:00 Baywatch 20:00 News
20:30 Mr. Bean - British comedyseriM
21:05 Itche - comedy series with Safi

RhriJn 21:40 Dan Shllon Live 23:15 Fawtiy

Towers 00:00 News 00:05 Night Owls

2:00 On the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:05 Adventures on the Rainbow Pond

15:30 Oscar’s Orchestra 15:45 Playabout

16:15 Can Polar Bears Tread Water? -

documentary about weather problems

17:00 French programs 19:00 News m
French 19:30 News headlines 19:35 The
Hypnotic World of Paul McKenna 2fcOO

WHERE TO GO

The Ozone Alarm 21:10 The Lamrus Man
22:00 News In English 2235 The Bold

and the Beautiful 23:15 Bodies Of

Evidence - police drama

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 Quantum Shopping SriM TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Club 15:00 La

18:00 The A-Team 1&55
Challenge 17:45 Family Matters 1&11
Saved by the Bell 18*5 Day and Date

19:30 WOTtd News Tonight (Arabic) 20*0
Cosby 20*5 Minor Adjustments 2050
Major Dad 21:15 Diaramsis Munfer JZfcOg

Matlock 23:00 CNN23:30 The 700 Club

00:00 TV Shop 2:00 Quantum Shopping

3.-00 TV Shop

who share a therapist, are each con-

vinced that the other has a more interest-

ing life (rpO 2:30 Cyclone (1987) -a<
of gunrunners tnes to steal the ai

CABLE

Notices In this feature are cL_
at N1S28.08 per line, including VAT
Insertion eveiy day of the month
costs N1S520.65 per line, including

VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from

Bronfman Reception Centre,

Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses

4a, 9, 23, 26, 28. For info, call

882B19.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah

installations, Chagall Windows. Tel.

02-416333.02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums ... „
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and

Anton Roland-Rosenberg Collection

,

24 masterpieces by modem artists.

;

Fauv'tsm - Wild Beasts. Josef Beuys - •

Drawings and Objects. Prints - new
acquisitions. New Horizons:

Sculpture. Face to Face. The

Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART. Summer
Exhibition for Children: Celebration

of Colour - games and workshop. I

Am You - Artists Against Violence: 20

pesters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6

am. Tue. 10 a.m.-lO p.m. Fri. 10

a.m.-2 p.m. SaL 10 - 3 P-m-

Meyerhoff Art Education Center, Tel.

6919155-8.

WHATTS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

8374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

fTV 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 18:30 The Frail of

Knowledge 17:15 Panorama 18:00
Amores 19:00 News m Arabrc 19*0
Doctors Tafc 20:00 Mabat News 20*5
Beau Manage (1381. French) -an art stu-

dent who has been involved to numerous
romances decides to forsake them an n
favor of marriage, but to her surprise. the

love of her Me is hesitant 23:20 InsxJe

Stuff

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Butterfly Island 18:00 Wfeffife 16*0
On the Cutting Edge oJ Science 17:00

Diving m the Red Sea 17:35 Explore

18:00 Basic Arabic 18:30 Aging - special

program In advance of Alzheimer's Day
19:00 Faces of CiAure 19:30 Reflection

20:00 A New Evening, with Russian subti-

tles 20:30 Cybemews 21:00 Star Trek:

The Next Generation 21:45 Pop songs

22*0 Female Perspective 22*0 For the

Sake of the Children - the personal story

of Anita Gokfin, who devotes her Be to

sick and abandoned children in Peru

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rot) 9*0 One Lite to Live
- 9:45 The Young and the Restless

10:30 Days of uur Lives (rpf) 11:20

_ j Negra (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors (ipt)

12:35 Dallas (rpt) 13:30 Starting at 130
14:05 Sweet Justice 14:55 Sisters 15:50

Days ol Our Lives 15:40 Neighbors 17:10

Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live 18:45 The

Young and the Restless 19:30 Local

broadcast 20:00 SeeingStars 20:30 Mr.

World Pageant 22.-00 The Madness of

Love - TV movie 23:35 Frasier 00:00

Melrose Place 00:45 Models Inc. 1:30 Hill

Street Blues

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 The Entertainers (1991) - an aging

vaudeville man and his pel dwnpanze©

E
bst chance to perform In Las Vegas

13:05 Hidden Fortress (Japanese,

)- a general and a princess toi6th-

century Japan must cross hostfle territory

with a treasure (rpl) 15:10 Raining Stones

11993) - in a Weak post-Thatcher

England, an unemployed worker gets mto

debt in order to buy his daughter a new

dress for First Communion (rpt) 16*5

BLackie the Pirate (1971) - a pirate

schemes to get hold of the treasure mat

the governor of a Caribbean island plans

to Mid to Spain. With Terence HBL (96

mins.) 18*5 The Brother from Another

Planet (1984) - an escaped black stave

from outer space arrives in Hamm and

suffers cultureshock (rpt) ateM Quiet

Victory (1988) - the story of a footoaB

coach suffering from a degenerative dis-

ease who with love and laith continued to

lead his team to victory. (94 mins.) 22:00

A Holiday to Remember (1995) - apsy-

cWatrist returns to her hometown with her

daughter, meets her old flame, the town

sheriff, and discovers a smafl boy to her

cellar. With Connie Seka and Randy

Travis. (90 mins.) 23:35 Silent Cries

(1992) - True story of Western women
captured by the Japanese Army during

World War II. With Gena Rowlands (99

nitos.) t&O Antonia and Jane (1991)

-

tv^o very different women, best mends

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 9:05 The Mfflw Way B*0
VR Troopers 10*0 Little university -
Early Man 10:35 The Ren and Stimpy
Show 10:55 Real Monsters 11:20 RocSuTs
Modem Life 11:30 Animal Park 12TO0
Chiquititas 12:45 The Chipmunks 13:00
Surprise Garden 13:20 Mot 14:05
Detective Hush Hash 14:35 The Children

ot Oz 15:00 VR Troopers 15:25 utile

University - Once Upon A Time — 16:00
Minor Adjustments 16:30 Saved by the
Bell 17:05 The New Adventures of Black
Beauty 17:30 Chiquitltas 18:20 The
Forest ot Wishes 18:40 Make-Beileve

Closet 19:00 Little Mouse on the Prairie

19:30 Three's Company 20:00 Married

with Children 20-.2S Rosearme 20:50 The
Ren and Stimpy Show 21:05 Big Brother

Jake 21*0 Look Who's Taking

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Cal (1984) - the widow of a British

po&ceman murdered by the IRA tails in

We with a young Catholic who was
involved in her husband's death. With

Helen Mirren and John Lynch. Directed by

Pal O’Connor (98 mins.) 23:45 Conquest

of the Air (1940) - Episode drama show-

ing man's attempts to fly. from Leonardo

da Vind to the invention ot the airplane.

With Laurence Olivier. Produced by
Alexander Korda (62 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Human
Nature (rpt) 13:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt)

13:30 Ultrascience (rpl) 14:00 Open
University 18:00 Human Nature (rpt)

17:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt) 17:30

Ultrascience (rpt) 18:00 Open University

20:00 Great Commanders 21:00 3,000

Mile Garden 21:30 Cook on the WHdsJde
22.-00 The Girts from the "Hood 22:50

Great Commanders (rpt) 23:30 Open
Universky

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Executive Lifestyles 6:30 Europe

2000 7:00 Tbday 10:00 European Money
Wheel 14:30 W3fl Street Morning Reports

16:00 MSNBC - The Site 17:00 National

Geographic 18:00 Fashion File 18:30 The

Ticket 19:00 The Selina Scott Show 20:00

DateFine 21:00 PGA Goff 22:00 The Best

of the Tonight Show with Jay Leno 23:00

The Best of Late Night with Conan

O'Brien 00:00 The Best or Later wRh Greg

Kinnear 00:30 NBC News with Tom
Brokaw 1:00 The Best of the Tonight

Show with Jay Leno 2:00 MSNBC -

Intaffright

STAR PLUS

6:00 Mr. Belvedere 6:30 Cooking Secrets

ot the CIA 7:00 Wdeo Fashion News 7*0
Gabriefle 8:30 Santa Barbara MO The

Bold and the Beautiful 10:00 Oprah

Wmfrev 11:00 Remington Steele 12:00

c3Sg Secrets of theCIA IZ^OVWeo
Fashion News 13*0 Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles 13*0 Black Beauty 14:00

Lost to Space i&OO Home and Away

15*0 Charles m Charge 16*0 M*A H

16:30 Inspector Morse - detective senes

18*0 TheBokJ and the Beautiful 19:00

Santa Barbara 20:00 The Twffight Zone

20:30 Hearts Afire 21*0 Grace Under

Fire 21:30 Bamaby Jones ^30
Videofashlon News 23*0 Oprah Winfrey

00:00 Hooperman 00*0 Home andAway

1:00 TheSuittvans 1*0 Gabriefle

CHANNEL 5

6*0 Bodies in Motion 7*0 Basic Training

16*0 Bodies in Motion 16*0 Dangerous

Games 17:00 Women's VoUeybaU 18*0

Brazilian Soccer 19*0 todvrear Races

20:30 Basketball: Givat Shmuel vs

Maccabi Tel Aviv - live 22:15 English

League Soccer 23:15 Baseball - Game ot
_

the Week
*•>

"
• •> ..

•

EUROSPORT

8:30 Cycling from Spain (rpt)9*0 Soccer.

World Cup Heals (rpt) 11*0 International

Motor Sports Magazine 12*0 Motorcycle

Racing: Spanish Grand Prix - the race
(rot) 14:00 Triathlon 15*0 Cycling from
Spain 17:00 Tennis: Champions'
Tournament, Austria - Bjom Borg vs Hervi
Leconte 18*0 Motorcycle Racing:
Spanish Grand Prix - the race (rpt) 20:00
Motor Sports Magazine 22:00 Track
Racing 23:00 Eurogoals 00*0 EurogoH
1:00 Trade Racing

PRIME SPORTS

6*0 Soccer Tiger Cup, first semi-final

(rpt) 6*0 Soccer Tiger Cup. 2nd semi-
ftoaJ (rpt) 8:30 Car Racing: Goodwood
Festival 9:30 Asia Sports Show 10*0
Chinese Soccer Show 12*0 Hockey:
India vs Malaysia 14:30 International

Sports Magazine 15:30 Water Sports
Magazine 16*0 PGA Goff (rpt) 22*0
Chinese League Soccer 23:30
International Sports Magazine 00:30
IncSan Sports Magazine 1*0 International

Motor Sports Magazine

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 9:15 The Money
Programme 10:30 Jeremy Clarkson’s
Motorwortd (rpl) 11*0 Fat Man to France
(rpt) 14*5 Correspondent (rpt) 15:15

world Business Report 15*0 Asia-Pacific

Newshour 16:30 Famborough Aerial

Show (rpt) 17:15 The Money Programme
16*0 Tomorrow's World (rpt) 21:05 The
Money Programme 21:50 Earth Report

22:30 The Travel Show 23:00 World
Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 7*0 Global

View (rpt) 8*0 World Sport 10*0 CNN
Newsroom 11*0 Hearftoe News 12*0
Business Day 13:00 Asiai News 13:30
World Sport 14*0 Asian News 14*0
Business Asia 15:00 Larry King Live

16:30 World Sport (rpt) 17:30 CNN
Computer Connection 18*0 Q&A 20*0
World Business Today 20:30 Wodd News
21:00 Larry King (rpt) 22*0 European
News 23*0 World Business Today 23:30
World Sport OthDO World News Survey

1:30 Money Line 2:00 Headline News

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 7*0 ABC World News
10:30 The Book Show 11:10 CBS 60

Minutes 13*0 World News & Business

Report 14*0 CSS Morning News 15*0
Live from Parliament 16*0 The Book
Show 18:00 Live at Five 19*0 Tonight

with Adam Boulton 20*0 Sportline 21:10

CBS 60 Minutes 00*0 CBS Evening

News 1*0 ABC World News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Michael

Doherty: Metropolis symphony after

-Superman" (Baltimore SO/Zlnrnan):

George Duke: Suite: Joe Zawmofc Sterna

ol the Danube (Zawinol/folk

singers/Czech PO); Partes: 3 songs

(Cameran/ Itai) 12*0 Light Cfcadcal -

concertos tor winds 13:00 Leonid Kogan,

violin - Brahms: Violin concerto toi D (wrtb

PteThartnorua/Kondrashin); Tchakovsky:

Serenade meiancolique (PhDharmonta/

Kondrashto) 14*6 Summer Days 15*0

Cycle of Wbrks - Beethoven's piano

sonatas 16:00 Early music 17:00 EtnaWa

- repeal broadcast from Henry Own
AudBorium, Jerusalem. Orlt Ort»ch (dar-

inetl, GiJad Hildesheim (violin), Mlcha

• Karan (cello). Eitan Gtoberson (P«no)-

Woiks by Debussy and Messiaen 19*0

Rainbow of Sounds 20:05 Beethoven:

Trio for flute, bassoon and piano; Mozart

Concerto to E flat for 2 Pianos andorch

K365 21*0 AMatt^plAgree™*
JustAix^-. ==n=

CINEMA
JERUSALEM . ,

G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mafl (Matha) »
708448 Nutty Professor, 4*5, 7:15, 9:45

* Crying Rwnan,4.-45, 7:15 y Eraser.

4*0,7:15, 9:45 * Heaven’s Prtsoners ,

7:15, 10 Babe (HebrewiUmI 4:45

* The Eighth Day, 4:45, 7:15, W5 *
Mission Impossibfe. 7:15, SL45 -arRIpper

4:45 * A Time 10 Kill A*0.

7

:15, 10 Tb

Die For 7:15 * Babysitters 4:45

JERUSALEM THEATER 201
Marcus&

w 617167 Cold Comfort Fann 7. 9*ft M
0 » The Brothers McMt^7 9*0 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card

Reservations* 794477
Building, 19 Ha’oman SL, jatptot

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona. 9 Lrib Y^e, Bra-

1901 : Balsam, Safah sGto. 627-2315.

Shuafat Shuafal Road. 5B1-0108: Dar

Aldawa. HerocTs Gate, 628-2058.

Tel Avtv: Kupat Holim Clalit, 7-B

Superpharm RamatAvtv, 40 Etoaeln. 641-

OT30; London Mtoistore Superpharm. 4

Shaid Hametech, W6-0115.
Ra’anana-Ktar Sawc WnneroL 119

Weizmann. Klar Sava, 767-^28.

SSSfa^NNAte. 18 Hanldn, Kiryat

HSteWtogen David, 13 8^205

K 558472, 558407. Open 9a.rn.to

5SS*Nazareth: Ctai Pharm. Lev Hair

MalL 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 pjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kenan

ssTssrsffiarss
^forivTlel Aviv Medical Centw Ctare

Pediatric Httepttal (peefiatries); Te! Aviv

Merfical Center (Internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniada

POLICE

firItaid 101

?^&fl55i333 Ww Sara- 902222

ErffiF*
- BBsaas

1

TWftiliV S^ri
Tberias- 792444

* MoUb Mansive Care IWl (MtCU) service to the

area, wound the dock.

Medical help tor tourists (in EngBsh)

The^Nattonal Poison Control Canter at

a day, for information in case pofeonr^.

Em - Emotional First Aid. 1201. aba
Jerusalem 561-0303, TejAviv 546-1111

(children/youth 696-1113), Haifa B67-

2222/3 Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya

§5110. Karmiet 988-8770. Klar Sava

ss^srsaasa Sffii

Rmfoisls Center (24 hours). Til A*>& EtfUBSt STB
Jtofassah Medical Orgaidzatlon - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7876).

Phenomenon 5. 7*0jft45*7h«iHun*-
baefc of Notre DamefEhgfahreafcig17*0

The Hunctiibar* of No^DameiJtebmv
(falaa) 5 * JumanJ»San Pnnc^
(Hebrew dialog) »tt

fasm btandOTsy Story(HetxewcB*

log} in * Rnlri Comfort Farm B *
Araonfa’B Lite Iit
12 midnight MEVASSERETZION G.G.

GIL Heaven's Prisoners 4*0.7:15. 10

II Postino 7:15, 9:45 * Llttte Giants 4.45

TEL AVIV
DCENGOFF * 5172923 The Brothera

McMullen • Loaning Las Verna •
Butterfly Kiss 11 aJK. 1. 3. 5

j

7^5, 10

DRIVE IN Sense and S«jsibiWv i D *
Sex FOm 12 midnight GAN HA IR®
5279215 71 ton Gstohti SL The Most

Desired Man 5, 7*0, 9-A5 * PitecHta

2*0 GAT w 696788 Phenomenon, 5.

7*0 9^5 &G/ HOD 1-4 « 5226226

K’SgOOl Dizengcffl SL W^ton
hmiosstole«The Sghttttoy 5, *Sabe

. rrSeaven’s Prisongs 43^7^10
Flipper 11*0 ajrv, LEV 1-4 ®

A Time to KOI 12, 2. 4:15. 7:15, 10 *
Trainspotting 12:15.2*0.5. 7:45, 9*5*
C^femttot Farm . 2, 5. 7:45 10 *
Antonia's Line 12 noon, 6 My Man .

12,2 4,8, 10 G.G. ATintetolM
4*0.’ 7:15. 10 * Babe(Hefenw_rfkfc>g) 5.

RAV CHEN » 6424047 tnd^jendence

Day 7,9:45*St»M8n»TlilngsTbDotn
Denver Sua 7:15, 9*% 7.

9

30

SD\R Striptease 7:15, 9:45 Heewn*s

Prisoners Sun. 7:15. 1ft .

Tb Die For 730.9*5 ARIEL The Rock
9
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL ® 8647202 Independwice

Day*A Time to \OUA-20, W5. 10* Tito

^S^G1L
N
* 729977 A Time to

KlUMeaven’s Prisoners 4*0. 7:15.

iO*The Eraser m\
Transporting 5.7*0,10 RAV CHEN*
711223 Phenomenon 5, 7:15. 9Ho *
Stolen Hearts .730, 9:45 *
independence Day 4:15,7,9:45 * Tr»

Rock 4*0. 7:15, 9:45

7*0, 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre

DamefffebrewdSatB) 5*0

RAV CHEN « 5531077 The_Rock430,

7:15.9:45 * independence Day 4, 7,

9:45 * StripteoseMTltings To Do to

Denver 5, 7*0. 9*5 Phenomenon 5.

7:15.9:45 * Wstsion ImpOTahte 5,73ft

9:45 * NUtty ProfcaeorS. 730. 9*5*
Phenomenon 5, 7:15. 9:45

Hunchback of Notre Dame(Hebrow d*
log) 5 * Nutty Professor •
TVaimpotting 5, 7*0, 10 * The Eraser 5.

)J0*A 71ms to .KB 4*0, 7ri5,_10

A Time to KB 4*0, 7:15, 10 *

GJ3. GIL 1-5 « 628452 Nutof

PiotessorteMtesion IrrpoMCite
^

ft7*ft

10 The Eraser 5,7*0, 10*A TkneTb
KB 4*0. 7:15. 10 * HMMg>
prisoners 4*0,7:15,10* RAVCHEN

SoSTaSs* The Hunchback ol Notre

Dame(Hebrew effafog) 5 * Swan

Princass(Hdbraw • cMog) »n JWew

Eraser 7,9*0 OR
YEHUD
A G.G. GIL Haavenfa Prisoners 7ri5.

10; 4*0, 7:15, 10 * The
Die .

5,7*0.10

A Time lb
Thu * Nutty

10 G.G.RAM

I9MUH

7*0 9:45 * Tta Hunchback of Notre

jNowarto

Then , 11*0 ajn, 2*0, 5. 7*0. ftw *

The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew.

rAvK)R 1-5 * 5102674 Opera House II

(SSSSSSBSSSTvSSSl
77952 2 Yona

Hanavi St.Sense arto SaastoBly 7ri5, 10

.j Ptosker

Freeman»Nutty

1-4 « 235278

4. 7. 9*5 The

4*0, 7:15, MS* Beautiful

Glris*Sifiptease 5, 730. 9:45

HECHAL HATARBAUT indep-

endence Days
EILAT .

Independence 5ay7*0, 10 * A Time to

Kffl7*0. 10 * Striptease 7*0, 10

HADERA
LEV 1-4 independence Day 5. 7*0, 10

U^^aBST^o-io
10
* coid

Comfort Fann 57*0 * The Hunchback

of Notre Dame 5

BSVW The Bghto Ctey

7:15, 9*5 STAR* 589068 A Tfrne to Wfi

FBrt 10 * Nelly

SL The
Professor ,

TEL AVIV I

etM. Amaud

OpraillA CAFE AMAM1 « 8325755^
Die For «1|*AimlrtUwK16*
u Postino 7:15, 9:15 GLOBbCfii A
Time to Kill .

4*0, 7:15. 10 .Nutty
Professor , 4*5. 7:15, 9*5 Nfeslon

ORL^ff^^l^Mmeutiful Girts 7, 9:15

rJSgAT 1-2 « 8674311

Denver 4:45, 7. 9*0 * ^ -

Day 4, 6*5,930*Phenomenon4*ft
7, 9*0 * Four Rooms 4*ft7,WO*
Beautiful Girls 4:45. 7. 9-30 The

Hunchback ot Notre Dame(Hebrew fpe-5T* Toy StoryrHfi^jfe^
^wan Princess(Hebrew ^Btog) IMt

Takes "TWo • Muppets Treasure

IslandMhhirnanfl Suri 7,9^>.4^1. 7
-^

1
^* The Rock Sua 7, 9*0;4:15, 7, ft15

The Hunchback ofNowDame£«*w
dakjg) •Swan PrtncessBIt Ttikes Two

Sua 11 am.
AFULA

Independence Day 7. 9*5 * The

Eraser 7.9*0
KFAR SAVA . _
aa GIL *7677370 Nutty Professor 5.

7*0,10; 5, 7*0, 10* The Eraser 5,

7*0 + Flipper 11*0 am, 5 *
WtepictaJStey 4*0. 7:15. 10 * A
TtaSto KB 4*0. 7:15, 10 * Hamm's
Stoners 7:15. 10 Tte Hraichbadc of

Notre DamefEngfisrt tSalog} 5 *
Phenomenon 5. 7*0, 10 raw

dSatoo) 11*0 ajm, 5 * Mission

7a io * Babysitters 5

aOWRYON 1-S» 779166 The Eraser

9*0 * Ripper* Cutthroat Island •
Babe(Hebrew efiafaa) •Babjr^toraW
Hikes TW 4:45 * A Tin# to

K 1 1 1• Tr a I ns pott fng*M Is slon
jmpossfljlewThe Rock 7JJ*0 * Swwi

11 4*5 * Tb Die For 7,

Q«3fl

kiryat SHEMONAaa GIL w 6905080 A Time »
KD)*tndependence Day 4*0,7:15. 10 *
Striptease 7.9*0 + Babe(Hebrew cfe-

fogJ 4*0

HECHALHATARBUT stolen Herate

8*0
UPPER NAZARETH M .

G-G GIL A Time to KBntiependence

Day 4*0. 7:15. 10 * TbaEraMrOaO
Things Tb Do In Denver430.7^^0*

4*0, 7:15, 10 * Sti^fteaae4*0. 7.15, ID
upcc 7IONA

1-4 * 404729 Nutty Professor

5 7*0, 10 * The Brothers

McMufien*The Bgth Day 5,7*0.10*

ErasarMflsskin
5.7*0, 10 Nutty'
PETAhTIKVA
GG. HECHAL
KBMndependence E

Piutessor 5, 71..S - 9340818
freeman•Butterfly Kiss 5.7*ft
umum's prisoners 4:30, 7.15t 10

R^ftKlA^I-MOFEr Nelly rt M.

Amaud 830 PARK Things Tb Oo

In Denver 7*. 10:15 todependence
'

Dav 4*0. 7:15, 10:15 * Crying

Freeman 73ft 1ft15 * Pherromanon

Rm!gAN
AN

1-4 « B197121

P h • n o m e n o n • St rip to ase
5.7*0.9:45 * The HundtiMM of Notre

Dame(Habraw 5* BeauttM

Girls 730. 9:45 *TIio Rock 4*D.

7:15, 9:45 * S»«nPrinc«s£fabrew^

Prafessor*Misskxi Impoasfote 5. 7*0.

9c45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Sense and Senstoffite 7,

930 CHH4 1-4* 362864 A Time to KB

KSJSSttanifcMh’:
9493595f riptease • Phenomenon •
SSrtMGfe Sun. 7*0. 9:45; 5. 7*0.

9:45 * Independence Doy Sun. 11 ariL

7,9*5; 4. 7. 9*5 * Thtngg'to Do to

Denver 7*0, 9:45 * TheTtock Sun.

7:15, 9:45; 430. 7:15, 9*5 *The
Hunchback of Notre Dame(Hebrew <Sa-

TO Db

10 C3L 1-3 Tteinspcrttiiig 5, 7^,
10 * A Time to KB 4*0.7:15.10*^1
Die For7*p. 1 0 * dUoms
HAZAHAV A Time to K»\ 7 4*0 ,

7:15,

10 The Hunchback ot Noire

ErasraBPhenomenon 5, 7*0. 10 RAV
CHEN » 9670603 todependenceDay^
7, 9*5 + The Hunchback of Notre
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IDF kills

Hizbullah

gunman
in shootout

News agencies

IDF SOLDIERS killed at least

one Hizbullah gunman and
wounded several others in a clash

in the central sector of the securi-

ty zone on Friday.

An IDF force on patrol spotted

the group of gunmen heading
southward and pursued them, with
the help of a helicopter.

Several gunmen eventually

escaped, but helicopter pilots

reported a number of fallen gun-
men.

Foreign reports said one gun-
man was killed.

The firefigbt between the gun-
men and IDF soldiers, who were
also joined by an SLA force, con-
tinued for about an hour.

Hizbullah claimed responsibili-

ty for the infiltration and said its

guerrillas wounded several IDF
soldiers in an ambush against their

patrol.

Northern Command sources
said they believe the recent quiet

in Lebanon was due to

Hizbullah's effort to present itself

in the Lebanese elections as a

party that aims to improve life in

southern Lebanon.
IDF sources believe that

Hizbullah attacks on IDF and
SLA forces would resume as soon
as the elections are over. "We
expect an escalation in Lebanon”
an IDF source said.

Hizbullah threatened on Friday

to launch suicide bombers against

IDF forces if they mounted a new
offensive in Lebanon.

“I promise, and threaten this

enemy that any new aggression
against Lebanon will drag the

occupying Israeli army back into
mud and into a quagmire where
bombs are not made of iron but of
human bodies,” Hizbullah chief
Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah said.

"All of us are ready_.to present
our blood for the sake of our peo-
ple and its dignity and freedom,”
the cleric told an election rally in

the eastern Bekaa Valley, which
was broadcast live tty Hizbullah’s
al-Manar television in Beirut.

Nasrallah was speaking hours
after IAF helicopters fired rockets
at suspected Hizbullah targets in

the eastern sector of the security

zone, heightening fears that the

IDF may mount a large-scale

offensive.

In Jerusalem, the IDF
Spokesman said the helicopters

fired at a structure in which
Hizbullah gunmen were believed
to be hiding.

The pilots reported direct hits

on their targets, the spokesman
said.

A.senior Lebanese official said

on Thursday that Beirut was tak-

ing seriously a warning by SLA
commander Gen. Antoine i -ahad

of possible wide Israeli retaliation

ifHizbullah stepped up attacks on
IDF troops.

But Lahad said on Friday that he
was giving his own analysis,

rather than conveying a message
from Israel
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A Ukrainian hassid talks to a militiaman during a Rosh Hashana celebration in Uman, the hometown ofRabbi Nahman of Bratslav.-

More thaw 6,000 haaridim from all over the world went there to celebrate the holiday. (Renter)

Volcker calls for patience

in Holocaust funds search

NEWS IN BRIEF

Ramie teen severely

beaten with iron bar

by her brothers
RAINE MARCUS

A IS-YEAR-OLD Ramie girl is recovering in Assaf Harofeh Hospital

from severe injuries caused by her two older brothers, who beat her with

39 iron bar after she "took too long” to return from .buying their ciga-

teffes*
' '

'

The incident occurred Saturday night when the brothers, age 21 and 25,

sent their sister out to buy them cigarettes. When she returned five hours

later, they began to heat her wife an iron bar because, said police, they

suspected she had been hanging around wife undesirables.

They refused to believe her explanation feat she had simply gone to

visit other girlfriends, and continued beating her. causing her multiple

fractures, bruises and cuts all over her body.

Neighbors, hearing screams from the apartment, alerted Ramie police

who took fee giri to the hospital and arrested the brothers and their

mother, who had been in fee house at the time.

Accenting to police this was not the first time feat fee girl has been

subjected to severe acts of violence by her two brothers. Her mother

reportedly said that she suspected her daughter was hanging out with the

wrong crowd, which apparently in her eyes justified continual beatings.

Police have alerted fee local social affairs department, which is now
expected to decide what happens to the gixL Although her condition was

described yesterday as serious, she was still conscious and police con-

ducted a preliminary investigation at her bedside.

ZURICH (Reuter) - Prominent US
banker Paul Volcker pledged on
Friday feat a commission he heads
would do its best to search for dor-

mant accounts in Swiss banks left

by Holocaust victims, but said the

frige task would take time.

\blcker, a high-powered New
York hanker who once headed the

US Federal Reserve central bank,

said he was convinced Jewish

groups, Swiss bankers and the

Swiss government were dedicated

to work together to find the truth.

But he told reporters after two

days of talks in Switzerland that

the painstaking search through

banking records up to six decades

old would take at least a year to

finish and would probably not sat-

isfy everyone in fee end.

"There is a common desire to

investigate and review this matter

in a systematic and thorough way

.

so feat... fee issue can be put to rest

once and for all 50 years after the

wax;” he said after meeting Jewish

groups, bankers and government
officials.

“With the best will in fee

world..Jt is something that is

going to take time. It is a very

detailed process...to provide the

kind of assurance people want."

The panel, which includes repre-

sentatives ofJewish groups and the

Swiss Bankers Association, will go

through bank records to check
banks’ own survey that found 39
million Swiss francs ($31.4 mil-

lion) in accounts that might stem

from the Holocaust

The World Jewish Congress has

called that figure too low and said

billions of dollars in assets might

have been stashed away from fee

Nazi regime by Jews afraid of los-

ing their lives and property. It says

the wealth might still be in Swiss

banks.

Volcker took pains to point out

his panel would check only dor-

mantaccounts. in Swiss banks, and

not try to track down another hot

topic - gold stocks fee Nazis loot-

ed from vanquished nations and

peoples and then moved to

Switzerland.

Two people found dead
The body of a 91-year-old man who had been missing for several

days was found in the Yarkcra River in Tel Aviv yesterday. The

body was taken to the Institute for Forensic Medicine at Abu Kabir,

where he was identified as Julian Tzunugura, of Ramat Gan, who
was reported missing on September 11.

In Eilat, a drug addict was found dead Friday, sitting on a bench

near a commercial center. Passersby who noticed the man sitting

for a long period without moving called an ambulance to the scene.

MDA medics failed to revive the man, who was in his 20s, and

who had apparently ingested drugs right before his death. Itim

Mild earthquake hits Eilat

A mild earthquake registering 4.6 on fee Richter scale hit Eilat at

5:20 a.m. yesterday. Its epicenter was about 100 kilometers south

of Eilat, in fee Gulf of Eilat The earthquake was felt by some

residents, but there were no injuries or reports of damage. Itim

Foment Partly cloudy drop in

temperatures.

AROUND THE WORLD

16 youths arrested at drug party
Sixteen youths taking part in a drug party were arrested on Friday

in the Ofer Forest, near Zichron Ya’acov. Police confiscated large

quantities of marijuana, hashish and smoking paraphernalia, itim

Livnat calls Bezeq country’s best company
Bezeq is the economy's outstanding company. Communications

Minister Liraor Livnat said Friday, at a Bezeq ceremony for its

outstanding workers. Livnat said Bezeq has "excellent managers

and workers," and cited director-general Yitzhak Kaul for "turning

it into a really excellent establishment" Judy Siegel
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.Winning numbers
In last night's Chance drawing, the
winning cards were fee 10- of
spades, ace ofhearts, eight of dia-

monds and queen ofclubs.

IDF honors 60 reservists for outstanding service
THEY came from kibbutzim,

development towns, cities and
suburbs. One even flew in from
New York. Another showed up
with his grandchildren. They
brought weathered field fatigues,

but were outfitted in dress uni-

forms and real ranks they hadn't
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worn in decades. They spoke of

duty and modesty and sacrifice,

but some admitted they were “odd
birds."

They were the 60 men the IDF
chose to honor on Thursday in its

first-ever ceremony to give excel-

lent service awards for reservists.

The ceremony, held at the campus
of the IDF Staff and Command
College, was arranged as a way of
generating motivation to serve.

“I love reserve duty," says
Solomon Alfasi, who ar 57 has

seen scores of reservists come and
go in his unit “When people I

know get called up and I don’t, I

telephone my unit and find out
what happened and why 1 wasn’t
sent a notice."

The army insists fee idea is not a
gimmick and was conceived over
six months ago. It was to have
taken place on Independence Day.
But Chief of Genera] Staff Ll-
Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak
delayed it until before Rosh
Hashana because he wanted to dif-

ferentiate between the outstanding
regular soldiers honored then and
the honor accorded the reservists.

“It is occurring now by coinci-

dence, so it seems feat there is

some kind of link wife the [recent

national debate about] motiva-

tion.

“But when we decided on this it

was totally divorced from
thoughts that m the month of
August and September the prob-

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

lent of motivation would arise,"

said Brig.-Gen. On Ragonis,
deputy OC Manpower.
"Since some reserve soldiers

are of high quality and good sol-

diers and we don’t know how to

compensate them wife money or
such, then it is important for the

commanders and for all of the

nation to know that there is a
quality group which contributes

more and serves as an example to

others," Ragonis said.

Gathering on fee lawn of fee

college, the group of 30 reserve

officers and 30 reserve NCOs
mingled around tables piled high

with chicken and salads and intro-

duced their families to the army
which has at long last shown some
gratitude for their sacrifice.

At 59, Asher Greenberger is

undoubtedly the oldest paratroop-

er in the IDF.

A veteran of the 1956 Sinai

Campaign, Greenberger says he
volunteers for reserve duty as a
symbol of motivation so that those
who evade service should be
shamed

“I’ve got 12 grandchildren, and I

just finished three weeks of
reserve duty," said Greenberger,
who last parachuted eight years
ago.

“Once the appreciation for
doing reserve duty was under-
stood. Today we have to show

how it’s important and jbold cere-

monies like these to transmit to the

nation that we are appreciated-”

Greenberger, smiling through

his bushy mustache, said his son is

an officer in the reserves and that

he will continue serving as long as

he is physically capable.

These sentiments were echoed

by Alfasi, who has spent nearly

three decades as a driver of a

“Zelda” half-track.

“I never missed a day pf reserve

duty. I'll do it as long as the army
needs me,” Alfasi said.

But not all of fee reservists were
volunteers. Corp. Sheldon Tarre,

42, was chosen for fee award from
his entire reserve artillery divi-

sion.

“When they called me up from
the unit I thought it was because

.they never got my confirmation
for our upcoming duty,” said
Tarre, who suspected he may have
confounded things by returning it'

after scribbling on it “Happy
Holidays.”

“When they told me I was cho-
sen 1 was a little embarrassed. I’m
a big guy but shy” says the 1.95
meter native of Long Beach,
California, now a member of
Kibbutz Yagur. Tarre said there
were others in his unit who
deserve the recognition.

Tarre immigrated 15 years ago
and did a four-month- 1ong “Shlav
Bet” tour of duty in 1985. Lithe
1

1
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gunner for an artillery unit he has

never asked for a deferral of
reserve duty.

“I know it's part of living here

so I do it It’s difficult," says Tarre,

who despite his origins feels more
comfortable speaking Hebrew
than English. “I'm just honored to

have the right to defend this state."

Another reservist, who was no
doubt spending more time speak-
ing English than Hebrew in New
York, returned especially for 'the

ceremony.

During the height of the intifada,

a stone thrown by a Palestinian in

fee Nablus casbah shattered the

leg of reserve Maj. Guy Gutman.
After his recovery, he returned to

his unit as company commander
and then deputy battalion com-
mander.

He also put himself through
medical school, something made
even more difficult by the fact

that, as an officer, be was often
called for reserve duty over 50
days a year.

"I never got out of reserve duty.
It’s hard but I manage,” said
Gutman, 29.

“There are dozens of officers
like me who deserve the recogni-
tion.”

He dismissed calls for extending
tax breaks or other financial com-
pensation to combat reserve sol-
diers, saying the public recogni-
tion, as well as improving sup-
plies to reservists, is the best rem-
edy for the dropping motivation to

serve.

.

“Perhaps it’s old-fashioned to
say this, but I do! reserve duty out
of a sense of Zionism* for the
state. In my unit the critical mass
feels this way ” Gutman said. “I
guess we are all odd birds."
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